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BUREAU OF PRISONS AND THE UNITED STATES
PAROLE COMMISSION

THURSDAY, MARCH 28, 1985

House of Representatives, Subcommittee on Courts,
Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice,

Committee on the Judiciary,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met at 10:30 a.m., in room 2226, Rayburn
House Office Building, Hon. Robert W. Kastenmeier (chairman of

the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Kastenmeier, Mazzoli, Berman, Moor-
head, Hyde, Swindall, Coble, and Kindness.

Staff present: Michael J. Remington, chief counsel; Gail H. Fo-

garty, counsel; and Joseph V. Wolfe, associate counsel.

Mr. Kastenmeier. This morning we are continuing with our au-

thorization/oversight hearings on the Bureau of Prisons and the

U.S. Parole Commission. It is particularly important for us to care-

fully examine these agencies in light of the passage of the Compre-
hensive Crime Control Act. As a result of that act the Parole Com-
mission will be abolished within 2 years and the Bureau will be
faced with new challanges and responsibilities. Thus, before intro-

ducing our two witnesses let me take a moment to review some of

the changes which will occur in the Federal criminal justice system
as a result of that enactment.
Under the new law, defendants will be sentenced by Federal

judges using a system of sentencing guidelines. Once sentenced the

prison imposed, if any, will be fully served, less a minimal amount
of good time. There will be no parole release. Also, under this

system, inmates will serve substantially shorter periods of post-re-

lease supervision than is presently the case. In addition, responsi-

bility for the revocation of post release supervision is transferred

from the Parole Commission to the Federal courts. Finally, the new
system provides that allowances for good behavior shall vest and
that the time an inmate may serve in a community treatment fa-

cility will be severely limited. Each of these changes will have a
dramatic impact on the prison system.

All of the reforms worked on the criminal justice, I mentioned
above, will come on top of a dramatic increase on the prison popu-
lation. Since 1981 there has been a 31-percent increase in the

number of Federal inmates. Moreover, this trend is expected to

continue to an even greater degree in the wake of the CCCA, the

Comprehensive Crime Control Act that was passed.

(1)



Ironically, if the Federal Government, especially the National In-
stitute of Corrections, were approached by a State facing a prison
overcrowding problem of this magnitude it would likely be told to
consider certain forms, for example: Limits on input, reduced pres-
sure on current inmate population, and increased control over the
output in terms of parole policies.

The Department of Justice, rather than advocating any of these
in the proposed budget, does the following: (a) cuts the amount to
be spent on buildings and facilities—that is space—by $39 million;
(6) makes, what I believe to be, an unrealistic projection of the in-

crease in prison population of only 2 percent; (c) asks for 7 percent
more prosecutors and investigators but virtually no new prison
space an increase of 32,580 to 33,790, id) requests a cut in the use of
community treatment facilities of $2 million. There is no indication
of how the implementation of the Comprehensive Crime Control
Act will be placed in a planned way.
These criticisms are not intended to fall particularly at the feet

of today's witnesses, rather they are aimed at a wider audience. My
fundamental questions are: What are the limits on the Federal
criminal justice system? How many crimes should be Federal? Of
those crimes, how many should be fully prosecuted? How much will
it cost? What alternatives exist to the current expansion of the
Federal criminal justice system?
Today's witnesses, who are well known to us and have testified

before this committee many times, are Norman Carlson, Director
of the Bureau of Prisons and Ben Baer, who is chairman of the
Parole Commission. They are most welcome.
We have received copies of your statements. Mr. Carlson, would

you like to proceed.

TESTIMONY OF NORMAN A. CARLSON, DIRECTOR, FEDERAL
BUREAU OF PRISONS; AND BENJAMIN F. BAER, CHAIRMAN, U.S.

PAROLE COMMISSION
Mr. Carlson. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I

have a prepared statement which, with your permission, I would
like to introduce into the record and summarize.
Mr. Kastenmeier. Without objection, it is received.
Mr. Carlson. Mr Chairman, without question, the overriding

issue facing the Federal Bureau of Prisons is overcrowding. This
morning our population was 34,100, whereas 1 year ago today, it

was 31,268. We have seen an increase of 2,800 inmates in the past
12 months alone. As you have indicated, since January 1981, just 4
years ago, the population has grown by 10,000 inmates.
The increase, I believe, is a result of several factors. First of all,

recent Department of Justice initiatives have focused attention on
drug trafficking and organized crime. I believe it is also a reflection
of the additional resources that have been provided throughout the
Federal criminal justice system—additional FBI agents, DEA
agents. Immigration Service border patrol officers, assistant U.S.
attorneys, as well as U.S. district court judges.
As you know, it is difficult to predict future trends in terms of

the prison population. There are simply too many variables in-

volved that we don't control. As you pointed out, Mr. Chairman, in



the 1986 budget we project an average population of 33,790, which

we have already exceeded today by 200. The estimate we have

made for 1990, 4 years hence, is 38,000 offenders.

Over the years, the Bureau has attempted to develop population

projections on a conservative basis. Our reason is simple. We do not

want to overbuild prison capacity. Prisons are expensive to con-

struct and also expensive to operate.

One area of concern that you alluded to in your opening state-

ment is the impact the Comprehensive Crime Control Act will have

on the prison population. From my perspective, there is no ques-

tion that it will bring additional inmates into the system and will

increase our population. The reason is twofold. First, there are sev-

eral new Federal offenses which are encompassed under the new
crime bill. But most importantly, the Sentencing Commission,

which will begin operation in 1986, will develop guidelines for use

by Federal district court judges. It is difficult, if not impossible,

today to predict what those guidelines will be. We will simply have

to wait until the guidelines are submitted to the Congress, some 2

years from now.
There are several bright spots, however, that I would like to com-

ment on. First, we have begun at long last to return the Marielito

Cubans to Havana. Thus far we have sent two planeloads to

Havana carrying a total of 51 inmates. The agreement between our

two governments calls for 100 per month to be taken back to Cuba.

It will take approximately 2 years, however, to diminish the total

of 1,800 inmates we now have at the U.S. Penitentiary in Atlanta,

GA, plus the 900 Marielitos that have been identified serving State

sentences throughout the country.

As I have commented on before, the U.S. Penitentiary in Atlan-

ta, GA is, without question, the most difficult prison to manage in

this country. I think our staff have performed in a very profession-

al manner under very difficult and trying circumstances.

I might comment that when the Cubans leave Atlanta, we plan

to remodel the institution as we are doing with Leavenworth and
convert it into a modern level 5 institution.

Mr. Chairman, as you recall, in 1982 the Bureau of Prisons un-

dertook a multifaceted plan to deal with the problem of overcrowd-

ing. We have attempted to attack the problem in several ways.

First, we have acquired surplus properties whenever possible. With
the help of this committee as well as the Appropriations Commit-
tees, we acquired a former Air Force Base in Duluth, MN, which is

now occupied by some 430 Federal inmates.
In addition, we purchased a former seminary in Loretto, PA. We

are now in the process of renovating the facility and will have it

fully occupied by 500 inmates later this year.

With the help of your committee we have also purchased a
former State mental hospital in Rochester, MN. We will have a ca-

pacity of 500 medical, surgical, and psychiatric patients in the

Rochester facility by late fall.

We continue to search for surplus properties. I think they are a
cost-effective way to attack the problem of ovecrowding. Also, the

time required to put a surplus facility on line is much less than
that required to build a new institution.



Second, we are adding additional housing units wherever possi-
ble. We currently have 22 projects underway to add to the capacity
of existing institutions. Five of those housing units will be complet-
ed by June 1 and the others later this year and next year. We are
requesting staff for 10 of those units in the 1986 budget, which is

now before the Appropriations Committee as well as your commit-
tee.

Third, we plan to expand the use of Community Treatment Cen-
ters prior to release. During the past 3 years the average daily pop-
ulation in halfway houses has gone from 1,400 to 2,400, with an av-
erage length of stay of approximately 120 days prior to release. We
plan to increase the population to 2,700 during fiscal 1986.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we are building new institutions. The in-
stitution in Phoenix, which the committee authorized some 3 years
ago, is on time and within the money and will begin receiving its

first inmates next week. We plan to dedicate the institution in May
and have it at full capacity of 570 by October or November.

In addition, the Oakdale, LA, Immigration Detention Center is

now in the final construction process. This institution will house
1,000 immigration detainees for the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service. The plan is to open it in December 1985.

I would point out, that the Oakdale, LA, facility will not impact
on the Bureau of Prisons overcrowding. Rather, it will serve the
Immigration and Naturalization Service's need to house aliens who
are going to be deported from this country to their native lands.
On the west coast we are underway with a project in Los Angeles

to build a new Metropolitan Detention Center similar to the ones
we operate in San Diego, Chicago, and New York City. Activation
of this facility will take 500 inmates out of the institution at Termi-
nal Island, CA, and enable us to treat them in a far more humane
and effective manner. If all goes according to plan, we will break
ground for the facility in September of this year with completion
scheduled for July 1987.

In other areas of the country we are attempting to find sites to
build new prisons. I have to report, however, that in the northeast
region we are experiencing great difficulty. As I am certain you are
aware, prisons are not popular with a variety of constituencies.
They rank somewhere between toxic waste dumps and nuclear
plants.

In the Southeast, however, we do have several promising sites
and, if all goes according to plan, we should begin to construct a
facility in the southeast region, sometime later this year or early
next year.
Let me assure you, Mr. Chairman, that we are very much con-

cerned with overcrowding. We are attempting to address the prob-
lem in what I consider to be a responsible manner. Taken together,
the projects that we have enumerated will add 5,900 beds to the
system over the next several years. Approximately 2,000 of those
beds will be opened during calendar year 1985.

Let rne close if I may, by briefly commenting on Federal Prison
Industries. As you know, we currently employ over 9,000 inmates
per day working in Prison Industries. In this year's budget we are
requesting an additional 61 positions so we can add 1,000 more in-

mates to the work program. As you will recall, Federal Prison In-



dustries is a totally self-sustaining corporation. The profits are used

to cover all expenses including staff salaries, construction of new
buildings, as well as inmate wages. Additional profits are used to

defray educational and vocational training expenses throughout

the Bureau of Prisons.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, let me comment on the National Insti-

tute of Corrections. As you know, NIC plays a very important role

in helping State and local governments improve their correctional

programs, basically through staff training and technical assistance.

With a small staff of 41 full-time positions and a total budget -of

only $13 million, I believe the National Institute of Corrections is

doing an excellent job of assisting State and local governments.

I want to conclude by saying that we appreciate the opportunity

to work with you and your staff. We have appreciated the visits

from you and members of your staff over the past years and we
certainly hope that the cooperation will continue in the future.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I would be pleased to

answer any questions you and your colleagues or the committee

may have.
[The statement of Mr. Carlson follows:]

Statement of Norman A. Carlson, Director, Federal Bureau of Prisons

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I appreciate the opportunity to

appear before you again to discuss the Federal Bureau of Prisons.

PRISON OVERCROWDING

Between January 1981 and today, the federal prison population has expanded

from 24,000 to 34,000, a 42% increase. During the past 12 months alone, the popula-

tion increased by 2,600.

Managing the existing level of overcrowding together with projected future in-

creases in the inmate population are the major challenges facing the Federal

Bureau of Prisons.

The dramatic increase in the number of inmates confined is the direct result of an

expanded Federal Criminal Justice System which is focusing specific attention on

narcotics trafficking and organized crime. Based on our analysis of recent trends, we
project that the federal prison population will continue to increase during the next

several years and will reach 38,000 by 1990. These estimates are admittedly conserv-

ative in order to insure that scarce resources are not expended to construct unneces-

sary prison capacity.

The recently enacted Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 will, in all likeli-

hood, further increase the inmate population. Two factors exist which make it im-

possible to estimate the long term impact at this time. First, for the several new
federal offenses created by the Act, we must wait for the full implementation of in-

vestigative and prosecutorial guidelines and identification of resources directed at

these crimes. Secondly, the sentencing reform provisions of the Act will have the

most significant long term impact on the inmate population level. Since the Sen-

tencing Commission will not submit its recommended guidelines to the Congress

until 1986, we believe it would be premature to attempt to make predictions at this

time.

CUBAN DETAINEES

I am pleased to report that, at long last, we have begun to return the Cuban de-

tainees confined at the United States Penitentiary in Atlanta, Georgia. On February

21, 1985, the first group of 23 Mariel Cubans were returned to Havanna. Another

group of 28 were sent back on March 18th, 1985.

Without question, the Cuban detainees have been the most violent, disruptive and
unpredictable group of offenders ever confined in the Federal Bureau of Prisons. In

addition, their presence has totally diverted the Atlanta Penitentiary from its in-

tended mission of housing high security federal offenders.
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The recent agreement between the United States and Cuba provides for the
return of the detainees at the rate of no more than 100 a month. This means that it
will take two years to return the 1,800 presently confined at Atlanta and the addi-
tional estimated 900 now confined in state prisons throughout the country. When
the Cubans have been returned, we plan to remodel the Atlanta Penitentiary and
return it to its intended use as a Security Level Five institution.

MULTI-YEAR PLAN

Mr. Chairman, in 1982 we began a multi-faceted plan to accommodate the popula-
tion increases we were expecting in the next several years. Since that time, our
planning has been based on four approaches designed to provide additional capacity
in the most cost-effective and timely manner.

First, we have sought to acquire surplus properties because such acquisitions are
much cheaper than new construction and can be brought on line much faster.
Recent acquisitions include the Federal Prison Camp in Duluth, Minnesota (a
former Air Force Base); the Federal Medical Center in Rochester, Minnesota (a pre-
vious State Mental Hospital); and the Federal Prison Camp in Loretto, Pennsylva-
nia (a closed seminary). Each of these facilities is now housing inmates and will be
fully renovated by January 1986, adding 1,500 beds to our capacity in a short period
of time.

Secondly, we are expanding the capacity at present institutions wherever possible.
With funding approved by the Congress through 1985, we have added or will add
new housing units at 22 existing institutions. We have requested staff to activate
ten of these units in 1986 and five additional housing units are requested in the FY
1986 budget.
The third approach is to utilize contract halfway houses to facilitate the release

transition of Federal inmates to the community. Our policy is to use such centers to
the maximum level possible, consistent with public safety. During the past three
years we have increased the halfway house population from 1,400 to 2,400 and plan
to mcrease it to 2,700 in 1986. We have also used other contract detention and con-
finement resources. Recently, for example, we have contracted with a private firm
in California to operate a secure facility to house Youth Corrections Act offenders.

Finally, where we cannot meet capacity needs through contracts, expansion, or
acquisitions, we request approval for construction of new facilities. We are nearing
completion of the new Federal Correctional Institution in Phoenix, Arizona, a
medium security facility which will eventually house almost 600 offenders. The ini-
tial group of inmates will arrive at Phoenix next week. We are also currently desig-
nating the Los Angeles Metropolitan Detention Center, a 550 bed pre-trial detention
facility which will be opened in 1987.

Construction is now being completed on a 1,000 bed Alien Detention Center in
Oakdale, Louisiana which the Bureau of Prisons will operate to house alien detain-
ees for the Immigration and Naturalization Service. Funding is requested in the
1986 budget to activate the facility which will open in December of this year.
We are also pursuing the acquisition of suitable sites for two institutions in the

Northeast Region and one in the Southeast. For some time, we have been experienc-
ing difficulty locating suitable sites in the Northeast. The problem of finding suita-
ble sites explains why we are not requesting construction funds for new facilities in
the 1986 budget.
When taken together, the currently approved expansions and those requested in

the 1986 budget will increase the capacity of the Federal Prison System by 5,900
beds. Approximately 2,000 of these beds will come on-line during the next year.
With currently approved projects and those identified for future year budget re-
quests, our objective is to keep pace with the continuing increases in the inmate
population and to substantially reduce the level of overcrowding.

I want to again assure you, Mr. Chairman, that we are extremely concerned with
prison overcrowding and its attendant problems and believe that we are approach-
ing the issue in a responsible and cost effective manner.

FEDERAL PRISON INDUSTRIES

Mr. Chairman, I want to briefly discuss Federal Prison Industries and the impor-
tant role it plays in providing inmates with work opportunities and job skills. Feder-
al Prison Industries currently employs over 9,000 inmates and operates factories in
43 of the 45 federal institutions.

In 1986 the Corporation is requesting 61 additional positions to provide supervi-
sion for the expansion of industrial programs at 19 institutions and the addition of
new factories at two facilities. This expansion will provide jobs and training for ap-



proximately 1,000 additional inmates. As you will recall, all Corporate expenses in-

cluding plant expansion and staff salaries are covered by earnings so that no appro-

priated funds are required. Profits are used to provide academic and vocational

training programs and financial assistance to inmates who work in institutional

maintenance assignments.
The Chief Justice has been a staunch supporter of strengthening prison industries

and has generated national attention on the subject. One of his recent initiatives is

a center established at the George Washington University to foster major improve-

ments in corrections through the study and promotion of prison industries, literacy

training and related activities. The Bureau of Prisons is a participant in these ef-

forts.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CORRECTIONS

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I want to note that the National Institute of Corrections is

continuing to perform its role as a vital force for improvement in corrections at the

state and local level through training and technical assistance services. The Insti-

tute's National Academy of Corrections has trained thousands of Sheriffs and cor-

rectional administrators from all over the nation.

In my opinion, the Institute has retained its effectiveness in large part because it

has remained small and is able to respond directly and promptly to requests for as-

sistance.

That concludes my formal statement, Mr. Chairman. I would be pleased to answer

any questions you or your colleagues may have.

Norman A. Carlson, Director

Mr. Carlson, 52, has been the Director of the Federal Bureau of Prisons since

1970. He was born in Sioux City, Iowa and is a graduate of Gustavus Adolphus Col-

lege (B.A., Sociology, 1955) and the University of Iowa (M.A. Criminology, 1957). He
began his career as a correctional officer at the Iowa State Penitentiary in 1956

while he was a graduate student. He entered the Federal Prison Service the follow-

ing year as a parole officer at the United States Penitentiary, Leavenworth, Kansas.

He has served as a supervisor at the Federal Correctional Institution, Ashland, Ken-

tucky, project director for the Community Treatment Center program and for four

years was Executive Assistant to the Director. In 1965, he was a graduate fellow at

the Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs, Princeton Universi-

ty. Mr. Carlson is past President of the American Correctional Association, after

having served as President of that organization between August 1978 and August
1980.

Mr. Kastenmeier. Thank you very much. I think if Mr. Baer will

bear with us, we will in fact ask some questions.

Mr. Carlson, I am certainly not one who over the years has been
pressing for rebuilding programs for prisons. But I am a realist and
I can see the trends, and so can you.

I would think that any prison system has some real management
and legal problems from overcrowding. That is certainly true of the

Federal Bureau of Prisons, is it not?
Mr. Carlson. Yes, it is, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Kastenmeier. Now, in terms of the number of prisoners that

you currently have committed to your authority and the number of

spaces and beds which, in terms of design, those that your institu-

tions are designed for, you have a shortfold.

Mr. Carlson. By 9,000, that is correct.

Mr. Kastenmeier. Now the reason that I raised the question is

that the 2 percent increase and even the beds that you hope would
be online by the end of the year, really runs in the face of experi-

ence. It is not merely, I think, a question of whether it would be

convenient to be conservative with respect to resources, yet it falls

within the purview of constitutional problems and other problems
with respect to these inmates.
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We, you and I, remember the time, 4 or 5 years ago, when we
discussed the closing of McNeil Island, Atlanta and Leavenworth,
and now you are saying that you want to retain Atlana. We under-
stand why it was necessary 2 or 3 years ago to retain Atlanta, be-
cause of the problem at least which is mitigating with reference to
Cuban detainees. But other than McNeil Island we are certainly no
further along the lines of that and can't be because of the enormity
of the problem of the 42-percent increase in your prison population
in 10 years time.

I know that you are not the Director of 0MB. I don't want to
suggest that you aren't aware of the problem that I think we both
see. But we are going to have greater prosecution not less. We have
a Comprehensive Crime Control Act which will probably result in
greater convictions. We have no indication that prison guidelines
are going to be releasing a lot of people who would ordinarily be
serving sentences. So I really see no technical information or anal-
ysis which would suggest that we don't have a need for a dramatic
number of new places for prisoners. I am not one who is great for
prison building, but I think, in terms of what we have faced in the
last half of this decade and the years ahead, this entirely under-
shoots our needs with respect to your management of the Federal
Bureau of Prisons. I would ask for your comment.
Mr. Carlson. Mr. Chairman, I would agree that overcrowding is

our No. 1 concern today. The population has grown much more
rapidly in recent months than we anticipated. As you can appreci-
ate, the budget before you was developed some 6 to 9 months ago
by the Bureau of Prisons and transmitted through channels. I

think there is a reflection in the budget that is overly optimistic. I

can tell you, Mr. Chairman, that I share your concerns and have
communicated those to the appropriate authorities. I hope that if

we can find sites for the other new institutions, we will be permit-
ted the funding to go ahead and build these additional institutions.
Mr. Kastenmeier. It is true, is it not, to a far greater extent

than in the history of your management of the Federal Bureau of
Prisons, you are forced to rely on facilities for which, unless on an
emergency basis, you indicated may be more economical, you could
go online quicker. But under a normal long-term proposition, that
isn't what you would prefer to do in terms of adding facilities that
are needed for the prison population. These facilities were not de-
signed for the contemporary American prison setting but obviously
for something else.

So, in essence, you are operating on a temporary and emergency
situation with respect to some of these new acquisitions, are you
not?
Mr. Carlson. If we had unlimited resources we would go out and

construct, to our specifications, new institutions. But we realize
that there are financial constraints on the Government at this par-
ticular time, and, as a result, we have attempted to find the most
cost-effective solutions. I think there are some tradeoffs that have
been made.
On the other hand, I have to say that the facilities we acquired

in Loretto, PA, Duluth, and Rochester are very acceptable to the
Bureau of Prisons and will serve a much needed requirement.
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the time that we get the money from the Congress and go through
the environmental impact statement process, et cetera, we can ac-

quire an existing institution and have it online within 12 to 18

months, which I think is a rather dramatic improvement over new
construction.

I am saying, in effect, that there is a tradeoff that we make. We
have limited resources and do the best we can.

Mr. Kastenmeier. I have some other questions which I am going
to turn over to my colleagues. They are questions on Marion, IL

and on the extent that the report which was issued by this commit-
tee states that you have been able to respond. These are a couple of

things that I would like to explore later.

Now I yield to my colleague, Mr. Moorhead.
Mr. Moorhead. Thank you.

It is good to have you with us, Mr. Carlson.

Mr. Carlson. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Moorhead. We appreciate the work that you are doing.

You know, it looks to me that the time has come almost to where
we get a little different attitude than we have traditionally had
about prisons and prison populations. We have got a lot of people

that are violent, and violent people out there, and things that are

of real danger, but at the same time the Federal System at least

has got an awful lot of people that are nonviolent prisoners, that

are not on drugs. I don't know exactly what percent, but I can't see

why they can't just as well be housed in some of these old military

facilities that we are tearing down and why we can't get more of

this reparative work done than we are, starting at the present

time, and why we aren't getting to work on things for the Salva-

tion Army and other people that contribute to society, rather than
keeping them in $40,000 to $50,000 cells where they are bottled up
for a few years. I just wonder what your thoughts are on that.

Mr. Carlson. Congressman Moorhead, I would agree that there

are a number of inmates in the Federal System as well as in the

State Prison Systems that do not require maximum security. By
our classification system, we today have some nearly 8,000 inmates
in minimum security camps such as the one I just sited in Duluth,
MN. We acquired the former Air Force base at no cost to the

Bureau of Prisons or the Department of Justice; it was surplused
by the military. Using a very modest amount of renovation money
we were able to convert the facility and now have nearly 500 mini-

mum security inmates in that camp. The same is true in Loretto,

PA where we acquired a former seminary and again, with very
little cost to the taxpayer, converted it over to what I consider to

be a very decent institution.

I agree with your premise and I think that we can continue to do
more to fmd mimimum security space for those inmates who do not

require the $40,000 to $50,000 cells that we have in our maximum
security penitentiaries.

Mr. Moorhead. About what percent of your population would be
nonviolent and nondrug related?
Mr. Carlson. I would have to supply that for the record. It is dif-

ficult to say because we look at only the offense for which they are

now committed to Federal custody. Many times they may have
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prior histories of violence or drug abuse which are not reflected in
the current offense. I will supply that for the record.

[Information to be furnished.]

Currently, the Bureau is housing 8,100 offenders serving terms for violent of-

fenses. An additional 8,800 are serving terms for drug offenses.
Since prior criminal record information on our inmates comes from a variety of

federal, state, local and foreign sources, it is incomplete. What we have indicates
that a minimum of 14 percent of the offenders serving terms for non-violent offenses
have prior convictions for violent offenses.

Another perspective on our population is that at the end of 1984 approximately
11,000 of our inmates had no known prior commitments. Of them, approximately
4,900 had no known prior arrests. Drug law violators and some violent offenders,
however, are very likely to be among these populations.

Finally, it is important to note that at the end of 1984 two out of three (or 65,500)
federal offenders under supervision were in non-confinement alternatives and an ad-
ditional 8,200 are now serving terms in Federal Prison System security level one
facilities without perimeter security such as Federal Prison Camps.

Mr. MooRHEAD. It concerns many of us that there are people out
there who are a danger to society, that there is no room. They get
out on parole or probation and there is just not room for them
there; and yet, we have people that should be punished, that
should go through the system, but to do it in a way that they are
more apt to be rehabilitated in a way that they don't cost nearly as
much; also, where they set as much of an example of wrongdoing
as they would if they would if we kept them in these very expen-
sive cells, where many of them get hurt rather than helped.
Mr. Carlson. I would agree with you. I think the Comprehensive

Crime Control Act establishes that prisons are a scarce resource
and it becomes an allocation issue. How do you allocate the scarce
resource? That is what the Sentencing Commission has been
charged to do, and I would hope that they would take prison capac-
ity into consideration in their deliberations.
Mr. MooRHEAD. I am very glad to read about this Halfway-House

Program that you have, because it is obviously important that
many of these people be taken out of the atmosphere that they are
in in the prisons and get readjusted to a more normal life.

Mr. Carlson. Thank you, sir.

Mr. MooRHEAD. I appreciate the work that you are doing.
Mr. Kastenmeier. The gentleman from California.
Mr. Herman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am particularly interested for this purpose, in the relationship

to the Bureau of Prisons in the running of the detention centers.
You referred to the Oakdale facility. Is the Bureau of Prisons in-

volved simply in the finding and construction of that facility, or
are you going to be operating it after it is completed?
Mr. Carlson. This will be the first time the Bureau of Prisons

will operate a detention facility for immigration detainees. We are
building the institution and are also going to manage it and be re-

sponsible for the overall administration.
Mr. Berman. I take it that the initial capacity of that facility is

going to be 1,000 detainees, is that true?
Mr. Carlson. That is correct.
Mr. Berman. Do you think that there is a potential for an expan-

sion to 5,000?
Mr. Carlson. I would certainly hope not. It is not our plan to

expand to 5,000. I think that the 1,000 we now have under constuc-
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tion is, at this point in time, the size that we are capable of manag-
ing.

Mr. Berman. Is it going to simply be a facility for new detamees
or are they going to transfer the detainees from premises that are

overcrowded and detention camps that are now run by INS?
Mr. Carlson. I can't speak for the Immigration Service and their

plans at this point in time. However, my understanding is that the

detainees who have been arrested throughout the country and are

being housed in local jails awaiting deportation will be taken to

Oakdale for processing until such time that they can physically be

deported from this country. It should relieve the overcrowding

problem in a number of local jails throughout the country.

Mr. Berman. Run that by me one more time.

What is your theory on why it would relieve the overcrowding?

Mr. Carlson. I believe it will to some extent because, at the

present time, when Immigration makes an arrest detainees are

housed in local jails under contract until such time that they can

be deported. Oakdale will serve as a staging area so that these de-

tainees can be moved almost immediately after apprehension, go

through the formalities of the deportation process, and then be de-

ported directly from the facility. Theoretically detainees should be

staying in local jails for shorter periods of time than they do today.

Mr. Berman. I gather Oakdale is an area of very few irnmigra-

tion lawyers or immigration specialists. How do you envision the

detainees getting the rights available to them obtaining coun-

sel

Is the Bureau of Prisons policy the same as INS policy with re-

spect to accessability to counsel and provision for counsel in ihe

running of this facility or are you making plans for that?

Mr. Carlson. The Immigration Service will take care of those ar-

rangements. We will have nothing to do with the hearings that

take place. That will be the responsibility of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service.

Mr. Berman. Even in terms of the construction and the planning

of the facility, unlike other prisons which would be run—let me
put it a different way.
What is the coordination process? You are going to be maintain-

ing a facility and INS is going to have a great deal to do in terms

of hearing officers, attorneys, the deportation and transporta-

tion

Mr. Carlson. That is correct. They will have staff on site who
will be responsible for all of the immigration functions. We will

run the detention aspect but will not have responsibility for the

hearings that will take place.

Mr. Berman. Is Oakdale being constructed to comply with the

Bureau of Prisons detention standards?
Mr. Carlson. Yes, it is, sir.

Mr. Berman. Do you know how many of the beds at Oakdale will

be in dormitories?
Mr. Carlson. Virtually all of them will be in dormitories.

Mr. Berman. One thing that we noticed was that the predicted

cost of this facility is significantly less than other detention facili-

ties that the Bureau of Prisons constructed. Why is that?
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Mr. Carlson. It does not require the same degree of security that
other types of detention faciUty require for felons being held await-
ing appearance before U.S. district courts. From our experience,
the alien population is not a particularly violent population. They
are not escape prone and do not require the same degree of physi-

cal security that we would have to build into a typical jail oper-
ation.

Mr. Berman. One of the problems that I noticed in a detention
center I visited was the lack of private areas for attorneys to meet
with detainees. Is Oakdale being constructed with that concern in

mind?
Mr. Carlson. I would have to supply that for the record. I be-

lieve it is, but I am not that familiar with the design.

Mr. Berman. If possible, I would be interested in any informa-
tion regarding the number of private cubicles for the attorneys to

meet with the detainees.

Mr. Carlson. I will be glad to do that.

Mr. Berman. Mr. Chairman, I have other questions, but we all

do.

Mr. Kastenmeier. I am noting that the second bells have just

rung for a vote on the House floor. We are going to recess for 15
minutes, in order that members may go vote and, hopefully,
return. Then, at that time, Mr. Kindness will be recognized. The
committee stands in recess.

[Recess.]

The committee will come to order.

When we recessed we were hearing the Director of the Federal
Bureau of Prisons. Pending the arrival of Mr. Kindness, would Mr.
Coble, the gentleman from North Carolina, like to ask questions?
Mr. Coble. Mr. Carlson, thank you for your presence here today

and also your testimony.
I would like, Mr. Chairman, merely to reiterate Congressman

Moorhead's comments concerning the cost-effectiveness of at least

utilizing those who have been convicted of nonviolent crimes. As
you pointed out, and I am sure, that there are inmates who have
been convicted of nonviolent crime, who could be confined in less

strict or less secured facilities.

I am concerned, sir—and perhaps your statement reveals it, I

have not seen it if it does—what is the average cost to house Feder-
al prisoners per year?
Mr. Carlson. Congressman, it is presently $36 per inmate per

day, which translates into $13,200 per year. That is an average of

all 45 institutions.

Mr. Coble. And I believe you said, in response to Congressman
Moorehead's comments, that you would assemble information and
make it available to us for the questions to be posed concerning in-

mates that had been convicted of nonviolent crimes and the possi-

bility of housing them as he proposed, did you not?
Mr. Carlson. Yes we will, certainly.

Mr. Coble. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Kastenmeier. I yield to my colleague.

Going to the question of Marion, IL, is it an institution still, I

gather, in lock-down nearly 18 months later?
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Mr. Carlson. Mr. Chairman, I would not say that it is in a lock-

down situation. It is not the same as immediately after the three
homicides. We have one unit which is now operating in a compara-
tively normal prison context. We have another housing unit which
is one step below and which provides inmates with greater opportu-

nities to be out of their cells. The bulk of the inmates, it is true,

are confined in their cells for the majority of the time during the

day.
Mr. Kastenmeier. There was a report issued which made a

number of suggestions relating to stress management, staff man-
agement for staff and then questions as to what options might be
available.

At least 12 months ago or so, we had considerable representa-

tives of staff from Prisoner Rights Organizations and from others

who were concerned generally about the condition at Marion. As
the Director knows, we commissioned the report to us which we
have shared with you. Among other things it suggested that in a
longer term—granted you have many other problems—the differ-

ence in prison architecture with respect to inmate control and
layout, more flexibility such as the Oak Park might be alternative

ways to proceed from the current situation at Marion.
Do you have any comments about that report and some of its

specific recommendations?
Mr. Carlson. Mr. Chairman, we have provided a written re-

sponse to the committee which we will update in the near future

and which will provide you with additional information as to the
manner in which we have followed some of the recommendations.

I stated in my written response that we were generally im-
pressed with the recommendations. I think that the authors did a
good job in describing the institution and the type inmates that we
have confined there.

We are pursuing some of the recommendations. The steps I enu-
merated, in terms of the two units that have been opened, are con-

sistent with the report's recommendations. Some of the other
points made, such as the one on digital searches, are things we are
still looking at. If we can find another method to accomplish the
search of an inmate who choses to hide contraband in that fashion,

we would certainly use it. It is something that is distasteful for

staff as well as inmates. Up to this point in time, however, we have
found no substitute for the digital search.

Mr. Kastenmeier. Are you also contemplating any other alterna-

tives to your continuation of Marion's present form as a maximum
security institution, in more or less the same management and
coach, either with respect to movement of inmates or any other
control mechanism that is being applied to prison population?
Mr. Carlson. Mr. Chairman, as you know, the level of violence

at Marion has gone down since we imposed the lock-down after the
tragic murders of the two officers and the subsequent murder of

another inmate. Since that time, the staff has made a number of

modifications to the program. We will continue to make modifica-

tions as we gain experience and as the staff feels comfortable with
changes. I think we have made substantial progress in making it

more relaxed than it was in October 1983.
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On the other hand, I do not envision that Marion will ever
return to the point prior to the incidents because of the type of in-
mates that we have confined there. Today, for example, we have
358 inmates in the institution out of some 34,000, which is less
than 1 percent of the total inmate population. As you know, these
are the most dangerous, the most violent, the most predatory in-
mates we deal with in the Federal Prison System.

I submit again, Mr. Chairman, that the reason the other 44 insti-
tutions operate as well as they do with major overcrowding is be-
cause we have a Marion in the system, a place to take care of
those, who by their actions, have demonstrated that they cannot be
handled in a regular prison environment.
Mr. Kastenmeier. Well, it is a dangerous institution. I was im-

pressed, statistically, in our report by the fact that in a less than
18-month period—and you mentioned the 360 inmates—that there
were, assaults by inmate to inmate, 355 with weapon and 181 with-
out. This gives us some indication of the violence there. With or
without weapons, every inmate has been involved in an assault in
the institution on average.

I am going to yield on this point to the gentleman from Ohio,
Mr. Kindness, who was recognized before the recess.
Mr. Kindness. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for being

detained in returning to the hearing. Would you believe that I was
being lobbied?
Mr. Carlson. Not on prison matters, I hope.
Mr. Kindness. No. And, Mr. Carlson, we appreciate your testimo-

ny here today.
There is one aspect here that I would like to pursue just a bit,

and that is with respect to the Mariel Cuban detainees that are
now in the process of starting to move back to Cuba.
You indicated that 23 we returned to Cuba in February and 28

more in March. And I would like to know whether you believe that
that rate of processing in returning those detainees is likely to be
increased in the future months, since, obviously, instead of 2 years,
at this rate it would take almost 9 years to complete that task.
But are the problems with that processing improving or is the

process improving?
Mr. Carlson. Congressman Kindness, I would certainly hope so.

And we are optomistic that they will improve.
The problem has been that the U.S. District Court in Atlanta has

enjoined us for moving many of the inmates pending a formal
hearing before the court. The matter is now before the eleventh
circuit and we are hopeful that the circuit will issue a ruling
within the next few weeks. Once that ruling is issued, we think
that the entire process can be speeded up appreciably.
We have far more than 51 inmates who are already being re-

turned. As you can appreciate, we would like to return the entire
1,800, but it is going through the court process at this present time.
Mr. Kindness. And if the ruling of the court is favorable, is there

a likelihood that we could reach the 100-a-month level that is al-

lowable?
Mr. Carlson. Yes, sir, and we are hopeful that after we have had

some experience, we might be able to increase that beyond the 100.
Mr. Kindness. Thank you.
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Mr. Chairman, I would ask permission to just make one observa-
tion, not by way of question: that I, along with others in this sub-
committee, are very much concerned with the progress that can be
made and should be made and is proposed to be made in the Prison
Industry's aspect of the various operations. I believe that there is

much good that can be done by the expansion of that function, al-

though what is proposed at the present time is somewhat limited to

1,000 additional participants with 61 positions being involved. I

would hope that as the years progress that we can see even more
expansion of that program and commend you for the work that is

being done.
Mr. Coble. I share your concerns and assure you that we will

expand as we add additional factory space. One of the problems is

lack of adequate factory space in some of our institutions. We are
adding on at the present time and as those new factory buildings
come on line, we will ask for more positions so that we can go
beyond the even 10,000 inmates per day that will be employed in
1986.

Mr. Kindness. I just want to express my commendations for that
progress and hope that we can continue it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I yield back.
Mr. Kastenmeier. Thank you.
If I recall correctly, you were responsible for restoring the ability

to the Prison Industries to market some of the things that it does to

the Government. This was in light of an amendment and another bill

which would have taken away from the Prison Industries the option
of, I think, manufacturing road signs.

Mr. Kindness. Highway signs, yes. My comment is that that
fight is not over and it will continue year to year, I am sure.

Mr. Kastenmeier. Now we would like to recognize Mr. Swindall.
Mr. Swindall. Mr. Carlson, I note that on page 3 of your written

statement that you state that the Atlanta Penitentiary, once all of
the Cuban detainees have been removed, is intended to be restored
to its security level five, the institutional level that it had before-
hand.
There was a rumor some time ago that in the Atlanta area that

that particular facility was going to be closed or phased out, is

there any substance to that rumor?
Mr. Carlson. You are correct that in the late 1970's we did plan

to close the Atlanta Penitentiary. As you may recall, the Federal
prison population took a dramatic dip during the late 1970's and
we had excess capacity for a short period of time. That trend has
reversed itself and we now find that we are going to need Atlanta
in to 'the future. We plan to renovate the institution as soon as we
possibly can. We have money in this year's appropriation to begin
the renovation projects once we get the Cubans out of the institu-

tion.

Mr. Swindall. So, at this point that entire decision has been re-

versed?
Mr. Carlson. That is correct, sir.

Mr. Swindall. Another questions that I have is, what use is

being made of the halfway house approach?
Mr. Carlson. Congressman, inmates are transferred to a halfway

house for the last, 120 days of their sentence. The purpose is two-
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fold. One, it does reduce the population pressure. But, in addition,

it provides inmates with an opportunity to find a job and reestab-
lish themselves prior to being released directly to the community.
Today we have, over the 2,400 figure I mentioned in my testimo-

ny. We have nearly 2,500 inmates who are in halfway houses, Fed-
eral prisoners we are responsible for. We contract with State, local

and private agencies for this service. The largest deliverers of the
service are the Volunteers of America, for example. They provide
halfway house programs in many areas of the country.
Mr. Sv^iNDALL. Do all parolees spend some time in a halfway

house?
Mr. Carlson. Not all, but by far the largest percentage of parol-

ees do. Those that we consider to be particuarly violent or danger-
ous or potentially a serious threat to the community would be ex-

cluded. That is only a handful of the total number of inmates being
released.

Mr. SwiNDALL. Has there been any serious consideration given
to, say, taking white-collar type criminals and confining them to

halfway house type situations for the entire period of their confine-

ment, rather than in those maximun types of facilities?

Mr. Carlson. Congressman Swindall, we do whenever the Feder-
al judge recommends that we place a defendant in a halfway house
rather than in a regular institution. The problem, is that most Fed-
eral judges, believe that the matter of equal justice becomes a
factor that has to be considered and they feel that it would be inap-

propriate to place large numbers of white-collar offenders in a half-

way house rather than a traditional prison. If a Federal judge rec-

ommends it, however, we in most cases will follow the recommen-
dation.

Mr. Swindall. I would like to close by saying that I have been
intimately involved in the Atlanta Federal Penitentiary through
the Chuck Nolson ministry. And I just wanted to compliment the
Director for his support of not just that ministry but a number of

ministries that have been allowed into that facility as well as a
number of Federal facilities. I presently employ an ex-offender in

one of my furniture businesses who was a two-time repeat offender,

and I, for one, want to go one the record as saying that I think that
that type of commitment within the confines of the prison goes a
lot further than a lot of folks, perhaps, understand and certainly

individuals like Chaplin Riggs who was once there and is now in

Washington. I think they are to be commended for their part in

the rehabilitation process.

I just wanted to extend that, and yield back.
Mr. Carlson. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Kastenmeier. Mr. Carlson, with respect to the issue of pri-

vatization, which has recently made some public attention, what
statutory authority, if any, does the Bureau have to privatize the
operation of its prisons?
Mr. Carlson. Mr. Chairman, we have the statutory authority in

our enabling legislation in title 18 to contract with State, local or

private agencies for the care and custody of offenders. I think the
enabling legislation gives us that authority. That is our interpreta-

tion.
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Mr. Kastenmeier. You think it contemplated the entire prison

facility being privatized in the sense of giving you authority to so

commission a facility or dedicate it for private purposes?

Mr. Carlson. Mr. Chairman, as you know, I am not an attorney.

My gut reaction would be that we would not be able to privatize

one of the existing 45 institutions. What I was referring to was a

contract with an existing privately operated facility, which we have

done in one instance in the state of California for youthful offend-

ers. It is a small facility that houses 60 inmates. I do not think we
have the authority and as Director, I would not contemplate con-

tracting out to the private sector for the operation of one of our

regular institutions.

Mr. Kastenmeier. Have you considered, from a policy standpoint

in terms of looking down the road a couple of years, any private

programs other than the California program in which you would resort

to private contracts for the care and maintenance of prisoners?

Mr. Carlson. Mr. Chairman, the only other contract we have for

a regular institution is with the Immigration and Naturalization

Service, for a facility operated for alien detainees in Houston, TX.

That is a specialized type of inmate population that we deal with in

the facility. The inmates are aliens serving short sentences prior to

their deportation.

Congressman, my reaction is that I am somewhat skeptical of the

private sector's involvement in corrections. I certainly have not

made a firm decision, but I am not one who is going to get on the

bandwagon and say that the private sector can solve all of our

problems over night. The problems are serious and I want to have

far more experience before I would launch into some massive cam-

paign to use the private sector to operate prisons.

Mr. Kastenmeier. I hope you would continue to share your views

on that question with us and we with you. I think because I am
also somewhat skeptical, particularly with the Federal system, the

private projects have to see whether it is working out and whether

certain constitutional and other issues arise with respect to private

authority over incarcerated individuals. I think that it might pay

to watch what happens in certain State systems? It is at least

something which we may in due course have to respond to.

Mr. Carlson. I certainly share your concerns and I might add

that we will watch the State projects closely and fmd out what the

end result is. But, at this point in time, I do not think that it is a

panacea that will solve all of our ills, by any stretch of the imagi-

nation.

Mr. Kastenmeier. One last question before I turn it over to my
colleagues for any additional questions that they might have.

Under the new sentencing system that the Congress enacted, the

amount of good time is reduced and good time will, in fact, vest, as

I understand. There are other changes. The abolition of the Parole

Commission will pose certain changes as far as options that you

have and it has in the context of severe overcrowding releases.

Have you considered this element in terms of what it means to you

in terms of the administration of managing the personnel and how
you might have to respond rather quickly in the event of under cal-

culations made of intake or of overcrowding?
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Mr. Carlson. Mr. Chairman, we obviously have considered the
impact of the Sentencing Commission, as I eluded to in my earlier
remarks and also in my testimony. The problem, as we recognize,
is that until the Commission comes out with its initial set of guide-
lines, we have no way of knowing how they are going to respond to
what I consider the intent of the Congress—that prisons are to be
viewed as a scarce resource and allocated accordingly. I would com-
ment on the good time provision. I think that the virtual abolition
of good time is not going to have any impact at all.

Good time is not the carrot we once thought it was. We have
other methods by which we can work with inmates in terms of pro-
viding them opportunities to better themselves while in prison. I do
not think that the abolishment of good time is going to have any
impact.

I support the general concept of truth in sentencing. When a
judge imposes a sentence, it means what it says. It does not mean
rather than 25 years, 3 years. It means that when a judge imposes
a sentence it is going to be just that. I think that will clarify the
intent of both the Congress and the courts when sentences are im-
posed.

Mr. Kastenmeier. In terms of managing and predicting prisoner
load, it does not make it easier for you?
Mr. Carlson. Until we see the guidelines, we have no way of

knowing what the impact would be.
Mr. Kastenmeier. The guidelines will give you a one-time infor-

mation on the impact.
Mr. Carlson. We can project in the future based on past experi-

ence with the numbers of offenders who would fit into the guide-
lines.

Mr. Kastenmeier. You may be able to predict somewhat better
but you will not be able to respond if your prediction is wrong. You
won t have the flexibility.

Mr. Carlson. No, I would agree with you on that point. On the
other hand, I am sure that you would agree that we do not want to
build more prison space than we need. That is the dilemma that we
are in. It is a Catch-22. We recognize that there will be more in-
mates, but we certainly do not want to spend needless taxpayer
dollars to build additional prisons if, in fact, they are not needed.
Mr. Kastenmeier. Most of your 10,000 spaces are overcrowded at

the moment. I don't think that that is a contingency that you have
to fear in the near future.

I yield to my colleague from Ohio, Mr. Kindness.
Mr. Kindness. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no further

questions.
Mr. Kastenmeier. Mr. Swindall.
Mr. Swindall. I have no further questions.
Mr. Kastenmeier. Mr. Coble.
Mr. Coble. I have no further questions, thank you.
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Mr. Kastenmeier. We thank you again for your appearance. We
know that you have a very difficult job. I think that you have done
an outstanding job in the years that you have been Director.

Obviously, we have a number of other questions and we would
like to raise them with you, rather than prolong the hearing here
today, by letter and letter response. Some other questions we would
pose I think you might be able to answer later more effectively, be-

cause you will have more information than you have as of today.
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U.S. Department of Justice

Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs

Office of the Assistant Attorney General Washington, DC. 20530

May 6, 1985

Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeler
Chalnnan
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties

and the Administration of Justice
Committee on the Judiciary
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed are the answers to the original supplemental
questions from the Subcommittee following the Bureau of Prisons
authorization hearings, as well as the answers to the additional
questions received from the Subcommittee by letter dated April 11,

1985.

If you have any questions regarding these materials, please
contact me.

Sincerely,

'Phidlip D. B/ady
Acxing Assistant Attorney General

Enclosures
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Federal Bureau of Prisons
Additional Questions for the Record

from

Robert W. Kastenmeier, Chairman, Subcommittee on Courts,

Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice

1. Last year the Congress added $250,000 for a legal assistance program. This

sum was in addition to a sum of $100,000 already available. The Bureau has

declined to spend this money. How can you justify this in light of the

fol lowing:

1) A 31% increase in the number of inmates since 1981, and an increase in

non-English speaking inmates;

2) 31 BOP facilities are without any organized legal services program (13

institutions are served by law school programs with an average grant of about

$8,000);

3) A constitutional obligation to provide access to the courts — which

may include access to lawyers (see Hooks v. Wainwright 536 F. Supp. 1330 (M.D.

FL, 1982) (court holds that access includes attorneys, in part, because of

inadequate law libraries and many inmates who are non-English speaking or

illiterate).

Answer : In 1985, Congress added $250,000 to the existing budget of $100,000 for

legal assistance programs for inmates. The Bureau of Prisons recognizes the

constitutional right of inmates to have access to the courts. The access is

assisted through legal research materials which are purchased by the government,

at a level of $185,000 for 1985, for inmate law libraries, and through

recognition of inmate-to-inmate legal assistance. Those are the types of help

which are required by court decision. In addition, since the 1960's, the Bureau

of Prisons has attempted to establish at each federal institution a legal

assistance program for indigent inmates who are not able to do their own legal

work. Typically, these have been programs conducted through a clinical program

operated out of a nearby law school.

It is not possible to start up new programs instantaneously. Immediately after

the increased funding was provided, staff were advised to try to establish a

program at each facility where one was not already uhderway. As a result, there

are five new schools where programs later this year are a good possibility, and

other schools where contacts have been made. The five new locations would be

New York, Otisville, Atlanta, Tallahassee, Bastrop). For existing programs, a

commitment of $106,000 was made for the current fiscal year.

2. The BOP has experienced a 31% increase since 1981 in inmate population. You

have also seen a 10% increase in 1983 over 1982 and predict that 1984

commitments will be at a similar level. Finally, we have been told by the U.S.

Attorneys and the Marshals Service to expect a "sharp increase" in prosecutions

and convictions, in part, as a result of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act.

Despite all these indications you are predicting only a 2% increase in the

prison population. This prediction seems unrealistic. Moreover, even with this

low population projection you are "building" in a substantial ---21%-- degree of

overcrowding. Won't these unrealistic projections force even greater

overcrowding within a few years?
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Answer : The Federal Bureau of Prisons has requested a supplemental appropriation
for the current fiscal year which will provide funding for an increase in the
average daily population from 31,533 (the amount currently funded ) to 32,930, an
increase of 4.4 percent. For 1986, an increase of 2.6 percent is requested for
an average daily population of 33,790. The Bureau's population projections,
traditionally, have been intentionally conservative to insure that funds are not
needlessly expended in constructing unnecessary prison capacity. Even though we
fully expect that the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 will eventually
further increase the inmate population, it is not possible at this time to
estimate the 1986 or longer term impact of this Act for two reasons. First, for
the several new federal offenses created by the Act, we must wait for the full
implementation of investigative and prosecutorial guidelines and identification
of resources directed at these crimes. Secondly, the sentencing reform
provisions of the Act will probably have the most significant long term impact on
the inmate population level. Since the new Sentencing Guidelines Commission does
not submit its recommended guidelines to the Congress until 1986, it would be
premature for the Bureau to make predictions at this time. We will continue to
collect and analyze data in order to provide predictions of the impact of this
Act as well as other Criminal Justice activity on the Federal Prison System.

3. Under the section 4205(g) the Director of the Bureau of Prisons is authorized
to move Federal District Courts for reduction of sentence. It is my under-
standing that you have been instructed not to make these motions in cases where
the Parole Commission has certified that the judicially imposed minimum is
disparate (that is, at least six months more than the Parole Commission's guide-
lines). How can you reconcile this policy with the need to reduce overcrowding
and the Administration's professed interest in reducing sentence disparity?

Answer : It has been the Bureau's policy using section 4205(g), from the time it
was enacted in 1976, to approach the courts on a careful basis, when the facts of
the individual case warranted the extraordinary consideration allowed by this
statute. We have not been instructed not to make such motions, on the cases
referred by the Parole Commission. Those cases have been individually reviewed;
motions have been submitted in deserving cases, but not in those cases where
there were factors justifying more serious sentencing.

4. What statutory authority, if any, does the Bureau have to privatize the
operation of prisons?

a) Would you agree that the use of private operators in a prison context
raises troubling Legal issues (such as the right of private persons to use force,
to deprive inmates of liberty — i.e. good time, and public accountability)
which should be resolved by Congress before you enter into such agreements?

Answer : The Attorney General has broad authority, in 18 USC 4082, to designate
any appropriate facility, whether federal or otherwise, for the service of
federal sentences. It is true that there are significant issues, such as use of
force and other conditions of care provided, which must be addressed in the
contracting for such services by private agencies. This is not a wholly new
experience, however, since contracting has been used for the placement of lower
security inmates in private facilities, particularly contract Community Treatment
Centers, with the knowledge of Congress, for many years. The Bureau's approach
to private contracting has been and will continue to be cautious and limited to
special situations where the contractor satisfactorily demonstrates the ability
to provide suitable and appropriate facilities and services. A good example of
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this is a contract we currently have with Eclectic Communications, Inc., for

housing approximately 60 low security Youth Corrections Act offenders at a

facility in LaHonda, California. The recent repeal of the Youth Corrections Act

(YCA) will reduce and eventually eliminate the Bureau's YCA population. The

decision to contract for the housing of these YCA offenders has enabled the

Bureau to increase capacity for regular sentenced offenders without the need to

acquire additonal permanent space. Operations at the contract facility are

carefully monitored by Bureau staff.

5. Last year this Committee succeeded in adding $2 million to your budget for

Community Treatment Centers, yet you declined to spend this money. Why?

Answer: The Bureau's 1985 budget request of $29,113,000 for contract Community

Treatment Centers (CTC's) reflected an increase of nearly $900,000 from the 1984

appropriation level and provided, as stated in the budget, resources sufficient

to place all eligible inmates in a CTC program for an average stay of 100 days.

Recent reductions in some contract CTC rates reinforce the validity of this

projection and in all likelihood will result in an increase in the average length

of stay. In future budget requests, the Bureau plans to increase the average

length of stay in CTC's to 120 days.

6. Under the new sentencing system Congress enacted last Congress the amount of

good time was reduced and good time will vest . Doesn't this system mean that you

will have very little control over an inmate at' the end of a sentence? For

example, you may have only a few days of leverage over the inmate during the last

month. Therefore, you will have less influence over an inmate's release date

than you do today. Will this cause discipline problems?

Answer: It is impossible to predict whether the vesting of good time will cause

additional discipline problems. It is true that at the very end of a sentence

there will be comparatively little good time to withhold. However, there is no

agreement among correcional workers as to whether the threat of withholding good

time is a significant tool to reduce misconduct. It should be remembered also

that the contrary practice, which the current law allows, provides no control

over an inmate's behavior at the very beginning of his sentence, when there is no

good time yet earned, and a constantly increasing amount of good time being

available, until there is a large amount which can be forfeited at the end of the

sentence.

7. With the abolition of the Parole Commission, how'will the prison system

respond quickly to overcrowding?

Answer: Fortunately, the Bureau of Prisons traditionally has been able to

uti 1 ize planned responses to overcrowding. The Parole Commission has been a

planned release mechanism available to the Federal Prison System.

Now, with the adoption of the Crime Control Act and the eventual phaseout of the

Parole Commission, we will be working closely with the new Sentencing Commission.

With regard to overcrowding in particular, the Act does include a provision

requiring that the Sentencing Guidelines be designed to minimize Federal prison

overcrowding. The Act also requires that the Sentencing Commission and the

Bureau of Prisons perform an analysis with recommendations concerning the maximum

utilization of resources to deal effectively with the Federal prison population.
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Additionally, the Bureau intends to increase the use of Community Treatment
Centers as well as continue to expand our capacity usage through surplus pr
conversions, expansion of existing facilities, and new construction.

In summary, the Act requires and the Bureau fully intends complete cooperation
with both the Sentencing Commission and the Congress to assure that unreasonable
Federal Prison System overcrowding does not occur.

8. In light of the increased incidence of overcrowding, why shouldn't we have a

plan for reducing the number of state inmates in the custody of BOP?

Answer : As of April 16, 1985 the Bureau was housing 941 state inmates, three
percent of our total population.

In recent months, the Bureau has declined several requests to house state and
local prisoners from Washington, D.C., West Virginia, Florida, and Nassau County,
New York. In addition, we have requested a number of states to return their
prisoners. The unprecedented level of overcrowding in the Federal system
severely limits the assistance we can render to state and local authorities
burdened with similar overcrowding. Nevertheless, we believe the Federal
government should continue to assist the states on a case by case basis,
particularly states lacking the necessary resources to handle extreme management
problems as well as those that provide reciprocal assistance to the Federal
government. We will continue to carefully screen all requests and accept only
those where we believe it is clearly in the best interests of the agencies
involved.

9. What relief can inmates obtain for inappropriate classification or
inappropriate placement after classification?

Answer: Initial designations are generally made at the Regional level. Some
special cases such as WITSEC are made at the Central Office level. The receiving
institution reviews the designation form and reports any apparent errors to the
Regional Designator who made the designation.

Institutions can request redesignation of an inmate. Generally, transfers are

initiated as the result of a change in the security and/or custody needs of the
inmate. If the new facility is closer to the inmate's release area, a transfer
agreed to by the Regional Office is mandatory for the inmate. If it is farther
from the release area, the inmate may refuse to go to a less secure facility
unless there is a specific management need as determined by the Regional
Designator. If the move is to a more secure facility, the inmate has no choice.

Inmates have their security levels and custody classifications reviewed at least
once a year. Some are reviewed every six months. At those reviews, inmates can
appeal their classifications to their unit staff.

If the unit staff concur with the inmate, then a request for redesignation is

forwarded under the Warden's signature to the Regional Designator for
consideration. If redesignation is denied, the inmate can then file a request
for Administrative Remedy. In calendar year 1983 (the last year for which data
are available) there were 81 inmate appeals of custody classification. Of this
number, 72 were denied and 9 were granted.

In addition to the Administrative Remedy process, inmates may ask the U.S.
District Courts to grant relief.
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10. If the Public Health Service is defunded how much will it cost BOP to replace

these medical services?

Answer : The replacement of Public Health Service (PHS) medical personnel with

Civil Service medical personnel would require no additional funds since the

Bureau already pays for the services provided by the PHS.

11. You are projecting a new facility in the Northeast. What sites are under

consideration?

Answer : Numerous sites are being considered along the Northeast corridor from

New York State to Washington, D.C. Presently two sites in New Jersey are being

evaluated. These are Fort Dix and Fairfield Township, New Jersey.

12. The National Institute of Corrections received additional funds last year,

yet you are not seeking these funds now. Why not? A review of how this money

will be spent indicates that these funds will be used to meet urgent correctional

needs ( see NIC Report ).

Answer : In March 1985, the National Institute of Corrections publicly announced

16 programs to address the critical needs in the 1984 supplemental appropriation.

Assistance applications are currently being solicited; however, the funds will

not be obligated until the end of August, 1985,- and will not be fully expended

until October, 1986. Therefore, the impact of these programs will be unclear for

some time. Prior to any future funding requests, we would first need to assess

the impact of these programs. The Institute did not view the Congressional

supplement as an ongoing appropriation.

13. Have the medical facilities of all the BOP facilities been accredited by the

Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH)? If not, why not?

Answer : The four medical referral centers of the Federal Bureau of Prisons

(Springfield, Lexington, Butner and Terminal Island) are accredited by the JCAH.

The remaining institutions provide either infirmary or ambulatory care only, not

hospitalization. It is inappropriate to seek JCAH accreditation for other than

Bureau medical referral centers. Once in full operation, the new Federal Medical

Center at Rochester will make application to JCAH for the accreditation process.

14. Would you like to have the Public Health Service' continue to serve the BOP in

remote locations or under certain circumstances -- e.g., for dental care? What

is the Administration's position?

Answer : Yes. the Bureau has been extremely satisfied with the quality of

medical services provided by the PHS.

The Administration's position is that PHS Commissioned Corps officers should be

assigned to the highest priority medical needs within the Department of Health

and Human Services.
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15. During FY 1985 Congress funded 200 additional positions for correctional
officers at existing BOP facilities. This subcommittee had received evidence
from the AFGE union that possibly 400 such positions were needed. What number of
additional positions for existing facilities do you believe you need furing FY
1986 to ensure adequate security and to prevent burnout by staff? (Last year
officers said they often couldn't take regular or emergency leave since staffing
levels were so low.

)

Answer : The additional 200 correctional officer positions authorized by the
Congress in 1985 provided significant relief for staffing security posts at

existing institutions. The 169 additional security positions requested for
activating new facilities are adequate to the Bureau's needs in 1986.

16. Do you offer stress management to your correctional officers at each
facility? If so, how often does an officer take the course? If not, why not?
(Correctional officers have asked for this assistance — particularly in maximum
security facilities such as USP Marion.)

Amswer : Al

1

new employees receive training in stress management in the Bureau's
introductory training at Glynco, Georgia. Although stress management is not
repeated in the refresher training sessions, field training staff are encouraged
to include such training in their institutional training program agenda.

17. How many camps are now operational, and what number of inmates do they hold?
How many of them include women inmates? Isn't is discriminatory to have no camps
available for women? Wouldn't placement of women in some of the camps allow them
like the men to be closer to their families? Can you present us a plan for
making some camps co-correctional?

Answer : Presently, the Bureau of Prisons operates 18 Federal Prison Camps, 11 of
which are satellite camps adjacent to main, higher security level male
institutions. These satellite camps constitute support facilities for those main
institutions where the inmates work in a variety of maintenance, machine
operations, and landscape positions outside the perimeter of the secure facility.
Additionally, there are two security level 1 Federal Correctional Institutions
plus a minimum custody Federal Correctional Institution in Morgantown that is

classified as an administrative institution because it houses Youth Corrections
Act offenders.

There is currently a total capacity of 711 security level 1 female spaces
including 289 at Fort Worth, 318 at Lexington, and 104 at Morgantown. These
three institutions are co-correctional. Currently, we have 907 females
classified in security level 1; thus, we have 28 percent more securiy level 1

females than capacity. However, we have 8,850 security level 1 males, 66 percent
more than male security level 1 capacity. Thus, we have a much greater need for
additional male security level 1 capacity.

Co-correctional security level 1 Federal Correctional Institutions offer many
more correctional programs than do Federal Prison Camps. Federal Prison Camps
are primarily minimum custody settings for manual labor. We utilize community
treatment centers for pre-release purposes.
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We have recently opened minimum custody facilities in Duluth, Minnesota and
Loretto, Pennsylvania. We have made them male facilities because, both on a

percentage and absolute number basis, the need for male bedspace is more
critical. We will, however, continue to consider additional minimum custody
housing for female offenders wherever appropriate.

18. I have seen statistics that approximately 70% of any institution's female
inmates are mothers of dependent children. Most of them are single parents and
heads of households. Thus unlike the fathers who are incarcerated and leave
behind a mother caretaker, the mother's incarceration is much more disruptive of

the family relationship. You have been supportive of two parenting programs in

two co-correctional facilities — one at FCI Pleasanton (CA) and one at FCI Fort

Worth (TX). Using the Prison MATCH model, these programs operate a children's
center within the prison for visiting children and provide supportive services to

the families and training for the parents. The Bureau has contributed approxi-
mately $20,000 for the Pleasanton program and $15,000 for the Fort Worth program.
However, the Pleasanton program has recently lost approximately $35,000 in

outside funding. Is the program beneficial to the Bureau and to the inmate
parents, particularly the mothers? Would you support increased BOP funding to

keep the Pleasanton and Fort Worth programs alive? Would you agree that these
programs should be replicated in the two other federal prisons in which sentenced
women are incarcerated — FCI, Lexington, Kentucky (co-correctional) and FCI

Alderson, West Virginia (all women inmates)?

Answer : The Prison MATCH Program provides a beneficial service to incarcerated
parents and their children by reducing the anxiety levels of the parents through
its services and by providing constructive activities for the parents and

children during visiting hours. We hope that these programs are able to continue
and we will continue to support them at a level which is consistent with our
other budgetary needs. We believe these programs would be worthwhile additions
at FCI Lexington, Kentucky and Alderson, West Virginia.

MR. CARLSON/MR. FARKAS

Have you received adequate funding for educational and vocational training
programs? How many inmates are on waiting lists for such programs? Do you have

any recommendations for statutory changes related to prison industries?

Answer : The funding for educational and vocational programs is at an appropriate
level given the other priority needs of our system. There are small numbers of

inmates on waiting lists for particular specialized programs throughout our

system. Resources are shifted among programs to meet inmate demand with emphasis
on basic education.

At the present time, there are no active proposals to revise legislation related

to Federal Prison Industries.
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QUESTIONS RE: OAKDALE

V .l!°VCfi^^^^'''^^"
Department plan to ensure that aliens who are detained

IttoJneJs? '

"'""' '''''''' ''' '''' '° ^^^^ ^""^ to immigration

Answer: The Justice Department fully expects that ample attorney representationwill be availablejn the Oakdale area and plans to provide eve?y possib eopportunity for attorney-client visitation.
possioie

2 How many of the beds in the Oakdale facility will be in dormitories' Howwi you ensure that there are not misunderstandings between different ethniccultural and political groups of aliens, many of whom will not speak Engli^ndmany of whom will have different dialects?
t^nyiibn ana

Answer: A total of 840 beds will be in 4-man cubicles and 158 beds will be insemi-private rooms Misunderstandings are common even within homogeneosgroupings of individuals. There is no way to ensure that there will not be misunderstandings. Wehope to minimize such diffiPiH^s by recruit? ganS hiringto the extent practicable, staff with special language skills and knowledge

3. a) The cost of Oakdale will be $17 million for 1,000 beds, yet a 50-bedfacility costs $35 million. How do you explain the discrepancy?

on nLl""
estimate that Oakdale will cost $10 million a year to operate fi p$10,000/person) which is less than you spend in other facfmies 5it le ^money, how can you assume equal programs at Oakdale?

^ni|[er: a) There is no cost discrepancy. The difference represents the realcost difference between a 500-bed Federal Correctional Institution (FCI) withindividual inmate rooms and facilities versus a 1,000-bed dormitory-type facilitywith a large portion of the space double-bunked as indicated above!
^^^^^'^ty

b) It is inappropriate to assume "equal" programming between an FCI wherethe average sentence may run several years, and an alien detention Jaii'ytethe average length of stay is projected at between two and three weeks

3;te!;t]on°?s'p;ojecte"f
'°' ^"^'^''^ '^'^"'^°"- '' ^°' ^^^^ ^^^^^ P--^ ^f

An|^: Based upon information provided by the Immigration and NaturalizationService, the average period of time that a detainee will be held at the OakdaleAlien Detention Center will be two to three weeks,
uaKoaie

5. Will Oakdale comply with Bureau of Prisons Detention standards?

6. Will families or children be detained there?

Answer: Only adult males will be housed at the Oakdale facility.

7 The Federal Government has acquired 100 acres adjoining Oakdale. Do you knowfor what purpose the land was acquired? Will it be used to set up ^mergeSquarters in tents for mass detention of aliens?
-iniergency

Tm^L l^J ^^"d/f acquired by the Immigration and Naturalization Service

iSdin ?nnufof'^??
so ely by INS as a "contingency site" in the event of asudden influx of illegal aliens into the U.S.
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Additional Questions from the House Committee on the
Judiciary, Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties

and the Administration of Justice

1. Why did the Bureau of Prisons take the downgrading action on the supervising

employees involved in prison industries and maintenance services?

Answer : The classification review of wage supervisor positions in the Bureau of

Prisons was initiated at the direction of the Office of Personnel Management

(0PM). The purpose of the review was to establish guidelines which both

recognized the uniqueness of our wage supervisor positions and ensured consistency

in their classification. When the guidelines were developed, they were approved

by 0PM prior to implementation. Application of the guidelines to approximately

1,200 wage supervisor positions resulted in 74% of the positions being downgraded,

5% being upgraded and 215 remaining at the same grade. Each employee downgraded

was afforded the protection of grade retention for two years and indefinite pay

retention. Additionally, all were given the opportunity to apply for priority

consideration for re-promotion to their former grade.

2. Is it true that only two 0PM regional offices wanted the downgrading, but that

BOP took it to force 0PM to issue a "yardstick"'?

Answer : In 1980 and 1981, two OPM regional offices rendered separate but

conflicting classification decisions on similar positions. The disparity was due

to varying interpretations of the classification standards as they applied to

supervisors of inmate workers. The issue was referred to OPM's Washington, D.C.

office for resolution of the disagreement. Subsequently, OPM directed the Bureau

to conduct the review of wage supervisor positions.

3. Have any of the persons down-graded who resigned since the downgrading, cited

the downgrading as a reason for resigning?

Answer: When people leave the Bureau, they are offered an exit interview during

which their reasons for leaving are solicited. Since the approved classification

guidelines were implemented on January 22, 1984, thirty-nine wage supervisors have

left the Bureau and provided us an exit interview. Qf these, only one cited the

classification downgrade of their position as a reason for leaving.

4. What means does the BOP use to determine the number of correctional officers

at a given institution?

Answer: The Bureau of Prisons has established staffing guidelines for its

facilities which result from an ongoing full-field assessment of such factors as

security level of the institution; the physical size and design of the facility;

the planned size and profile of the inmate population; technological improvements;

and any specialized demands such as jail units, witness security units, or

satellite camps. The guidelines specify the number of positions needed to staff

institution posts such as front entrance, control room, housing units,

segregation, visiting rooms, perimeter security, activities areas, and special

situations. It should be noted that the guidelines are based on institution

population levels at rated capacity.

47-286 0-85
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5. Why is there such a large range in the ratio of officers to inmates at

institutions of the same security levels?

Answer : As indicated by the data below, the range in the ratio of officers to

inmates at institutions of the same security level is not large. The ranges that

do exist are largely attributable to differences in institution design,

specialized housing requirements, and adjacent satellite camps.
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Security Level 6

USP-Marion 505 214 1:2.4

Institutions not fully operational and administrative institutions without
specific security level designations are not included.

6. Has the BOP had to abandon posts because of lack of officers?

Answer : Bureau institutions are presently authorized 217 positions less than what

is indicated by its staffing guidelines. As discussed in question 4 above, the
staffing guidelines are based on rated capacity and most institutions are crowded
significantly beyond capacity, increasing the demands on institution security
staff. Basic needs such as providing 24-hour coverage of housing units and

exercising inmates in segregation, detention and control units have become more
critical. Staff shortages have dictated the use of costly overtime as well as the

use of other institution staff, i.e., counselors, case managers, teachers and

accountants, for security functions at some of our institutions on a temporary
basis. In addition, certain institution correctional posts may be temporarily
left vacant on occasion. This decision is delegated to the respective Chief
Executive Officer and this option is used only if the institution's security can

still be maintained.

7. Has the BOP had to force overtime on officers to man posts?

Answer : Overtime opportunities are offered in accordance with our negotiated

agreement with the union. Most often, employees volunteer for overtime.

Employees sometimes are directed to work overtime in situations such as

institution emergencies or inclement weather. It is our practice to keep directed

overtime to a minimum to minimize adverse impact on employee morale.

8. Is the BOP currently employing temporary employees in institutions?

Answer : We employ a variety of temporary employees. Most are non-correctional

employees hired for short duration until the completion of projects or other

temporary work assignments. In certain instances, we also temporarily appoint

employees into permanent positions pending their selection from a civil service

register and conversion to permanent status. This letter technique represents an

affirmative effort to reduce some of the delays inherent in the federal hiring

process. We have thoroughly discussed this approach with the national union

representatives and they concur with us that it represents a creative approach to

minimizing the length of time certain positions are vacant.

9. Why are these employees not sent to the law enforcement training center, like

regular employees?

Answer : Temporary employees who will be employed for a short duration only are

not sent to the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center in Glynco, Georgia.

Employees hired on a temporary appointment pending conversion to permanent status

are scheduled for Glynco on the same basis as regular employees.
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10. Are these employees given any training prior to starting work?

Answer: All employees, including those temporary employees hired for a limited
duration, are provided 40 hours of institution familiarization training prior to
starting work.

11. Are these employees covered by the special death benefits for law enforcement
officers?

Answer : In accordance with the provisions of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act
of 1984, Section 609-F, the survivors of any law enforcement officer killed in the
line of duty, whether on temporary or permanent appointment, are eligible to
receive the $50,000 lump sum specified in the law.
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Mr. Kastenmeier. We hope to continue our work with you on
matters concerning criminal justice and the Bureau of Prisons.

Thank you, Mr. Carlson.
Mr. Carlson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Kastenmeier. Now I would like to call the very patient

chairman of the U.S. Parole Commission, Mr. Baer.
Mr. Baer. Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased to have the opportu-

nity to appear before your committee concerning the operations of

the U.S. Parole Commission. I am speaking for the Commission
only and not for the Departm.ent of Justice.

Obviously, as you indicated in your opening remarks, the most
significant development for the Parole Commission in the 2 years

since we last appeared before your committee was the enactment of

the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984. As you know, under
the provisions of this law, the Commission is abolished and will

have no further functions or responsibilities after 1991, assuming
that the effective dates included in the law are not changed.
For the present, our chief tasks, as we see them now in refer-

rence to the new law, are to discern the impact of the changes on
our current operations and to plan for the transition from current

practice to the sentencing guideline environment.
And, as you know, Mr. Chairman, the Federal sentencing guide-

lines, and I might say also State sentencing guidelines, have
evolved, for the most part, out of some modification of the Parole

Commission's guidelines that were developed back in the early

1970's and which Congress codified in 1976. We were working with

people in the Department who are developing a plan for the law
and we will be continuing to do so.

There are some sections of the law which need to be looked at

and some problems that need to be resolved before the Sentencing

Commission and its work is implemented.
I might just mention briefly five or six of these. One, there are

the ex post facto consequences for those offenders who will be sen-

tenced after the sentencing guidelines go into effect but whose
crimes were committed before that date. These are not adequately

addressed in the current law. And similarly, there are ex post facto

consequences for offenders sentenced under the old laws in regard

to the interim hearings that the present law permits. This relates

both to potential advancement and possible retardation of release

dates after the Parole Commission is scheduled to go out of busi-

ness.

A third item has to do with the terms of supervised release

under the new law which, in my opinion, are insufficient to provide

the public with adequate protection and to deter offenders from

post-release misconduct. And similarly, the procedure for handling

the violations of supervised release—that is, contempt of court

—

seems, from where I sit, unnecessarily burdensome and not very

cost effective.

Fourth, the provisions for monitoring the use of the sentencing

guidelines, again, in my opinion, need to be strengthened to further

assure equity and to eliminate unwarranted disparity, which are

among the primary purposes of the new act.

And fifth, there is no mechanism to quickly and equitably adjust

institutional populations to relieve prison overcrowding.
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Sixth, the provision for handling prisoners transferred from for-

eign countries contains gaps, as do the procedures for supervising
certain witness protection cases—that is, the cases that will come
to us from the States under the new law.
And, seventh, there are budgetary consequences related to the

transfer of Commission responsibilities that are not adequately ad-
dressed.

And finally, the provisions for phasing out the Parole Commis-
sion contain a requirement that we set the release dates for those
who are still in the system within applicable guideline ranges. That
means—well, it doesn't take a lot of imagination to know who will
be left at the end of 5 years—we will be forced to release all of
those within guidelines which will produce for them an early re-

lease windfall and perhaps some other consequences that none of
us want.
The phaseout of the Commission is our principal concern and I

know that you are interested in that. We will be conducting hear-
ings and making release decisions for offenders sentenced under
the current procedures for the next 2 years and possibly 3 years.
There are a few highlights that I would like to mention—things

that you might be interested in that have been accomplished
during the last 2 years.

First of all, the current Commission membership—all nine mem-
bers—have been appointed by this administration. We have five

new members since I appeared before this committee 2 years ago,
and two of them—if I may introduce them—are here today. One is

Jasper Clay, who is the most recent Commissioner appointed, and
Vincent Fechtel. Both of these Commissioners serve on the Nation-
al Appeals Board.
One word about workload. We hold approximately 16,000 parole

hearings a year. We have about 24,000 parolees under supervision
in any 1 year. In that connection, Mr. Chairman, I might mention
that, last year, we returned to custody 850 Federal parolees who
had not yet—and I say yet—committed another crime, but who had
seriously violated the conditions of release. Many of those had re-

verted to the use of drugs, and, under our policy, we revoke parole
and return them to custody, feeling that we are really protecting
society. Because if we didn't act, that drug user, whose habit may
be costing a few dollars a day, if nothing happens, is going to devel-
op a habit that will be costing him $400 or $500 a day; and you
know where he is going to get the money to pay that.

I would like to mention our new Decision Recording and Moni-
toring System. Two years ago, I mentioned our efforts with the
Sentry system, an automated case information system used jointly
by the Bureau of Prisons, the Marshals Service and the Parole
Commission. However, that system did not contain any office auto-
mation capabilities. And with the advancement of technology and
with some other efficiencies in mind, we now have developed a new
system which we call the Parole Decision Recording and Monitor-
ing system, or as an acronym DRAM, a minicomputer based system
combining data processing with office automation. When it is fully

implemented we will be able to carry out word processing func-
tions, both in our regional and central office, together with a re-

search and computer capability.
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I would like to mention the Reparative Work Program which is

a
Mr. Kastenmeier. May I interrupt?

Mr. Baer. Yes, sir.

Mr. Kastenmeier. I don't know if we can compliment you or not,

because if you are going out of business—for the bringing in of

your new automated system, within 6 years you won't be prospec-

tively modernizing or attempting to improve too much, because in-

vestment probably won't pay off for your short projected life.

Mr. Baer. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. We made the decisions on this

equipment and this system early in 1984, and, as you say, we didn't

know what was going to happen in October of 1984. So, we were

pretty far along.
r ^ t\

However, people in the Justice Management Division of the De-

partment, the people who specialize in that, are very interested in

seeing what a small agency like ours can do with this new technol-

ogy-

But, if I may proceed, Mr. Chairman, I did want to mention our

reparative work program. There have been some references made
previously, made by you and the members of the committee, rela-

tive to community service. We are involved in a small pilot project

which involves prisoners doing community service at the end of

their sentence rather than performing some community service as

a part of a probation sentence in lieu of any incarceration. We
worked this out with the Bureau of Prisons and with a grant from

the National Institute of Justice, which gave the grant to the Na-

tional Office of Social Responsibility.

What is involved is, if a prisoner commits himself to giving the

community 480 hours of what we call reparative work, then we will

advance—the Parole Commission will advance—his release date by

60 days. At this point, we have signed off on the first three cases. I

think the first person entered the program Monday of this week

and there are a couple more going in next week, and we hope to

have 300 prisoners in this program at the end of the 18-month

project. • u i-u

Mr. Kastenmeier. Is this a program that will die also with the

expiration of the Commission?
Mr. Baer. When the National Institute of Justice gave the grant,

the Director saw several possibilities in this project. We knew that

there would be a lot of bugs that would have to be worked out but,

if it were successful, he—and that is part of his job—could transmit

or tell the States about it. There is a real, ongoing potential here,

at least for the States.

I might just say briefly, that, over the last couple of years, we
have made some significant rule and procedure changes. We modi-

fied the policy which permits probation officers to conduct physical

examinations to help in the detection of drug use and also to seize

contraband that is in plain sight. For some reason, in the past, our

policies didn't permit such seizures.

We have implemented our prehearing procedures, whereby the

information that we use to make the parole decision is reviewed in

our regional offices prior to the examiner going to the institution

to conduct a hearing. This does a number of things. It saves time in

some cases when we have to start the hearing and then find out
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that we don't have all of the necessary records. It also facilitates

parole on the record. The law permits us to grant a parole date on
the record without conducting a hearing.
We have also now implemented the provisions of the Victim Pro-

tection Act of 1982. But we went beyond what the act calls for. In
the spirit of that act and also of the President's Commission on the
Victims on Crime, we now allow the victim to be notified of the
hearing, and if the victim so wishes, either to appear at the hear-
ing or to present written testimony relative to the offense.

We have also increased the penalties for the biggest drug dealers.

We had previously increased the penalties for the big heroin deal-

ers 2 years ago, but during this last 2 year period, we have in-

creased the penalties for the big cocaine dealers. The reason is that
the volume of cocaine coming into this country increased tremen-
dously during the last several years. We have also continued some
research efforts. These are described in the written statement.

I want to thank you for the opportunity of appearing before this

committee again and I will be available for questions.

[The statement of Mr. Baer follows:]

Statement of Benjamin F. Baer, Chairman, United States Parole Commission

Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased to have the opportunity to appear before your
Subcommittee today concerning the operations of the United States Parole Commis-
sion.

Obviously, the most significant development for the Commission in the two years
since you last convened Oversight Hearings is the enactment of the Comprehensive
Crime Control Act of 1984. Under the provisions of that new law, the Commission is

abolished; we will have no further functions or responsibilities after sometime in

1991. During the lengthy debate over sentencing reform, we were afforded the op-

portunity to present our case for the preservation of the parole release function as
well as to argue for retaining many of our other responsibilities in the federal crimi-

nal justice system. Congress has acted, however, making some different determina-
tions; we accept that judgement.
For the present, therefore, our chief tasks are to discern the impact of the

changes on our current operations and to plan for the transition from current prac-

tice to the sentencing guideline environment. Part of that effort involves a careful
review of the new law, a scrutiny to identify possible changes to the Act that would,
we feel, impact favorably on the transition and would also enhance the operation of

the new system. Since the movement for federal sentencing evolved, in large part,

from the parole release guidelines developed and used by the Commission since

1973, there exists in the Commission a considerable body of knowledge and "hands-
on" experience in the related issues of guideline development and implementation.
We are thus in an excellent position to perform this review and to offer recommen-
dations.

Without going into great detail, permit me just to note a few items that we be-

lieve require Congressional attention:

(a) There are ex post facto consequences, for those offenders sentenced after the
sentencing guidelines go into effect, but whose crimes were committed before that
date, that are not adequately addressed in the new law;

(b) There are similar consequences for offenders sentenced under the old laws as
regards interim hearings and the potential advancement or retardation of release

dates after the Parole Commission is scheduled to go out of business;

(c) The terms of supervised release provided in the new law are insufficient to pro-

vide the public with adequate protection and to deter offenders from post-release

misconduct. And the procedure for handling violations of supervised release—con-

tempt of court—is unnecessarily burdensome and expensive;
(d) Provisions for monitoring the use of the sentencing guidelines need to be

strengthened, in my opinion, to further assure equity and to eliminate unv^^rranted
disparity;

(e) There is no mechanism to quickly and equitably adjust institutional popula-
tions to relieve severe prison overcrowding;
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(f) The provisions for handling prisoners transferred from foreign countries con-

tain gaps as do the procedures for supervising certain witness protection cases; and

(g) There are budgetary consequences related to the transfer of Commission re-

sponsibilities that are not adequately addressed;

(h) The provisions for phasing-out the Parole Commission contain a requirement

that we set release dates within applicable guideline ranges for prisoners remaining

under our jurisdiction. This will provide an undeserved early release windfall for

some of the more dangerous and violent offenders.

Let me hasten to add that the above listing is not a self-serving exercise—the

problems identified are real and require immediate attention. When Congress does

examine these matters, we will be prepared to provide assistance and to offer some
alternative solutions.

While the phase-out of the Commission is of principle concern, we still have an

important job to do, a job we will be performing for some time to come. For exam-

ple, we will be conducting initial hearings and making parole release decisions for

offenders sentenced to prison for at least the next two, and more probably the next

three, years. In this regard, therefore, I would like to highlight briefly a few of the

other developments and program achievements of the past two years.

1. COMMISSION MEMBERSHIP

Since I last spoke with you in March 1983, five new Commissioners have been ap-

pointed: Vincent A. Fechtel, Jr., on November 22, 1983; Helen G. Corrothers, on De-

cember 1, 1983; Paula A. Tennant, on December 30, 1983; Daniel R. Lopez, on July

6, 1984; and Jasper R. Clay, Jr., on October 17, 1984. Commissioners Fechtel and

Clay have been designated to serve on the National Appeals Board and Commission-

ers Corrothers, Tennant and Lopez serve as Regional Commissioners in the West-

ern, Southeast and Northeast regions respectively. To be more accurate, I should

have said four new Commissioners because, as you know, Mrs. Tennant served the

Commission previously from 1970 to 1977.

2. WORKLOAD

During fiscal year 1983, the Commission conducted approximately 16,000 parole

hearings and made about 35,000 parole consideration decisions (including hearings,

record reviews and appeals). These workload statistics decreased slightly in fiscal

year 1984, with approximately 15,000 hearings and 33,500 parole decisions being

made. While the numbers decreased, the overall effort remains constant. We are

seeing more serious offenders and more complex drug and fraud conspiracies involv-

ing many codefendants. The time necessary to process these cases—their hearings

and their appeals—increases in proportion to their complexity. Supervision was pro-

vided to some 24,000 parolees, special parolees and mandatory releasees during the

twelve month period ending June 30, 1984. And, as a final statistic, permit me to

note that yearly we return to prison about 850 individuals for technical violations of

parole (e.g., the submission of "dirty" urines or refusal to submit a urine sample).

Thus, at the earliest indication of drug abuse, we get offenders off the street before

they become heavily involved in new criminal conduct.

We anticipate that our workload statistics will stabilize at these fiscal year 1984

levels and will remain in this approximate range during this and the next fiscal

year. The provisions of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 will have no

significant impact on our workload for at least two more years.

3. DECISION RECORDING AND MONITORING SYSTEM

When I last appeared before you, I noted the Commission's efforts in SENTRY,
the automated case information system jointly used by the Bureau of Prisons, the

Marshals Service, and the Parole Commission. Because SENTRY is a data system

and has no office automation capabilities, because it does not contain all the data

elements we need when we need them, and due to advancements and economies in

the computer field in general, we have proceeded to design and develop a parole

decision Recording And Monitoring System (DRAM), a mini computer based, com-

bined office automation data distribution system.

With DRAM, we have the capability to automate office procedures, both in the

Central and Regional Offices, including word processing, electronic document trans-

fer, workload scheduling and office records management. We have no\y automated

the production of case processing documents. Soon we will be able to instantly re-

trieve codefendant and other critical information from the Commission's data base
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and to monitor decision-making to help assure compliance with statutory require-
ments.
The capabilities that DRAM has already provided and the functions it will soon

perform serve to improve the management of the Commission and the quality and
efficiency of our work.

4. REPARATIVE WORK PROGRAM

The Commission has initiated recently a community service concept entitled "Re-
parative Work Program," a pilot project under which carefully screened offenders
will perform work, without pay, which provides meaningful, realistic, and needed
service to the community. The work is done while the prisoner is still under Bureau
of Prisons custody in a Community Treatment Center. Thus, this project provides a
sanction for the offender, but also allows him or her to repay some of the harm
done to society. Successful completion of 480 hours of reparative work under the
program will be rewarded by a two-month advancement in the parole date, with the
resulting savings of critically scarce Federal prison space. The notice of the program
was published in the Federal Register on January 24, 1985. The program has been
undertaken with a grant from the National Institute of Justice and is being imple-
mented with the assistance of the National Office for Social Responsibility (NOSR).

Recently, I signed orders accepting the first two inmates into the project. So far,

about one hundred reparative work positions have been identified by NOSR with
such agencies as the Volunteers of America, the American Red Cross, The Salvation
Army, Goodwill Industries, Jewish Community Centers, and the YMCA. Jobs in-

clude loading trucks, janitorial help, answering telephones, sorting donations, and
providing services to the elderly. All participants will be closely supervised to insure
that their job performance is satisfactory and to assure that they pose no threat to
the community. I might add that the level of supervision being provided here is

greater than that normally provided to CTC inmates.
James Steward, Director of the National Institute of Justice and I agree that this

pilot program has great potential for use in state prison systems.

5. RULES AND PROCEDURES CHANGES

As you know, the Commission continually monitors the rules and procedures we
employ to guide and administer our various functions and responsibilities. Changes
and amendments are made to reflect new legislative and court decisions, to imple-
ment identified efficiencies in case processing and workload management, to clarify
ambiguities and oversights, and to take into account changes in the crimes and the
offenders that we review in making parole decisions.
Among the significant changes we implemented in the past two years was an ad-

dition to our procedures regarding Conditions of Release (28 C.F.R. Sec. 2.40); we es-
tablished guidelines for the physical examination of parolees for the detection of
drug abuse and for the seizure of contraband (dangerous drugs, weapons, etc.) ob-
served in plain view by the Probation Officer in the course of his contacts with the
parolee.

Further, we have fully implemented our pre-hearing review procedures whereby
prisoners case files are reviewed in regional offices prior to scheduled hearings and
tentative guideline assessments are prepared. Such facilities parole on the record
[pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Sec. 4208(a)] for an increasing number of prisoners, with a
resulting savings of our resources. Not only is this procedure more cost efficient,
but, we feel, it also serves to improve the quality of our decision making and check
on the reliability of our guideline assessments.

Also, in regard to the implementation of the Victim and Witness Protection Act of
1982, we amended 28 C.F.R. Sec. 2.7 to provide that the Commission would not re-

lease a prisoner on his or her scheduled parole date if it appears that the prisoner
has the ability to pay a restitution order but has willfully failed to do so. The
change required further that each release plan for a prisoner with an unsatisfied
order of restitution contain a reasonable program for compliance during parole su-
pervision.

Finally, to more adequately sanction very large scale offenses involving cocaine,
the Commission amended its paroling policy guidelines (28 C.F.R. Sec. 2.20 to in-

crease the guideline range for offenses involving 5 kilograms or more of cocaine.
Now, major cocaine smugglers and suppliers, whose profit expectations are enor-
inous and whose criminal sophistication and disregard for the law are unusually
high, will serve significantly more time before being released on parole or at expira-
tion of sentence.
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6. RESEARCH EFFORTS

During the past two years, our research section has completed a number of stud-

ies, copies of which I would be happy to provide to the Subcommittee. In addition to

again examining the reliability of our guideline applications, research was conduct-

ed on the predictive power of the salient factor score with respect to particularly

serious criminal conduct. Further, the crime seriousness scales used in the National

Survey of Crime Severity were examined to assess their relationship to the U.S.

Parole Commission severity index. Also, an extensive bibliography of reference ma-

terials was prepared, at the request of the Department of Justice, for use by the

newly created Sentencing Commission.
I want to thank you for providing me this opportunity to meet with you. I would

be pleased to answer any questions that you or your colleagues might wish to ask.

Mr. Kastenmeier. Thank you very much, Mr. Baer, for your brief,

concise testimony. Your written presentation will appear in the

record in its entirety.

I appreciate the eight items that you have cited, which may re-

quire Congress to reexamine the Comprehensive Crime Control Act

in terms of certain, possibly unintended consequences of the law.

But we will have to determine whether what you cited was in fact

unintended or intended. We would have to look at the legislative

history and do some research on it. Some of them appear to be ob-

vious problems such as, your setting release dates for those prison-

ers remaining in your jurisdiction. This might result it an unde-

served early release windfall for some of the most dangerous and

violent offenders.

There is one area you did not discuss; that being henceforth, the

Federal courts will have to conduct parole revocation hearings.

In the past we have had elaborate procedures enabling the Com-
mission to conduct parole revocation proceedings in which the proc-

ess was recorded. What will this impose upon the Federal courts as

far as both time and expense?
How much an hour does it cost on the per capita basis to conduct

a revocation hearing?
Mr. Baer. Sir, while I can't give you a precise dollar figure, we

could supply that for the record if you wanted it. I can tell you that

while we adhere to due process requirements of recent court deci-

sions, our hearings are conducted quickly.

We have a panel of hearing examiners who conduct the hearing.

They are conducted either upon the parolee's return to prison,

after he has been convicted of another offense, or, after a prelimi-

nary hearing, he admits the charges. Or, in fewer number of

cases—about 340 during the year—we conduct what is called a

local revocation hearing. But even there, it is not conducted in a

courtroom. It is conducted either in the probation office, if the mar-

shal has the resources to bring the parolee there, or, occasionally,

in a jail where the parolee is detained. There are two examiners at

these hearing proceedings that lasts maybe an hour; complicated

ones last longer. But there are no other persons involved.

Under the new law, the way I understand it, any revocation

hearing will have to be handled by the courts as a contempt of

court. Without having done a comprehensive cost analysis, it is ap-

parent—just off the top of my head—that it would be about three

to four times more expensive, when you consider judges and bailiffs

and all the court personnel that must be present. Plus, again the

way I understand the law, we use "preponderance of the evidence
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to reach a decision. It is my understanding that the court would
use a "beyond reasonable doubt" standard in order to make a deci-
sion.

Mr. Kastenmeier. In terms of impact on the Federal courts,
apart from expediency and efficiency, it might behoove us to reex-
amine this as to whether this would only occur in the wake of the
Parole Commission's work or whether it occurs further on down
the line.

Mr. Baer. It would apply to the people who are sentenced under
the guidelines established by the Sentencing Commission. We are
looking down the road to when those people get out. If the judge
had imposed a period of supervision in addition to the prison sen-
tence, then revocation of that period of supervision would have to
be done by the courts. That is down the road a few years, yes, sir.

Mr. Kastenmeier. You mention this reparative work program.
Do you have the statutory authority to commence the institution of
such a program?
Mr. Baer. We have a few lawyers on our staff and I am sure that

they wouldn't let the Commission do anything that wasn't legal.
Yes, we think that we have statutory authority. First of all, we
can't let anybody out before he has reached his eligibility date. Ob-
viously if we are going to advance somebody, it is within that dis-

cretionary period.

Mr. Kastenmeier. I would like to yield to my colleagues.
The gentleman from Ohio, Mr. Kindness.
Mr. Kindness. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Mr. Baer, for your testimony here today. And I par-

ticularly would like to pursue the question presented as to what
amendments might be necessary to the Comprehensive Crime Con-
trol Act and the needs that might arise. And perhaps some of this
might very well be pursued beyond this hearing by way of re-

sponses, because I think that we may get into some areas that
might be a little bit complex and may require reseach.

But, in the first point raised, ex post facto consequences for of-

fenders who are sentenced after the sentencing guidelines go into
effect but whose crimes were committed before that date, I was
wondering whether you have had any thoughts as to—well an ex-
ample we might use to illustrate

Mr. Baer. Yes, sir. It would be like this.

Assuming the sentencing guidelines go into effect on November
1, 1986 as they are now scheduled. If a person commited a crime

—

and probably somebody will—on October 1, 1986, under normal
procedures that person would be in court 3 or 4 months down the
road. If he is sentenced on, say, March 1987, because of the ex post
facto law, we would handle that case rather than the Sentencing
Commission. In other words, his release would be determined
under Parole Commission guidelines rather than under sentencing
guidelines. We would give him a hearing rather than his being re-

leased by the operation of the sentencing guidelines. From what I

understand, the attorneys in the Department have agreed that
when the offense occurs is what will determine whether the offend-
er comes under the new sentencing guidelines or whether he will
be seen by us.
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Mr. Kindness. Well, in that event, I am not sure what would be
the ex post facto effect. That is the cut off date would determine
which way the defendant was treated.

Mr. Baer. Yes, sir.

Mr. Kindness. But I am not sure what, then, would be required

by way of change in the existing law in order to accommodate.
Mr. Baer. I am not sure that the law on that would have to be

changed. But, one thing it has to do with is our planning budgets
in future years. I testified before the Appropriations Committee
last week that I thought that our workload would not diminish

until 1988.

Mr. Kindness. The second point made is that there are similar

consequences made for criminal sentences made under the old laws

as required to interim hearings and the potential advancement or

retardation of release dates. We addressed both of those questions

there I think.

Mr. Baer. Yes, sir.

Mr. Kindness. That the terms of supervisory release provided in

the law are insufficient to provide the public with adequate protec-

tion and deter offenders from post-release conduct, I think has al-

ready been touched on here as to the potential cost involved there.

But would you care to expand further on the inadequacy of the

provisions for the protection of the public interest?

Mr. Baer. Under the law, the periods of supervisions are 1, 2, or

3 years. It also says the judge may impose these terms; that tells

me that the judge doesn't have to impose any supervision at all if

he doesn't want to. But it is 1, 2 or 3 years, depending on the class

of the felony. Currently, we keep some people under supervision up
to 5 years.

The current law says that, if we want to keep somebody past 5

years, we have to conduct a special hearing and make a special

finding; we do that in some cases. But, 1 to 2 years, certainly, in

my professional opinion, is too short a period for someone to be on

supervision, realizing that about half of the Federal prisoners have
used drugs before they come in and a certain number of them,

from our past experience, are likely to use drugs after they get out.

For us, the Government, we need some way of keeping tabs on

those people and having close supervision and having some type of

testing to determine whether they returned to the use of drugs.

Not doing that would not be very wise public policy, in my opinion.

Mr. Kindness. I get your point there. But, it is the period of time

of supervision that is the principle concern there.

The provisions for monitoring the use of sentencing guidelines,

that hits a responsive note, to the need that may, indeed, exist to

strengthen that monitoring process, and I am sure that we would

welcome any further comments that you might have about ways in

which that strengthening might occur, whether here today or

Mr. Baer. At some future date. Congressman Kindness, we
would if you so desire, yes sir.

Mr. Kindness. Mr. Chairman, I realize that we are talking about

an area that in terms of legislative action would fall under the ju-

risdiction of another subcommittee, but I think perhaps we could

help by providing or assuring the providing of those additional

thoughts that could be very helpful indeed.
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Thank you Mr. Baer.
And thank you Mr. Chairman. I would yield back.
Mr. Kastenmeier. It is correct to say that one or more other sub-

committees would be interested in this question. However we
would, too, because we are interested in the entire corrections cur-

riculum for parole and probation.

I would like to yield to the gentleman from North Carolina, Mr.
Coble.

Mr. Coble. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just join my colleagues, Mr. Baer, in expressing thanks to you

for coming.
Mr. Chairman, I think that I have no questions at this time,

thank you.

Mr. Kastenmeier. I have one or two more questions.

Will the supervision be conducted by the same people, the Proba-
tion and Parole Office?

And, will the release be for a period called parole or will the
term parole be abolished?
Mr. Baer. I would assume that there would be no more parole.

What the newspapers call it is something else, but there would be
a period of supervision where the U.S. probation officer would su-

pervise those people, as they do under the present law. The actual
supervision would be the same. I am advised that "supervised re-

lease" is the term in the law rather than parole. It is "supervised
release."

Mr. Kastenmeier. Under section 4205(g), the Director of the
Bureau of Prisons is authorized to move the Federal District Court
for a reduction of sentence. It is my understanding that you have
been instructed not to make these motions in cases where the
Parole Commission certifies a traditionally imposed minimum, that
is at least 6 months more than the Parole Commission guidelines.

Is this correct?

Mr. Carlson. No, it is not. We did submit some cases under 18

U.S.C. 4205(g) to the sentencing court, but we have not been in-

structed never to submit those type of cases. We did screen them
and there were some cases which, frankly, we didn't think that
they were appropriate. They were very large scale narcotic transac-
tions.

I will say that there is considerable opposition among U.S. attor-

neys as well as some U.S. district court judges who are trying to

use that vehicle to go back and have a sentence changed. Many
judges feel that they have considered the facts that were appropri-

ate when they imposed the sentence and did not feel that we
should petition the court for them to reconsider it at some subse-

quent date unless there are some new factors present. As you
know, we do submit those recommendations in cases where in-

mates develop terminal illness or where something significantly

changes regarding the offender during the period of incarceration
of which the judge was not aware. But where there are not new
facts, we feel, in most cases, that it is not appropriate to go back to

the court.

Mr. Kastenmeier. Mr. Baer the last time you testified, you indi-

cated that the Parole Commission could change its guidelines and
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provide a centralized response to prison overcrowding. Do you have

any such change under consideration?

How would such a system be implemented?
Mr. Baer. To answer your first question, I might say that, about

2 years ago, the Commission made an effort not to be changing its

rules, as some of the probation officers thought, every other day.

We made a conserted effort to make policy changes only once a

year.

Our next meeting will be a quarterly meeting and we will consid-

er revisions to the guidelines. It is possible, as we do from time to

time, that we will revise our guidelines, as I indicated in my testi-

mony. We revised them upward, relative to the large scale heroin

and cocaine dealers. The Commission does have the capability to

revise the guidelines downward if that seems to be the best public

policy at the time.

I should mention, Mr. Chairman, that such revisions are not the

decision of the Chairman of the Commission; they are decisions of

the Commission as a whole, since revisions are policy matters.

Mr. Kastenmeier. In conclusion I would like to urge you or your

counsel to particularize the several exceptions that you have taken

to the implementation of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act.

Precisely how might we remedy this in terms of statutory lan-

guage and so forth? We too will be looking at your suggestions to

see whether in due course, statutory modifications in the Act

should respond to what you have cited.

Mr. Baer. We would be pleased to prepare that for the record,

Mr. Chairman.
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U.S. Department of Justice

Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affaits

Office of the Assistant Attorney Genera) Washington, DC. 20530

April 29, 1985

Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeler
Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties

and the Administration of Justice
Committee on the Judiciary
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed Is Chairman Baer's response to your letter of
April 9, 1985.

This Is to advise that the views set out In the enclosed
letter are those of the Parole Commission and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Department of Justice or the Admini-
stration.

Sincerely,

Phl/llp D. Brady
^—Ae^rtn^Asslstant Attorney General

Enclosure
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U.S. Department of Justice

United States Parole Commission

^,/- f.i,. ri,,i,m,n 5550 Friendship Blvd.
Office of the Cnauman

Chevy Chase. Maryland 20815

April 17, 1985

Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
Chairman, Subcommittee on Courts,

Civil Liberties and the
Administration of Justice

U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Kastenmeier:

AS requested in your April 9, 1985 letter, I am forwarding

answer! to the questions submitted, as well as the requested

supplemental information.

QUESTION 1- The Comprehensive Crime Control Act (CCCA) requires

rhpTiyi courts to conduct "Parole" revocation hearings rather

tSn the Parole Commission. How many hearings will be involved?

Hol much does it cost to conduct these hearings now7 How much

will it cost to do in court?

ANSWER 1: At present, we conduct about 2,800 revocation hearings

Hf^^; It costs us roughly about $200.00 per revocation

hearing an answer I'm providing both for this question and as

s!pplSLntal information's requested at page 54 of the hearing

transcript. While ifs an informed guess — I believe that it

llTllosTa^ least three to four times as much to have the courts

conduct revocation hearings. I base this on the following:

Most of the current parole revocation hearings — about 75%

- are held at a prison or jail where the institution provides

;he necessary security. The first added cost will be for

transporting'"^ housing and guarding about 2,000 prisoners for

hearings to be held at federal courthouses.

While the Parole Commission and Reorganization Act .a"°^fs

due process at parole revocation hearings, .ncludinc

representation of counsel and__wi_tnes^s ^testim^ony ,
^^a^^^

_ ^^ ^^^^

convicted of a subsequent offense. The two GS 14 nearing

examiners who conduct the proceeding dictate a report on site.
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Approximately eight hearings are conducted per day. The other
800 hearings per year are conducted by a single examiner on site
and take about two hours each.

When these 2,800 cases move into the federal courthouse, it
is likely that the proceedings will become more formal and more
time will be expended. It is safe to assume that counsel will
be routinely assigned and the proceedings will be lengthened.
More government paid personnel will be involved when federal
judges conduct the hearings: court reporters, courtroom deputies,
law clerks, assistant U. S. attorneys, probation officers. Thus,
the "costs" will grow geometrically. Furthermore, there is the
"cost" of using the courtroom itself (a valuable commodity that
is getting scarcer, particularly in metropolitan districts with
crowded dockets) as well as the "cost" of having judges spending
time on these matters. While difficult to quantify, this figure
is nevertheless significant especially when you consider the
new time demands placed upon the federal judiciary by other
provisions of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984.

QUESTION 2 : Your statement suggests that the time period
provided in the CCCA for supervision is too short. Did you agree
with the length of supervision provided in the version of that
bill reported by this Committee? Why would longer terms of
supervision be better from a law enforcement standpoint?

ANSWER 2: The bill reported by the House Judiciary Committee
provided periods of supervision of 1 , 3 and 5 years, depending on
the felony class, compared to the 1, 2 and 3 year periods
contained in the CCCA. I believe that the provisions of the
House Judiciary Committee's bill are superior, but I would
recommend further that the minimum period of supervision be
raised from one to three years.

A common myth is that the vast majority of recidivism occurs
within the first year after release. A number of recent studies
conclusively demonstrate that the risk of recidivism occurs well
beyond the first twelve month peiod. See, for example, P. B.
Hoffman and B. Stone-Meierhoefer , "Post Release Arrest
Experiences of Federal Prisoners: A Six-Year Follow-Up," Journal
of Criminal Justice, 1979, 7; H. Kitchener, A. K. Schmidt, and
D. Glaser, "How Persistent is Post-Prison Success," Federal
Probation , 1977, 41. The need for lengthy supervision Is
particularly acute for drug and other substance abusers. That
was part of the reasoning behind the imposition of special parole
terms for drug offenders; reasoning that is still valid today.
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Longer periods of supervision are also necessary for the
mentally disordered violent offender. Further, considering the
priority given to the collection of fines and restitution orders,
a one year period of supervision makes it less likely that the
monies will be paid in full; supervision is an excellent way of
assuring that installment payments are made and are paid on time.

And, as a final point in this regard, nowhere is the need to
increase the terms of supervision better demonstrated than when
one looks at probation and the terms available to the courts for
that sentencing alternative. New Section 3561(b) of Title 18
authorizes up to a five year term of probation supervision for
both felonies and misdemeanors. Probation is imposed for less
serious offenses, but the new law provides more supervision in
the community for probationers than it does for the more
dangerous individuals coming back into society after a period of
incarceration

.

I also would recommend that post release supervision be
made mandatory, not discretionary. Mandatory, rather than
discretionary, supervision is needed both to protect the
community as well as to aid the offender in his or her transition
back to society. Most offenders require a period of supervision
after release from prison. Attempting to predict, at the time of
sentencing, the few who may not require such supervision as well
as the length of supervision for those who require supervision
will be most difficult.

Those offenders sentenced to a term of imprisonment will
be the more violent offenders or those offenders that are the
more likely to recidivate. Substance abusers, in particular,
present risks to the community. A report by the National
Institute of Justice ( Probing the Links Between Drugs and Crime ,

U.S. Department of Justice: November 1984) indicates that a
substantial number of the most serious offenders have histories
of heroin abuse, often in combination with other drugs, and that
drug abuse is one of the best predictors of serious career
criminality. For example, the report cites a study in Miami
which showed that heroin abusers averaged 375 offenses per addict
per year. The special parole terms, contained in the
Comprehensive Drug Abuse and Control Act of 1970, were created
with those kinds of statistics in mind. The special parole
terms, however, are abolished under the new law.

I believe it would be simpler and clearer to give all
offenders committed to prison a mandatory term of supervision.
This would also eliminate the possibility of having supervision
periods becoming bargaining chips in plea negotiations. The
Sentencing Commission could then focus its efforts on developing
guidelines and policy statements for early discharge from
supervision in which the court could take into account actual
behavior under supervision.
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QUESTION 3: In light of the experience of the Parole Commission
in using guidelines what advice would you give to the Sentencing
Commission? To the Congress in reviewing proposed guidelines?

ANSWER 3 : The movement for federal sentencing guidelines
evolved, in large part, from the parole release guidelines
developed and used by the Parole Commission since 1973. Thus,
there exists in the Commission a considerable body of knowledge
and experience in the related issues of guideline development and
implementation. We stand ready to assist the Sentencing
Commission in its effort.

It is not easy, however, to reduce the knowledge gained
through over a dozen years of experience in a brief response to
your question. With the Subcommittee's permission, we would like
to prepare a more thorough answer and to submit such at a later
date.

For the present, I would note that', in my opinion, the most
difficult job facing the Sentencing Commission will be to
construct guidelines that will take into account all the factors
necessary to provide substantive equity and yet promulgate
guidelines that are clear enough to be consistently applied —
striking this balance will be no mean feat.

One of the advantages that the Parole Commission has had is
that our Commissioners are involved in the day-to-day
application of the guidelines; they have continuing experience in
using our rules and procedures as they impact on actual cases.
In this regard, I would recommend that some monitoring mechanism
be built into the system -- a means whereby the Sentencing
Commission can develop "hand-on" experience with the impact of
the guidelines on individual cases.

Other pertinent concerns will include: the problems of
developing and adjusting guidelines to take prison population
into account; the implications of using the offense of
conviction, as opposed to total offense behavior, and its
impact on prosecutorial control of the sentencing process; and
the need to plan for the extensive training that will be required
for numerous criminal justice personnel.

As regards the Congress, I would recommend that any
sentencing guidelines developed should be accepted or rejected as
a whole unit -- the legislature should not try to fine tune
individual guidelines. A change in one item often has an impact
across several others. Thus, I would encourage legislative
review to focus on the broad structure, and not individual
offenses or ranges.

QUESTION 4 : What statutory authority permits the operation of
the reparative work program?
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ANSWER 4: The program actually is operated by the U. S. Bureau
o£ Prisons, which has general authority to maintain a system of
half-way houses, community work programs, etc., for Federal
prisoners, 18 U.S.C. Sec. 4082(c)(1). This particular program
was commenced by the Bureau at the Commission's initiative. The
Commission's functional role is to reward successful
participation in the program with a two-month advancement in
parole date. This practice is clearly within the authority
granted to us under the Parole Commission and Reorganization Act
of 1976 (90 Stat. 219). More specifically, 18 U.S.C. Sec.
4206(a) affords the Commission the authority to release prisoners
subject to our rules and guidelines and, further, under Sec.
4206(c) the Commission is permitted to grant or deny release on
parole, notwithstanding our guidelines, if we determine "there is
good cause for doing so." The Commission has determined that
successful participation in such a program may be viewed as "good
cause" since it enhances the value of prison service in terms of
serving the goals set forth at 18 U.S.C. Sec. 4206(a)(1) and (2).

QUESTION 5 : The last time you testified here you indicated that
the Parole Commission could change its guidelines to provide a

centralized response to prison overcrowding. Do you have such a

change under consideration? How would such a system be
implemented?

ANSWER 5 : As you know, our parole release guidelines are based
o"n~

a" matrix that considers the gravity of the prisoner's present
offense behavior on one axis and the prisoner's parole prognosis,
devised from offender characteristics, on the second axis. An
actuarial device known as the salient factor score was developed
empirically to aid in making these prognosis assessments. For
each combination of offense (severity) and offender (parole
prognosis) characteristics, a guideline range is provided. This
decisional range indicates customary parole policy by specifying
the number of months to be served before release, assuming the
prisoner demonstrates good institutional behavior.

As a centralized response to prison overcrowding, the
Commission could re-assess the ranges for various
offense/offender combinations and lower the assigned term of

months therein contained. For instance, for the less severe
offenses (categories one, two, and three) and for the offenders
with the better parole prognoses (very good and good) the

Commission might lower the ranges without endangering the public
and while still maintaining an adequate sanction for criminal
behavior. Lowering the ranges for these offenders would result
in considerable savings of scarce prison space and would effect a

significant relief of overcrowding.

Although we periodically review our guidelines , a change of

this nature is not under active consideration. We have received

no indication from the Department, the Administration, or the

Congress that such would be considered an appropriate response to

the overcrowding problem.
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I might add, however, that we recently reviewed asubstantial number of case files to identify prisoners whoseminimum terms were above our guideline ranges for potentialsentence reduction pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Sec. 4205(g). we beganthis pro:ect at the request of the Department and the Bureau ofPrisons as an effort to assist in reducing overcrowding,announcing our plans in 48 Federal Register 22949, May 23 1983Beginning in August 1983, we reviewed 1,473 prisoner files forpossible retrospective recommendations to the Bureau of Prisonswe Identified 401 cases where we felt that a 4205(g) petitioncould be made to the courts. If all of these recommendations hadbeen made by the Bureau and then accepted by the courts, theBureau could have saved, eventually, 5,797 prisoner incarcerationmonths. Then, beginning in October 1983, the Commission startedto review all current cases for possible sentence reductionrecommendations. In all, an additional 171 cases were identifiedfor an additional potential savings of 3,794 prisonerincarceration months. But, as Mr. Carlson indlHited in histestimony, the Bureau moved for a reduction of sentence in veryfew of the cases we recommended and has recently recommended thatthe Commission cease this effort.

Finally at page 59 of the hearing transcript. CongressmanKindness indicated that he would welcome further comments onmonitoring the use of the sentencing guidelines. The followingIS submitted as a response to that request.

It seems clear that the introduction of sentencingguidelines will enhance the system's equity by providing somereduction of unwarranted disparity. However, there are seriousobstacles to achieving success in reducting disparity in regardto the actual duration of prison terms. Disparity in prison timeserved might even increase under the new procedures This is ofparticular significance in that prison term disparity, incontrast to disparate fines or probation terms, is the form ofunwarranted disparity that evokes the most concern and criticism.

4r ^ """? .*^°"^^^^^ ^° ^^^ nine-member Parole Commission, thefederal judiciary consists of an extremely large number (over 600judges and over 500 magistrates) of highly decentralizeddecision-makers with a strong tradition of independence. Whilejudicial independence historically has protected private freedomsagainst government abuse, it has also made it difficult tocoordinate and direct the activities of federal judges even whereuniformity of response is desirable. Guideline assessments under
^k! ^ nnn^

likely to be substantially influenced by judgments ofthe 1,700 probation officers who presently prepare presentenceinvestigations and who will be advising the judges andmagistrates as to the appropriate sentencing guidelines, thusintroducing an even larger number of agents into the process. Itis likely that there are serious limits to the complexity anddetail of guidelines that can be communicated through instructionand ongoing training to such vast numbers of personnel
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The legislative history of the Act states that an adequate
compliance mechanism is provided by its provision for appellate
review. However, there are limitations on the scope of appellate
review, due in part to a concern that the already overworked
appellate courts would not be able to handle a large added burden
from sentencing appeals. Furthermore, there is little indication
that the decisions of the numerous panels of the twelve courts of
appeals will provide a truly consistent sentencing policy, a
policy any more consistent than their brethren on the trial
bench. It is highly unlikely that already overworked appellate
courts will assume an activist role in sentencing review.
Clearly, there is no historical tradition of appellate
involvement with sentencing review; rather, considerable
deference is paid to the trial judge's ability to observe the
defendant. Thus, diverse trial and appellate court departures
appear inevitable.

The drafters of the Act apparently realized the problem of
numerous individual decision-makers and attempted to deal with
potential disparity by severely limiting the potential width of
the guideline range. While a certain legislative restriction on
the width of the guideline ranges would appear desirable, an
attempt to restrict discretion by the creation of extremely
narrow guideline ranges is likely to produce unintended
consequences. Constriction of the guideline ranges in this
fashion might result in numerous, very narrow guideline
categories, transferring enormous power to the prosecutor to
influence the guideline range by the selection of the charge and
thereby papering over the disparity problem. Even a good faith
effort to apply the guidelines correctly would be difficult under
this system. On the other hand, a smaller number of extremely
narrow categories could easily create a more hidden form of
disparity by requiring that unlike offenders be treated alike.
Neither appears to be an appropriate remedy.

The Sentencing Commission, as the author of the sentencing
guidelines, would be an excellent resource either to answer pre-
sentence questions on the appropriate guideline to be used or to
review the guideline actually utilized by the sentencing court.
However, the Act does not provide such responsibility or
authority. While, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. Sec. 994(v), the
Sentencing Commission will be receiving written reports on each
sentence and offender, the purpose of these communications is to
develop analyses and recommendations for guideline revision
rather than to provide direct feedback to judges or probation
officers.

As one potential solution to these problems, the Act could
be amended to provide that the sentencing court promptly furnish
to the Sentencing Commission a copy of the complete presentence
report in the case of each prisoner sentenced to a term exceeding
one year, a copy of any findings upon which the sentence was
based and the reasons for the sentence imposed, and any
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transcript of the proceedings of the court relevant to
sentencing. The Sentencing Commission then would review the
specified documents within 30 days after receipt from the
sentencing court and could file a motion (or an advisory of some
kind) in those cases where it felt the sentence was
inappropriately severe or lenient or where the incorrect
guideline was used.

In cases where the Sentencing Commission does not move for a
modification of sentence, the Commmission could, nevertheless,
report to the court on its review of the case. Such reports
could promote the effectiveness of the sentencing process in the
long term by giving the district court feedback on sentences and
could assist in the Court of Appeals in disposing of an appeal of
the current sentence. A review mechanism of this type was
included last year in H.R. 5690.

Such a monitoring mechanism truly would help to minimize
unwarranted disparity by (1) providing a- small, specialized group
to review imprisonment sentences for consistency and correctness
of guideline application; (2) providing the district court with
an opportunity to correct a disparate sentence short of appeal;
and (3) enhancing the effectiveness of sentence review without
overburdening the courts of appeals. These review process
would also form the basis for "hands-on" feedback to the
Sentencing Commission as to the effectiveness of the sentencing
guidelines and as to the areas in the guidelines that may require
clarification.

I want to thank you again for the opportunity to appear
before you.

Benjamin F. Ba^
Chairman

BFB:br
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Law/Judiciary

Money Sought for New Detention Center:

Administration Presses Policy

Of incarcerating Illegal Aliens
Since July I9SI. the Reagan ad-

ministration has been sending a mes-

sage to potential illegal immigrants to

the United States: Don't come.

The biggest signboard is an ag-

gressive policy of detaining illegal

aliens who refuse to return home vol-

untarily after they are caught, but in-

stead pursue legal means to remain in

the United States.

This is a decisive shift from the

policy of previous administrations,

which more often than not released

apprehended aliens pending hearings

on their requests to slay.

Justice Department officials say

detention is "mandated by statute." A
policy directive issued April 16. 1982.

cites a provision of immigration law-

stating that except in very specific

cases, aliens "who may not appear to

the examining immigration officer at

the port of arrival to be clearly and
beyond a doubt entitled to land shall

be detained for further inquiry. . .

."

Figures from the Immigration and

Naturalization Service (INS) illustrate

the results of the four-year-old -policy

and why President Reagan's fiscal

1986 budget is seeking funds to com-

plete a new 1.000-bed detention center

for illegal aliens now' under construc-

tion in Oakdale. La. (Budget. Vi'eekly

Report p, 230)

On an average day in fiscal 1981,

the last year of the Carter administra-

tion, there were about 1.600 illegal

aliens in detention at six INS facili-

ties, according to the INS. In fiscal

1982. the first year of the Reagan ad-

ministration, the average daily de-

tained population rose to just over

2,000. By fiscal 1985. which began Oct.

1. there were 2.200 to 2.300 aliens de-

tained on any given day.

The government's seven main de-

tention facilities for illegal aliens —
one was added in October 1984 — are

filled beyond capacity. .And the INS
uses a half-dozen alternative facilities

—Bv Madine Cohodas

on a contract basis. In addition, about

1.000 state and local facilities have

been used on an "as needed" basis.

In the fiscal 1936 budget, the Bu-
reau of Prisons is requesting S10.5

million from Congress to finish the

Oakdale center and place it in opera-

tion: S17 million appropriated in fiscal

1983 already has been spent.

Lawsuits Challenge Detention

The detention issue has been a

controversial one. prompting a num-
ber of lawsuits by incarcerated aliens.

Law-yers representing the detainees

But over the past few years, many
of them — especially from war-torn El

Salvador — have refused to leave, say-

ing they fear the violence in their na-

tive land. Instead, they have applied

for "asylum" in the United States,

which is available to persons fleeing

their homelands because of ? well-

founded fear of persecution based on

race, religion or political belief

The government has been reluc-

tant to grant asylum to Salvadorans,

or to thousands of Haitians who have

also sought asylum, contending that

they are "economic" migrants seeking

a better life and are not actually flee-

ing persecution.

Last year, an INS official said, the

government granted asylum in 23

cases involving Haitians and denied it

in 352. (One case frequently involves

more than one person.) For El Salva-

dor, asylum w-as granted in 328 cases

and denied in 13.045.

This building is part of i 1,000-bed

Bureau of Prisons and the Immigration and

contend that people who have violated

no criminal law are being treated as

though they have. The lawyers also

charge that the government is apply-

ing the detention policy in a discrimi-

natory manner against Haitians and
El Salvadorans.

Illegal aliens apprehended in this

country, whether at the border or in

communities where they have settled,

have the option of returning volun-

tarily to their home countries.

detention center in Oai^dale, La., that the

Naturalization Service hope to open in 1986.

By contrast, asylum was granted

in 5.017 cases involving Iranians and

denied in 3,216 cases. The spokesman

said Iran was the only country in

which more applications were granted

than denied because of "clearly dem-

onstrated" religious persecution in

that country.

Public concern over the plight of

the Salvadorans. in particular, has

prompted some churches in the

Southwest to provide sanctuary for

CO"»>0«I >«3 CO"&»fSi)0»«»i Ou*'
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La\^ /Judiciary - 2

Special Entry Status Urged for Salvadorans
Several members of Congress have introduced legis-

lalion to allow people fleeing war-torn El Salvador to

stay in the United States temporarily until conditions in

their own country impro\'e.

The measures were spurred in part by the growing
"sanctuary movement" among churches in the United
States that are sheltering Salvadorans who enter this

country illegally. The government has sought to halt

such assistance through prosecutions of those involved

Despite its ostensible humanitarian thrust, the leg-

islation is by no means certain to pass. It is caught up in

partisan warfare over the Reagan administration's Cen-
tral America policies.

Some Republican members of Congress say pri-

vately they believe the bills are an attempt by Demo-
crats to show that the administration's policy in Central

.America is not producmg the peace or stability Presi-

dent Reagan claimed it would. "This clouds the whole
issue." said one GOP Senate aide.

The administration opposes the legislation, con-

tending that Salvadorans who enter the United States

illegally are not fleeing persecution or danger in their

own country but simply are "economic migrants" seek-

ing better jobs here.

Salvadorans who can prove they face persecution at

home can win asylum in this country, officials argue. At
the end of December, there were 682 pending asylum
requests from Salvadorans, according to Verne Jervis of

the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS).

Last year, the government granted asylum in 328
cases involving Salvadorans and denied asylum in

13.045. Jervis said. He added that about 3.900 of those

denied asylum returned to El Salvador either volun-

tarily or through deportation proceedings. The remain-

ing Salvadorans are presumed still to be in this country.

Although some private groups say there are 500,000
to 600,000 Salvadorans- in the United States illegally.

Jervis said the IXS had no reliable estimate.

Legislation Introduced

Rep. Joe Moakley, D-Mass.. introduced a bill (HR
822) Jan. 30 to grant special immigration status to the

Salvadorans. and Sen. Dennis DeConcinl. D-Ariz.. intro-

duced a companion measure (S 377) Feb. 5. As of Feb.

14. HR 822 had 15 cosponsors and S 377 had six.

Both measures would suspend for about two years

the deportation of Salvadorans who entered the United
States illegally, giving them "extended voluntary depar-

ture" status. Such suspensions of deportation currently

are allowed for aliens from Afghanistan, Ethiopia.

Uganda and Poland.

.Aliens permitted to remain in the United States

under extended voluntary departure status do not have
permanent resident status or political asylum. They are

simply authorized to stay in this country until condi-
tions in their homeland permit a return.

The legislation also directs the General Accounting
Office to study and report back to Congress on several

matters: the number of displaced Salvadorans and their

location: the living, safety, medical, housing and nutri-

tional conditions of Salvadorans who have fled to other

nations in Central .America; efforts being made to im-
prove these conditions; and the condition and circum-
stances of those returned b> the United Stales to El

Salvador.

Neither the House nor the Senate Judiciary Immi-
gration subcommittees, which have jurisdiction over the

legislation, has planned hearings yet.

.Moakley and DeConcini had introduced legislation

in the 98th Congress. The House measure was approved

by the Immigration Subcommittee but never considered

by the full committee. There were no hearings in the

Senate on DeConcini's bill.

.As part of the 1984-85 State Department authoriza-

tion (PL 98-164) Congress adopted a "sense of the Con-
gress" resolution recommending that Salvadorans be

granted extended voluntary departure. DeConcini said

on the Senate floor Feb. 5 that "the Reagan administra-

tion has simply ignored it." (19S3 Almanac p 145)

DeConcini rejected the notion that his bill was po-
litically motivated. "I do not offer this legislation as a

"I do not offer this legislation as a
criticism of the administration's poli-

cies in El Salvador. . . . However, along
with that involvement comes certain

responsibilities . . . to these distressed

people to protect them from violence,

both random and specific."

—Sen. Dennis DeConcini,
D-Ariz.

criticism of the administration's policies in El Salvador
because I believe it is in the best interests of both
countries," he said. "However, along with that involve-

ment comes certain lesponsibilities ... to these dis-

tressed people to protect them from violence, both ran-

dom and specific."

The Sanctuary Movement
Since the govermment stepped up its efforts to stop

the flow of Salvadorans into the country, a total of 18

people have been indicted on charges related to sanctu-

ary provided to Salvadorans.

Two people were indicted last year In Texas. One of

them. Jack Elder, a leader in the Texas sanctuary move-
ment, was acquitted Jan. 24 on charges of illegally bring-

ing three Salvadorans into the United States.

Elder was the first person to be tried as a result of

the crackdown However, he faces other charges from a

different incident invoKing Salvadorans.

On Jan. 14. 16 people in Tucson and Phoenix, .^riz..

were indicted and more than 60 arrested on charges of

smuggling aliens into the country, harboring them and
engaging in a conspiracy. The charges against two of the

16 — both Catholic nuns — were dropped Feb. 12.

PAGE 326— Feb, 16, 1985
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Salvadorans who make their way into

the United States. Sixteen people cur-

rently are facing federal criminal pros-

ecution on charges stemming from

sanctuary provided to the Salvador-

ans. (Sanctuary issue, p. 326}

Pending Supreme Court Case

The Supreme Court has ruled

that once settled in the United States,

illegal aliens do have certain rights.

Last December, the justices agreed to

decide a case that will determine some
of the rights of "excludable" aliens —
those caught soon after entering the

United States who are unable to dem-
onstrate that they have a legal right to

be here. (19S4 Weekly Report p. 3066)

The case involves Haitian "boat

people" who claim they were uncon-

stitutionally discriminated against be-

cause they were detained pending the

outcome of their asylum applications,

while aliens from other countries gen-

erally were paroled in such situations.

.\ federal appeals court in Atlanta

ruled in February 1984 that the incar-

cerated Haitians had no constitutional

. right to be released while their re-

quests were under review. The court

said the decision to parole or detain an

alien in such circumstances is within

the discretion of the government,

which may, if it chooses, discriminate

on the basis of national origin.

New Center Opposed
With the detention policy firmly

in place, opponents have few options

for changing the status quo. "We rec-

ognize that we were not able to chal-

lenge the policy in a frontal assault,"

said Wade Henderson, a lawyer with

the .A.merican Civil Liberties Union

(.^CLUj, one of at least a dozen orga-

nizations across the country working

for aliens' rights.

Instead, these groups are putting

together a two-pronged attack to bar

the Oakdale center from opening. But

with SIT million already appropriated

and the project nearly half completed,

Henderson conceded the effort is an

uphill battle at best.

The S10.5 million requested in

Reagan's new budget would finish

construction of the center and pay for

its first 10 months of operation by the

prison bureau and the INS.

The .^CLU and Church World

Ser\'ice, the immigration and overseas

development arm of the National

Council of Churches, will seek to block

any fiscal 1986 appropriation. They

also want renewed congressional hear-

ings on the detention issue.

Rep. Robert W. Kastenemeier. D-
Wis., chairman of a House -Judiciary

subcommittee with prison bureau

oversight, held one hearing on the de-

tention policy in June 1982. He said in

an interview that he had no current

plans for another hearing on the sub-

ject but would question prison and
INS officials about the Oakdale facil-

ity during oversight hearings on the

prison bureau.

.^part from efforts on Capitol

Hill, a group of detained aliens, law-

yers and aliens' rights groups filed suit

last July in federal court in Washing-

ton, DC . seeking to prevent the

Oakdale center from opening. The suit

contends that putting a detention cen-

ter in rural southern Louisiana essen-

tially deprives detainees of the right to

counsel because there are so few' law-

yers around Oakdale.

The government has filed a mo-
tion to dismiss the suit, but the mo-

tion has not yet been considered

The government argues in part

that the claim is not ripe for federal

court review' because none of the de-

tained plaintiffs is incarcerated there.

The Oakdale Facility

Oakdale will be nearly twice as

large as any existing detention facility

for illegal aliens. Plans for such a cen-

ter were first proposed late in 1981,

after the administration announced its

detention policy.

In 1982, Justice Department offi-

cials formally asked for S35 million to

build two facilities — one on federally

owped land in Petersburg, Va., the

other in El Reno, Okla.

After the 1982 hearings, Kasten-

meier asked the House Appropriations

Committee to scrutinize the request.

He contended that the overcrowding

used to justify new facilities resulted

largely from the administration's own

stepped-up detention policy.

The SIT million fiscal 1983 fund-

ing for the prison bureau was only half

the administration's request.

The proposed Oklahoma and Vir-

ginia sites subsequently were aban-

doned, and in February 1983 the gov-

ernment chose Oakdale, after local

and state officials mounted an all-out

campaign for the facility.

The town and surrounding area

have been hard hit economically be-

cause of a declining lumber industry.

Unemployment has been higher than

30 percent during some months, and

residents and their government lead-

ers were looking for some way to "re-

build the town." as one lawyer put it.

Law/Judiciary - 3

The pending lawsuit claims that

incarcerating aliens at the center in

Oakdale effectively deprives them of

their right to a lawyer.

One section of the immigration

law gives aliens the right to counsel in

exclusion as well as deportation hear-

ings, although the government will not

pay for the lawyer. An alien also has

the right to a lawyer during proceed-

ings on a request for asylum.

.According to the lawsuit, Oak-

dale, which is about 200 miles from

both New Orleans and Houston,

Texas, has only 12 lawyers. The com-

plaint also notes that there are no

groups in Oakdale organized to pro-

vide free legal services to the detained

aliens, who for the most part have no
money, or to help secure interpreters

or other support for detainees.

The suit also alleges that the gov-

ernment violated the National Envi-

ronmental Policy Act by failing to pre-

pare an adequate environmental im-

pact statement that analyzed the

environmental consequences of the

project and alternatives to it.

"You can't detain people and

then ship them off to the middle of

nowhere," said Lucas Guttenlag, of

the Columbia University Immigration

Law Clinic and a lawyer in the case.

"This is not an affront to Oakdale

or to its lawyers to say, 'You can't do
It.' Nobody can do it because of the

size and remoteness of the facility."

Oakdale sees it differently. Perrel

Fuselier is a lawyer in the town who
has helped lead the fight to get the

detention center. In an interview, he

said that the Louisiana State Bar

Association surveyed the area around

Oakdale and identified TOO lawyers

within a 60-mile radius.

Fuselier claimed the lawsuit

amounted tc saying that "all people in

small towTis are subject to discrimina-

tion because they are deprived of more
sophisticated, big-city lawyers."

George B. Mowad, the mayor of

Oakdale. filed an affidavit in the law-

suit listing a number of things resi-

dents have done in anticipation of the

detention center, such as building an

intensive-care unit at the local hospi-

tal for 8265.000, refurbishing the local

radio station for S120.000, and making

S.5,5,000 worth of renovations at an

Oakdale department store.

Putting the center in Oakdale.

Mowad said, created "an atmosphere

of hope in the face of severe economic

hardship, and the halting of construc-

tion would deliver a devastating blow

to the economy of this area. ..." I

*i: co..C»fiS>0"»i Ou*"
Feb. 16, 1985—P.AGE 327
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More CoiTectional Facilities

Operated by Private Firms

By Loretta Tofani

Federal, state and local govern-

ments increasingly are turning to

private firms to build or manage in-

stitutions for work-release prison-

ers, illegal aliens and juvenile de-

linquents, according to a National

Institute of Justice study released

yesterday.

No prisons have been con-

structed or managed by private

firms, the study said, although a pri-

vate firm in Texas is planning a lo-

cal jail that also would be used for il-

legal aliens.

Prisons are institutions in which
persons convicted of crimes serve

sentences; JaDs are institutions in

which persons charged with cnmes
await trial or serve short sentences,

"Corrections departments have

long relied on private vendors to

furnish speofic institutional ser-

vices or to operate after-care facil-

ities and programs," said James K.

Stewart, director of the National In-

stitute of Justice. "But they now are

turning to the private sector for

help in financing new construction

and in managing primary-confuie-

ment facilities."

Stewart said the trend has re-

sulted from overcrowding and the

escalating costs of prisons and jails.

Allowing private firms to manage
such facilities has been controver-

sial uTthm the corrections field. The
National Sheriffs Association op-

poses the trend, while the Amer-
ican Correctional Association has

said It is willing to give private

firms a chance.

The study showed that 28 states

pay p.rivate fums to operate halfa'ay

houses, worii-release centers and

prerelease centers for those with
lenient sentences or who have
served most of their sentences.

:

States that employ private firms
I

most frequently are California,
'

Massachusetts, Michigan, New I

York, Ohio, Texas and Washington.
In addition, private firms operate ,

hundreds of state residential pro-
|

grams for 10,712 juvenile delin-

'

quents nationwide, the study said.
I

The Immigration and Naturaliza-

tion Service has issued four con-
tracts to private firms to biiiM fa-

cilities for illegal aliens awaiting de-

portation, the study said. The INS
plans to award five more such con-
tracts.

The study also said private firms
have cpnstructed jails for two
states—Alaska and Ohio—under a

lease/purchase agreement in which
the state buys the jail from the firm

over time. OrdinarJy, governments
finance ;ail constmction with gen-
eral-obligation bonds that require
voter approval. The lease/purchase

agreement allows governments to

"circumvent" the "referenda re-

quirements of general-obligation

bonds," the study said.

"Because no voter approval is re-

quired, lease/purchase agreements
undemabiy reduce citizen partici-

patKin in corrections policj'," the

study said.
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Prisons for profit:

the private alternative

Corrections officials may be skeptical, but

private enterprise has come up witti a

new approach to incarceration.

Kevin Krajick

As the nation's prison population

has spiraled to new heights each

month for the past several years,

prison administrators have been

beset by overcrowding, violence,

money shortages, and lawsuits over

poor living conditions. Since con-

struction is lagging far behind prison

population growth, officials have

erected tent cities inside the walls

and rented trailers. In an increasing

number of states, they simply have

turned inmates loose early under

new emergency release laws.

In the past year, with almost no

public notice, a singular idea for deal-

ing with these problems has evolved

into a whole new industry: private,

for-profit prisons. There are now. or

will he in coming months, at least a

dozen such institutions holding in-

First in a series

on criminal justice

and prison overcrowding

mates under contracts with public

agencies. Their customers include the

U.S. Bureau of Prisons, the Immigra-

tion and Naturalization Service, and

several local governments. Florida

and Pennsylvania are two states that

have turned over several jiivenile in-

stitutions to private operators.

Many corporations are convinced

that the market for private prisons

will grow rapidly this year, and they

have begun taking out options to

lease suitable properties. They also

have sent out marketing representa-

tives to try to sell the idea to correc-

tions officials in dozens of states. A

number of prominent corrections pro-

fe.ssionals have quit public life and

gone into business. Most of the com-

panies are concentrating their mar-

keting on states where overcrowding

and lawsuits have made officials mo.st

desperate for solutions.

Few' corrections officials have sought

out the prospective corporate war-

dens on their own, and many of them

are openly skeptical of the idea

Some, however, are beginning to

agree with the corporations' claims

that by eliminating governmental en-

tanglements and using private capital

and modem management techniques,

the companies can build institutions

faster and cheaper run them more

efficiently, and still make a profit on

what they charge the state

States have been unable to keep up

with housing the inmate population

largely because of political infighting

and bureaucratic delays. Some states

have been unable to pass bond issues

to raise money for new prisons. And
officials fear that, even if the states

could, the new prisons might not be

needed in five to 10 years, when
some experts predict that the current

boom in imprisonment may subside.

For these reasons, private offers to

finance, build, and run institutions —

all under easily terminated contracts

— have become newly attracti\e to

some administrators.

"Private enterprise probably ran

run prisons cheaper than govern-

ment," said Jerome Miller a former

juvenile corrections commissioner in

.Ma.s,sachusetts and F*ennsylvania who

runs a company that offers alter-

natives to prisons. The question is

are they just going to run an out-

mcxled and inhuman svMtem more effi-

ciently, or are they going to bring

some real improvements and new-

ideas''"

.Most private institutions are still

too new for anyone to asj^ess whether

they are run any better or worse than

government facilities. But most obser-

vers agree that. gi\en the dreadful

quality of life in many prisons, the

entry of business into the field should

be viewed as something more than

Kevin Kraiick, a tree-lance wnier based m

New York City, is a termer editor of Police

and Corrections magazines
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.iusi ii uay lor Uif vaiiiius [niilu's to

Miakr iiiiiacy. One cdi rottkins oMi-

cial till ncd-lm.^im'ssman sih-'.s priviUc

rnicipii.'io as "ilie sliining hci))e loi

inipKivinj; cdrreciioiis in llie 1980s."

SiiKc the hue HHiOs, piivaLo coni-

paaic's ha\'c .sn|)plic(l many nl' tlic

:iioM prnjirossivi' idiiiiiiu/iilj' [jrugTams

!ni nllViidi'is — such as hallway
liiaiscs, vvoik |)ii)f;rams, anil <lruL;

rchaiiililaiion cflniis — midiT ccai-

liacis wiih" lotal, slate, and Icderal

a^iMK us. Tin- Iniciriaiiiinal Hallway
Hiiuso .-Sisscif laiKin, the trade group
i(.-p]i-siiiiiiif^ mcisi ol ihe pri\'ato veil-

d<Ms, osiiiiiaies iliai aluait iwo-thirds

111 its l,."ii)l) iiieailxTs priivjde |)ro-

gjajns Uii i.iirrcciioiial agencies. In

the pus; several year.s, either kiiid.sor

eumpaiiics havi- been mo\iiig into the

insiiiiiiions themselves, providinR
(11111

1 a( I medical, edlical ional, and

loud sei vices. Professional tliinkers,

such as Peter Greenwood of ihe RAND
CorporaiKiii, hax'e been tinkering

w nil I hi' idea I if complete private in-

stil mil ins lor several yeai's. Few of

tliiise who lia\e talked about it in ihe

aljsliact, however, expected to see

the iiidiisir>' blossom .so suddenly.

The poiv'iiiial leaders in the punish-

ii'.eiil-loiprolii business include such
( i.nuliiiiieraies as l;C;\ and (.!ontro!

D.ita. plus sc\eral iii-w companies
fi.!iiii.-(l specifically to make money
on imprisonment. Iil.xisting halfway
lioiisc companies also ha\'e been

makiiiL; a sirong showing because of

tlieii I'Xperii'iice in the correilional

I ield and guild con tacts with govern-

ment oflic iais.

RCA leads way

The pionriT is h'f'A, v\ Inch has run

a sm.ill juvenile insl.iiuiion lor tlu'

stale of Pennsylvania since I!i7ii. Its

Weaveisvilk' Intensive 'I'n'almeiit

Ihiit, a leneed-m two-slor> brick

building isolalinl 111 the easi Pc'im-

sylvaiiia countiyside, holds 15 to 2(1

li.iid-core deliiujuenls. The si.iic

owns the building, but employees of

l{(,'A staff and run the program ( oin-

plelely. Tlu' siaie sets program slan-

dards and supplies a .$i)l)0, 1)0(1 yearl>'

budget. abiHil 5 percent of which is

RC'.A's profit. Until recently, Weavers-

ville \sas probably tin country's only

pn\'aic conectional inslilulion.

In .luly l<)82, the .state of Florida

turned over the (Jkeechobee School

for Boys, one of its three large

juvenile institutions, to the non-prnnt

lack and Ruth Ecki'rd Foundaiinn

The foundation, endowed by the

Florida-based Fckerd drup store

chain, has been running wilderness

programs hit emotionally disiurlied

>iiungsters loi Hi yi'ais. .lack FckenI

IS said 111 lia\c told (iineinor Hob

Graham that he could run the sc liool

more efficiently than ihe stale. At

Graham's behest, the Legislature

U.S. Prison Population
1974-1985

Source U S Department of Justice
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added a provision to the stale budget
a|linving the transfer of authority.
Eckcrd's contract totals i(i.2 million
this year for custody of the insiitu-

tion's 425 inmates.

Since (Jkeechobee, the U.S. govern-

iiH-ni lias supplied most of the other

pin'ate pnsnn contracis The liiimi-

gralion aiul Naturalization .Service

has been ( apiuring a growing niimhei

III illegal aliens and iinpi isoniiit; ihcni

pending depoflalion healings. Until

recently, Ihe l.NS hold all its iirisoneis

in its own detention eonlcrs. or in

publicly owned local jails to which
the agi;ncy paid a fee. Last year, the
l.N'S also begiin conliaciing with
l-iehavioral Systems Southwest, a

California-based hallway house (oni-

pany The company now holds ahinii

• ioO UN'S prisoners in four conveited

iiiolcls sill rounded by barhcil wiic in

California, Arizona, anil Colorado. It

also has small contracts to hold short-

term prisoners for the U.S. Marshalls

and iIk' federal Bureau of Pri.sons.

The IN'S also has begun contracting

with the C'orreciions Corporal ion of

.America, a Nashville-based compam
Ihai opened for business lasl .lune. It

is possibly the firsi niodein corpoia-

iion organized lor the purpose ol run-

ning prisons. The company has btiill

a $-1-million. ailO-bed iletenlion center

ill Houston, Texas, which begtin

operating in March at a daily cost to

I lie INS of S23..S-^ iier prisoner

Also in Vlarch, tlig federal Bureau
of Pri.sons awarded a contract for ibr
biggest private lockujj so far: a r)7.')-bcd

prison for illegal aliens serving terms
lor immigration offenses. The coii-

trtictoi is Palo Diiro Private Deten-

tion ServKes, a corrections con-

sulting film based in Amarlllo, Texas,

'fhe company htis leased an unused
US, air base neai .Mineral Wells,

Te.xti.s, aiul expects to o|)en for busi-

ness this spring. The government will

allow them to charge up to $Ar, a ilay

pet [irisoner

'I'he Bureau of Prisons already coii-

liacts for one other institution, a

prison for >outhful oflendeis near

San Fiancisco. The institution, npeni-d

in .lanuary l9S;i, is tun b> Lcleciic
( 'iimmunicalions, Inc., which is ba.sed
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in Ojai, Calif. The company, which

also runs halfway houses, hopes to

take prisoners from the state of

California as well.

William Garnson, a spokesman for

the Bureau of Prisons, explained why
the agency decided to contract for

the prison for aliens: "Were crowded

everywhere, and rather than build

our own institution for something

that might be a temporary phenom-
enon, we decided not to take the

risk. It takes two or three years for

us to site and build an institution,

and this was an immediate need,

which the private sector offered to

fill. If at some point we don't need

the institution anymore, we can just

terminate the contract." Garnson

said that because the bureau did not

have to put up any capital to start the

prison, and tjecause the contractors

can operate it more economically

than the government can. the agen-

cy will save about 25 percent.

Most aggressive

The Corrections Corporation of

America, one of the unsuccessful

bidders on the contract, so far seems

to be the best -financed, most aggres-

.sive specialized organization in the

field. The firm was founded by

Thomas Beasley, a 41-year-old entre-

preneur who is involved in Republi-

can Party politics In Tennessee, and
whose other businesses include in-

surance and real estate ventures.

.Although Beasley has no experience

in corrections, he has hired several

prominent profes.sionals- They in-

clude Maurice Sigler. retired chair-

man of the L'.S. Parole Commission,

and T. Don Hutto. former commis-

sioner of corrections in Arkansas and
Virginia. Hutto, vice president of the

company, is also president-elect of

the American Correctional Associa-

tion, the country's major organiza-

tion of corrections professionals. His

high position will likely add credibili-

ty to the idea of private prisons in

general, and to the Corrections Cor-

poration in particular.

The corporation is hacked with .SIO

million, raised mainly by Nashville's

.Masse\ Burch Investment Group

Wf.Pi"«? KSrixi

These are the same investors who
staned the Hospital Corporation of

America, now a booming enterprise

with 150 institutions nationwide.

The Corrections Corporation will

run its prisons much as the Hospital

Corporation runs its hospitals: with

large purchase orders and a central-

ized accounting and management
operation overseeing the facilities.

The company will hire experienced

wardens from public agencies to run

the day-to-day affairs of the institu-

tions.

Hutto claims that by using the

natural advantages of busine.ss over

government, the company consis-

tently will be able to run institutions

for 15 to 25 percent less. "Govern-

ment is inherently wasteful." he said.

"It has agencies on top of agencies,

with everybody getting paid__big

salaries. Every time you want some-

thing, you have to go through a com-

plex political process. You can spend

two or three years planning a prison

and millions of dollars and still not

have anything to show. " On the other

hand, the Corrections Corporation

can build in a matter of months, he

said, without having to deal with

legislati\e committees, political

pressures, or complex bidding pro-

cedures "We can also get better

(irices from contractors. Contractors

alwa>'s charge the government more."

Hutto pointed out that the company
is free to rapidly expand or contract

Its work force without being re-

stricted by civil service rules. It also

can pay less than government agen-

cies by hiring non-union help — prac-

tices that characterize the existing

private institutions.

As of March, the company had only

the I.NS contract, but Hutto said it

was negotiating with local and state

officials from about a dozen govern-

ment agencies in a number of states

that he declined lo identify.

Part of Hutto's caution may be that

he does not want the competition to

know w hich agerfcies are interested

in doing business. In addition to the

companies alread> invoKed. many
others have expressed interesi. They
include some large industrial securi-

ty firms and manufacturing and ser-

% ice conglomerates. RC.-\. which un-

til recently viewed its Weaversville

school as a one-shot deal, has begun
sending out marketing representa-

ii\es to various corrections depart-

ments in an effort to expand into

adult prisons "We plan to actively

pursue this t\pe of business in the

future." said Al .Androlewicz. RCA
vice president in charge of govern-

ment services.

Control Data, a Minnesota-based

compan\ whose main business is com-

puters, has run prison vocatmnal
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training programs lor the past several

years through one of its subsidiaries,

City Venture. In January, the com-

pany formed a new "corrections ser-

vices division," which is seeking to

run prisons. Richard .Mulcrone, a

former Minnesota commissioner of

corrections, who heads the division,

said he hopes the company will be

able to run prisons not only more ef-

ficiently but also more humanely
than states.

Another former corrections official

who has gone into private business

is Charles Fenton, a former federal

prison warden. He has joined with his

brother, Joseph, a real estate and

construction entrepreneur. The Fen-

tons propose to build and operate an

interstate prison that wUl take pro-

tective custody prisoners from ail

over the country. They have already

met with top corrections officials in

17 eastern states, and many have ex-

pres-sed interest, said Joseph Fenton.

The Fentons'company, Buckingham

Security, is in the process of buying

a 68-acre former industrial site north

of Pittsburgh, Pa., which they plan

to convert to a 722-bed high-secunty

prison at a cost of $15 to $20 million.

Indiana, Maryland, and New Jersey,

all of which have severe overcrowd-

ing problems, have expressed the

most interest.

Some states have laws that could

prohibit or complicate officials' ef-

forts to contract for private institu-

tions. Some of these are left over

from the 19th century, when some
states, such as Tennessee, sent large

numbers of convicts to pnvate entre-

preneurs, who used them as slaves

on plantations and in factories. As a

result of these abuses, the states took

back control of the prisons.

Laws in two states

M least two states, Texas and New
.Mexico, have recently passed legisla-

tion specifically authorizing private

incarceration. The Connecticut
General .Assembly's Joint Judiciao'

Committee is studying a bUl that

would set up a task force to review
the idea.

The Texas law. passed last May.

allows county sheriffs to contract for

minimum-security facilities only;

prisons are to remain under state

control. Robert Viterna, head of the

state's Jail Standards Commission,

termed the law, which was backed by

the Texas Shenffs' Association, "a

private interest bill," put through by

former lawmen who want to go into

business.

Representative James Rudd, the

law's sponsor, said, "I can't deny
that people are going to go into

business as a result of the law, but

that is not its purpose." Rudd said

the law is intended to give sheriffs

more "versatility" in dealing with

the increasingly senous overcrowd-
ing problems in county jails and to

cut down on the mounting costs of

incarceration. The state recently

passed a law requiring that drunk
drivers be jailed, which the sheriffs

believe will greatly increase the de-

mand for minimum-secunty jail space.

As of this wnting, no private jails

have opened under the law.

The New Mexico law, signed in

hi
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March of this year, allows contractors

to run ma.\imam-security jails as well

as low-security facilities. Many of

New Mexico's jails are so pnmalive

that federal courts are closing them,

and others have been condemned as

fire hazards. In most localities,

authorities have been unable to raise

money to build new ones. "Something

had to be done. We thought that prob-

ably private contractors could do the

job more cheaply," said Representa-

tive John Dixon, who helped pass the

law.

Initially, the law will allow only

two counties or groups of counties to

hire Jail contractors. "We felt like we

needed to step in the water a little

at a time," said Dixon. He said that

no one has yet proven that private

incarceration is cheaper, and that

some lawmakers want vendors to

prove that they can do a good job

before the whole state is opened up

to them.

One of the mayor figures behind the

law is 0. Wesley Box, a Colorado oil

magnate and cattleman. Box's side-

cO&aeSte end Jt a8Q««l "alraospSwr* of te£fcESB*-»s,

rtn^^SKBTJtt^lifJtiltSurwmjfe of me'StaWtamicitatod and
furafe-poSSw ttxrard tli^r>Qo*rts — po«ci»6 that wouW tT»ak»it < ^
for wybfw to rwtKtownt tocfflty.

—-
_

^ ^r-'i-

Bbrida give* Eckert- bs» than ooe-haffthe mooay per rwakfeftf

Otoectx)6e« that Pennsytvarka gfv^s to RCA tor Weaversvite. Juvar^
justJc* exports say that Ftohda imprlsona too many defe>qo«rrt8 in tr«Jn.

Ing schools to begin wi*. arKl th« afl the schcxJJs are ttx) big for their own

good. CSwectwbee, wtth an ayerage of more 9i«n 400 residents, is more

than twice the size ot the whole Pennsy^fKlia instautiona} sysJem. Thie

virhjafly guarantees that tew inmates wsB rBcsJ« Indhoduai attentton.'

Because o< a shortage of quafifted staff, swo»«teatk*iaiprograms ttasf

waiting Itsls; tt>e lawsurt charges ttial lfi» |rogr4pDi» are ir^dequale and

poorty organized in any case. ''_ :._r

"0>:eechobe€ is just a dumpina ground,**' eaU ttaim Senator Don

Chflders, whose distnct irydudes tfie schooL "1 ckjnAthfc*therB's anytfiing

Eckerd can do thai will have a me«i(ngM effect tfttwj-jlon't control ttw

budget and ttiey don't control wtioflets sent to Aem. ... I think they

thought tbey couW turn thai place an^Bd awen^aht, Urt they'vei tound

they cant" -,:. .._

Eckerd offlciat i«BJ*:WfiftlrtK»t erf the critics. Wifltam Ross, the teun-

dation'e tfrector trf ^Wtateiwtion, said tt>e worst proWera are over-

crowding sndtfte uncoiSoSed mix oi psychot)cs, first-tirrve ofter>de»», lYi

hardcore de«nqoert».«<tot» said create "havoc." He agreed ttwtihe

school's sheer 8<ze and renx>teness (it is in tt>e swampy, rural ntenor ot

central Florid*^ aiso am probtenw, and that many o« tt>e residents do not

betong in a trainir>a school. "The ACLU suit has helped bnng attenttoo

to the probtem*;" he said. "We hope that now the Legislaturew« becoow

mors aware of SMLOaads.**

Froar**^a9W«a«ClcirPfa«."iae)«Uafch 1984 issue of acnaes he t>ettn^-*ies£

line is building jails, and late last

year, seven rural .N'ew .Mexico coun-

ties that wanted him to build two

regional jails for them expressed in-

terest in having him run them as

well. In the months before the law

passed. Box had a full-time lobbyist

making the rounds at the LegL<;;ature

and the governor's office.

0. Wesley Box is quite forthright

about why he wants to run jails; he

said he has observed a steady growth

rate in the New .Mexico jail popula-

tion, and he sees a good opportunity

_ to make profits. In a recent telephone

interview, he delivered his .sales pitch

in oratorical tones: "I tell people

wherever they go: 'You can afford to

build a jail. Let me tell you why you

can afford it. Because if you don't

lock up the people who are commu-
ting the crimes, they'll kick in your

door and steal your '541)0 color TV.

.^nd It's easier to pay your taxes to

build the jail than it is to replace the

TV."

Officials opposed
Some observers, however feel a lit-

tle uneasy about turning over the

awesome power of imprisonment lo

entrepreneurs like Box. The National

Institute of Corrections has sponsored

an as yet-unpublished survey that

asked state corrections commis.sioners

whether they would consider turning

over any of their institutions to

private vendors. Thirty-five of the ol)

said no. citing reasons such as legal

problems and unfavorable political

climates. For man> officials, however

the questifin touched a deeper issue:

"Should justice he a profit-making

enterprise'.'" asked Mark Cunniff.

director of the National Association

of Criminal .Justice Planners. "Should

It be an industry that's manufactur-

ing a consumer product'' Were talk-

ing about taking away people's liber-

ty, and I have real questions about

the propriety of anvone hut the state

doing that."

Edward Koren, a lawyer with the

.\merican Civil Liberties L'nions .Na-

tional Prison Project, said that the

organization has no objection to the

idea of pnvate institutions as long as

Stale U'gi.'.lnUin-^ .\pnl 1VS4

47-286 85
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contractors give prisoners adequate

services and humane treatment. "I

don't care who runs these places, as

long as they do it constitutionally,"

he said. However, one local ACLU af-

filiate, in Houston, Texas, has

already filed a lawsuit in federal

district court that seeks to stop the

practice. The suit is based on a 1981

incident in which 16 Colombian ship

stowaways were held by private

secunty guards under contract with

the ships agent pendmg deportation

Daring an escape attempt, a guard's

shotgun discharged, killing one pris-

oner. In addition to asking for

monetary damages, the suit contends

that private incarceration should be

stopped because companies are not

tramed to do an adequate job, and

because for-profit op>erations are

likely to make good on their promises

to imprison more cheaply by cutting

back on services, a move that would

make prisoners' lives even worse

than they already are.

Skeptics often compare the pnvate

prison idea with the state-funded

private nursing home industry. They

point out that, despite state and

federal regulations governing such

facilities, many of them have been

the subjects of scandals over abusive

conditions.

I once had to care for an elderly

relative in a private nursing home."

said Perry Johnson, Michigan's direc-

tor of corrections. "They were tern-

ble people. If the companies do

prisons like they do those places,

well be set back 100 years." Although

Johnson has agreed to meet with at

least one company trying to sell Its

wares to him, he said that they will

have to do a lot of convincing"

before he will buy.

Labor uruons are a powerful poten-

tial opponent of pnvate lockups,

since one of the companies' cost-

cutting strategies has been to hire

non-union, non-civil service help.

The American Federation of State,

County and Municipal Employees is

"skeptical at contracting in general

and especially in the area of correc-

tions," said Mark Gray, a labor

economist who is monitoring the

issue for the union. Gray points Out

that most corrections officers are

already poorly paid - their salaries

are usually far below those of police

officers — and increasingly over-

worked, as the inmate population

making a deal with the company to

open a 100-bed juvenile detention

facility when the union took them to

court and won. on the basis of an old

county bylaw that prohibits private

contractors from running public

facilities. The county opened the

facility on its own, with an all-union

staff.

Even those who support the idea

of private institutions are concerned

with the question of how to make

sure pnvate enterprise doesn't abuse

Its powers in the pursuit of profits.

The question of how private prisons

can be monitored is a difficult one.

The federal government has written

standards for all aspects of institu-

tional life into Its prison contracts,

which basicaUy reflect the standards

of the American Correctional Asso-

ciation. Also, federal employees are

assigned full-time to monitor the

larger facilities. The state of Penn-

sylvania, for example, requires RCA

to file voluminous reports to show its

compliance with state standards, and

state officials visit regularly.

As with nursing homes, however

none of these procedures guarantees

that the institutions will be run well

State institutions are judged by the

same standards, and they are under

court orders in at least 32 states to

remedy what federal judges have

deemed cruel and unusual conditions

Even the American Correctional

Association standauus, which on paper

look impressive, have been used to

accredit some institutions where con-

ditions are relatively poor

Anthony Travisono. executive

director of the association, acknowl-

edges the possible problems in turn-

ing prisons over to pnvate enterprise

"But," he said, "complex problems

require complex solutions. We ought

to let busmess try. It's true that the

profit motive could cause a conflictgrows. "How they thmk they can get

away by paying even less is beyond- of interest. For that ven.- reason, peo-

me," he said. pie are going to watch private in-

Ln 1982, the probation and correc- dustry very closely, probably more

tion officers' union in San Diego closely than they watch the public

County, Calif., succeeded in squash-

ing RCA's first attempt to expand

beyond its Weaversville School.

County officials had come close to

sector The companies have a lot of

incentive to do a good job." Travisono

said, "because they wont he rehired

if thev don't." fi
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Corrections and the Private Sector
Joan Mullen

The debate

Feu' proposals in ihe field of correc-

tions have sumulaied as sharply di-

vided opinions as ihe prospect of con-

iracnng with ihe private sector for the

management of prison and jail facil-

ities. While the KaiionaJ Sheriffs

-\ssociaiion has expressed its disap-

proval and opposition to the concept

of proprietary jail facilities, the ex-

ecutive director of the American Cor-

rectional Association has suggested

that "We ought to give business a

try,"' Both deep reserv'ations and high

expectations have also come from the

research community. Recognizing the

riexibiliiy and economic capabilities

that reside in the private sector, some
foresee the chance to introduce effi-

ciency' and innovation lo a field labor-

ing under the burden of outmoded
facilities, rising staff costs, declining

resources, increasing executive and

judicial demands for improved ser-

\ices,- and public calls for more pris-

oners at half the price. Others fear

tha: the profit motive \\ill interfere

\\]{h professional corrections practice

and question \'.hether any pan of the

administration of justice is an appro-

pr.ate market for economic enterprise.

The available research

Far mere testing and e\aluai)on are

required before the ideological debate

; j.r .r. kri;i.l,. ' Pr-so-.r fc* Profii The Prnaic
'

'::'r.---:\z." S.'tflf Lcyii Jlurei. April !Si^i pr '*•''

that surrounds these issues can be

waged in more practical terms,

Althoueh the adult corrections field

has a long history of contracting with

private organizations for secondary-

community corrections plscemenis, the

From the Direcior

Overcrowding and the escalating costs

of American prisons and jail; are

among the faaors prompting public

officials and the private sector to ex-

peruneni with new alliances in the

field of corrections. Correcuons

depanments have long relied on pri-

vate vendors to furnish specific insiitu-

lional services or to operate afiercare

faciljiies and programs- Bui they now
are turning to the private seaor for

help in fmancing new construction and

in managing primar\' confinement

facilities.

Some of the controversial issues of

such arrangements—quality, account-

abiliiy, security, and cost—have been

hotly debated and widel>' reponed in

the news media, including Aew5»vee^:,

The Wall Streei Journal, and Cabl?"^-.

Ae»5 Network. Only fragments of ex-

perience, however, have been docu-

mented, and no comprehensive discus-

sion of the issues has been available.

To respond to this clear need and to

inform the debate, the National In-

stitute of Justice, as the research arm

of the L'.S, Department of Justice,

reviewed the extern of pri\ate-sector in-

\ahemeni in the corrections field- \
special Issue; and Practices report v.as

commissioned to identify major trends

in the privatization mo^emer.i through

the quick assembly of literature, expert

1

opinion, and assessrocm of field prac-

tices. Conections depanments in all 50
States were contacted as well as many
private vendors invohsd in correctional

operations or construaion financing.

Because data collection was completed
in less than 6 weeks, the information

developed is neither exhaus'jve nor

detailed. The objective, hoy.f\'er, was

not 10 conduct an ex-ended research

projeCT but to provide decisionmakers

with timely information and to lay the

founda'iion for future experimentation

and 'e^aluaiioiL

This Research in Brief sumziarizes

some of the significant findings of

The Pnvatizaiion of Corrections and

outlines the issues surrounding the nev.

proposals for private fmancing, con-

struction, and operation of prisons

and jaJs, It also re\'iev.s other impor-

tant background wori^ sporsored b>'

the National Ir^stituie of Cc.Teciions.

The views and conclusions presented

are. of course, those of the author and
do no; necessarily represer: the official

\iew of the National Institute of Jus-

tice T'ne> do, houe\er. prc-ide a foun-

dation for funher inquiry jr.to the

private sector's potential fc con-

tributing to corrections ma-agcmeni-

James K. Stewart

Direcior

National Institute of Justic:
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zcv.ti'X of con;ractinj for primary

fac;:;:ics is relatively new and has yet

•.o be lasted on any sigiuTicant scale.

For the most pan, information on the

rer.efi'.s and hazards of privately

rperated adult facilities must be in-

ferred from the experience of correc-

tional agencies in contracting for

pecific institutional senices and

aftercare programs. Additional insight

:ar. b- drav-n from reiated fields of

nu.— an service (such as health care) as

ie" as the juvenile corrections field,

-here deinstitutionalization initiatives

have pi-ompted the development of a

broader array of piivaiely managed

programs and facilities. Two recent

repons have addressed this experience

in the course of reviev^ing current

developments in the movement tov>.ard

proprietary adult facibties.

The National InsTitule of
Corrections study

One study, conducted by the Criminal

.'us;ice Institute for the National In-

r,iti:te of Corrections, focused on the

extent to which the private sector is

involved in providing sei^-ices to

juvenile and adult corrections

agencies.-" in this survey, contracting

v.as found most frequently in juvenile

rather than adult agencies and was

r.pically used to provide health ser-

vices, educational and vocational

.rairJr.g. aftercare services (including

halfway house placements), and staff

trairJng. Generally, privately provided

services were reooned to be more cost

effective than those that public correc-

tions agencies could provide. Respond-

ents particularly favored medical ser-

vice contracts, noting improvements in

roth the quality of service and staff.

Overall, the perceived advantages of

itrvice contracting outweighed the

cisadvantages, although the two most

common problems mentioned by re-

:?oridents "ere monitoring the perform-

i.-ce of providers, followed closely

ry poor quality of service. Contracl-

;-.g agencies stressed the importance

cf clearly defining contractor roles

and responsibilities, thoroughly check-

.rg prospective vendors' competence,

i.-c establishing careful contract

-?r.::cr:ng and evaluation systems.

'.Vhije the majority of respondents in-

i'.z^'.tt plans for expanding their use

ti- : C. C£T,r and G;o:|t M Cer-.r. f^'-^ai

: ir. (ft. i >•>'rl tr. f'riSor SfrnCf.' arii Opcrc-

.-: Cr-.-£! JuMJce lns;i:i;;: fo: -.he Sancr.al

. . : if Cprrcciioni. V\ish:r.clori. DC .

of contracts for specific services, far

more uncenainty was attached to the

prospect of contracting for the man-

agement of entire facilities Only 22

percent of the responding agencies

suggested that facility management --^

contracts might be considered; about

75 percent would not consider such an

arrangement and roughly 4 percent

were unsure.

The is'ationnl Institute

of Justice study

A second inquiry, conducted by Abt

Associates for the National Institute

of Justice, provides an oveniew of

several aspects of the emerging trend

toward greater private-sector involve-

ment in corrections.' Three areas are

discussed: (1) the participation of

private industry in prison work pro-

grams, (2) the use of private-sector

alternatives for financing the construc-

tion of prison and jail facilities, and

(3) the involvement of private

organizations in actual facility man-

agement and operations.

In many respects, the first area may
hold the greatest promise for intro-

ducing new models of corrections

practice. The aggressive participation

of private industrx' in organizing in-

stitutions as places of work might go

y Joan Mullen. Kfr,: Cr.abo:i- End D;>or<;h Carro*^.

The Prnviizcno^. o/ Correenof.s, Ai>l Associa'.e*

for ihc National Insiiiuie ot JuEiice. Waihingion.

DC . N'a\ 19^4

far toward achieving Chief Justice

Burger's vision of prisons as "factories

with fences" instead of warehouses
with walls. To date, however, the

private sector's invoKem.ent in prison

-w-ork programs has been relatively

modest. Thus, while activity in this

area is discussed in the full report,

this summary focuses on private

financing arrangements and facility

management contra ting—the two

areas that lead the current privat-

ization debate.

Private financing alternatives

for construction

Faced with continually escalating

prison and jail populations, it is hard-

ly surprising to find State and local

governments searching for alternatives

to the traditional ways of meeting the

needs for prisoner housing. At the

State level alone, more than 77,000

beds have been added over the past 5

years. And. as Table 1 indicates,

States reponcd plans to expend more

than S5 billion over the next 10 years

to increase their pnson capacities by

another 104,688 beds.

Recognizing the new market opportu-

nities presented by these expansion

plans, the private sector has become
increasingly active in marketing fi-

nancing packages for prison and jail

construction. Traditionally, govern-

ments have financed prison and jail

TABLE 1

Slate prison expansion plans

(for the 10-year period beginning Jan. 19S4)

Region'
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:n!':'j:;iori wjih curreai operating

er.uci end genera] oblijaiion bonds.

; -a"-:nc cash rather than borrowing,

t _>•- o\ current revenues (the "pay-

:vCj-:o approach") ^^oids interest

-.:i.:zti and long-ierm liabilities. It is,

-.v.i\t:, difficuii to implement when
ns'.rLction costs escaJate and cash

;er\e; are insufficient. W ith general

:!:^2'.:on bonds, governments can

,se large amounts of imestment

pi'.ai at cCTipetitive .nteresi rates

cajse their "full faith and credit" is

•i^ti to repay the debt. The prob-

m is that general obligation bonds
; subject to debt Limits and voter

:pro\al which, in an era of

:ononic uncertainty and taxpayer

r-o'rs, are often insurmountable

DstEcles.

r:r inese reasons, some governments

a.-; turning to the private sector for

access to a variety of lease financing

iJtematives. Most widely discussed

are lease contracts, in the form of

liise p.irchase agreements, which are

L;ed tc pjrchase a facility over time,

tr.jch !;i.e an installment sale. Depend-

ir.g on the lengih and type of lease,

prevailing interest rates, and other fac-

tcrs, leasing may be less expensive

I'r.an bend financing, but the most

significant advantage is the ability to

e-ace cebt limits by insisting on an

a.-.nua!iy renewable lease subject to

r.'.nappropriation. Private investors

ur.ae.'virite lease arrangement! because

tr.ey gain ia.\ advantages, a steady

ca-h flow from periodic lease pay-

r.enis, and the opportunity to transfer

sr.Tie cf the risks of oi-nership to the

Itisee (:'or instance, bu;. ing insurance

ajairtst accidental damage or loss). As

a resul:. the costs may be competitive

with bend financing.

!:-.:xu

iV.es, ;

r.jr.:;

fr.ar.:

h
-'^ -

r;::c-

C-" :

ated by the successful develop-

::' office buildings, pon facil-

chool buildings, and telecom-

ations systems, lease 'purchase

ir.g is relatively new to correc-

\ legal entity such as a joint

s authority or nonprofit corpo-

fr.anres the pro.iect "on behalf

-.e government through the sale

er.ue bonds or cenificates of

iration (which spilt the lease

r'.'XO piecesi, both of which are

c by the lease pa. menls. Pro-

! by investment bankers and

-zt houses, lease pt:rchase ar-

T.ent; are being strioutlv con-

z \r. a crowinc ni;mber of

• In early 1984, enabling legislation

had been introduced in Arizona and

Missouri and had passed in Illinois,

Stales where lease/purchase was

under active consideration.

• California, Kentucky, and .\linne- ,^

sota had or were then evaluating

proposals for lease/purchase financ-

ing of State facilities.

• While Alaska and Ohio were the

only Slates that had acquired beds

through lease/purchase, some of the

major sponsors of lease/purchase

agreements (.Merrill Lynch Capital

.Markets, E.F. Hutton, and Lehman
Brothers Kuhn Loeb) reponed

significant activity at the local level:

a S30.2 million jail and sheriff's

facility in Colorado, a S50 million

jail project in Philadelphia, a S5

million jail project in Rutherford

County, Tennessee, and a project in

Los Angeles County for a jail and

criminal justice training center.

The most controversial aspect of

lease/purchase financing is its use to

circumvent the debt ceilings and

referenda requirements of general

obligation bonds. Because no voter

approval is required, lease/purchase

agreements undeniably reduce citizen

panicipation in corrections policy.

Arguably, however, the public often

expresses inconsistent preferences,

simultaneously demanding stiffer

penalties but refusing to authorize

funds for prisoner housing. .All loo

often public officials are left with no

clear directions for developing realistic

corrections policy.

Private facilit)' ownership and

operations

Confinement service contracts are

another way of expanding corrections

capacity—without assuming ownership

of the required facilities. In these ar-

rangements, vendors are responiiblfc--...

for locating a suitable site, leasing or

constructing an appropriate building,

and providing all the staff ar.d ser-

vices necessary to operate the facility

.Much like the business of running a

full-service hotel, room rates are es-

tablished based on capital investments,

operating costs, and expected occu-

pancv, and the government is often

charged by the dav for each (unwill-

ing) guest. Table 2 highlight! some cf

the major developments in this area.

Since the Abi assessment focused on

coniactine Federal and State adult

corrections agencies, info.Tnation on
contracts for the confinement of

juveniles and offenders under local

jurisdiction is necessarily limited but

nonetheless instructive.

Federal experience

The m.ost active nw market for con-

finement service contracting has clear-

ly em.erged at the Federal level in

response to growing demands for

housing illegal alien populations.

Three Federal agencies have eler.ed to

develop contracted facilities to ac-

comodate these dernands:

1. The Immigration and Naturaliza-

tion Service, which is responsible

for the apprehension and confine-

ment of immigration law violators

pending deportation;

2. The U.S. Marshals Senice, respon-

sible for the custody of alien

material witnesses—essentially,

smuggled aliens held lo testify

against their smugglers; and

3. The Federal Bureau of Prisons,

which has jurisdiaion over sen-

tenced aliens— generally violators

who have reentered the country

following deportation.

All of these facilities basically focus

on providing decent "warehousing" or

holding space for aliens whose terms

of confinement are relatively shon

(often a matter of cays). Security re-

quirements are minimal and treatment

activities are normally confined to ef-

forts to arrange the return of de-

tainees to their country of origin.

Slate adult experience

Although the publicity that has sur-

rounded Federal facility management

contraas has led many to infer the

emergence of a national trend toward

"prisons for profit," httle change was

found m the contracting practices of

State adult corrections agencies .Al-

though new corporate providers had
entered the field mere aggressively

than ever before, their most imrrtediate

prospects appeared :o be confined to

contracts for comm.unity based

facilities, closely resembling the

halfway house or prerelease model

that has been a siar.dard feature of

State corrections fc: many years. The
population pressure! that have re-

quired Stales to respond fairly rapidly

to the need for lartter facilitv networks
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TABLE 2

Facilit> managemeni contracting acti\ity

in earl> 1984'

Federal Contracts
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c:' '.he issues ihai may attend any fur-

•,rer expansion of the private sector's

rC'ie in correctional managerrient.

The issues

Ir. the politically charged environment

c: corrections, the concept of private-

1;. managed facilities raises a host of

c.es'.ions that range from relatively

s-mple matters of legal feasibility to

iT.ore complex issues of political

philosophy. Figure I outlines the key

issues to be considered in planning the

drvelopmem of proprietary institu-

tions.

Political issues. The political issues

icentified in the Abt report cover

both conceptual and strategic consid-

erations.

1. Conceptual. In a facility entirely

operated by the private sector, a range

of management functions involving

t'-.e classification and control of in-

ir.aies (including the use of deadly

force) might be delegated to a private

contractor. Quite apart from any legal

constraints on the delegation of these

f'.;nctions, some obseners ha^e ques-

tioned the fundamental propriety of

such a shift. There are those who will

£.-gue that some functions (including

the administration of justice) are the

r^ison d'etre of government and can-

rot nor should be delegated. With

fzuai \igor, others «ill argue that

there is a legitimate and necessary role

for private enterprise in corrections

tr.anagement, and the level of in-

c:vidual decisions that may be re-

cjired to manage the flo" of inmates

through a facility hardly constitutes an

ahrogation of the broader role of

government in forming system policy.

1- the final analysis, the issue is

grounds for lively ideological debate

that calls for a careful definiiion of

the appropriate role of private pro-

viders and the limits to be placed on

crntracted functions.

.-.nc'her level of conceptual issues

rtlates .o the general concern that

;ri\a;ization may ha\e unintended ef-

f;cls on public policy:

• Will private providers use their

rc'itical power to lobby for the

development or continuation of pro-

gram's that may not be in the public

interest? Or, will the corrections

field, which typical!) operates

«;:hc'j; political advantage, benefit

from the new lobbying skills of

pri'.aie providers?

• Just as the critics of commercialized

hospital facilities fear that a larger

share of the burden for providing

nonreimbursable public services may
be placed on public hospitals, will

private facilities "skim off the cream

of the crop," leaving the public cor- J

reclional system with the most

troublesome inmate management

problems? Or, can contracting agen-

cies develop a conscious policy of

distributing contract .entutes across

populations of diffenng security

and service needs?

• Will the economic motives of

business conflict with the objectives

of providing decent conditions of

confinement? Or, will public agen-

cies develop sufficient proficiency in

contract specification and monitor-

ing to resolve this concern?

• Will contractors be susceptible to

the "Hilton Inn mentaJiiy," referring

to the pressure to maintain high oc-

cupancy rates even in the absence of

demonstrated need? Will the avail-

ability of a network of private

facilities result in a "widened net of

-social control" as so ofien happened

with the expansion of community

corrections programs? Can pavinem

provisions and careful admission,

transfer, and release policies mini-

mize these dangers?

Although no answers are now

available, anticipating these issues may
assist in controlling any uninteried

consequences.

2. Strategic. In the category of

strategic issues, at least three sources

of opposition to privately operated

facilities can be anticipated. First,

public employees may resist the loss

of public-sector employment opponu-

FIGLRE 1

Issues in facility management contracting

Political issues

Conceptual
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rJiies- \\ iieiher or not there is formal

'.nion opposiiion, some resentment

from public emplosees as well as

".rained relations between public and
rri. ate corrections staff may be

ine*. itable— particularly if pri\ate pro-

\iders lake over an existing public

facility. The Okeechobee facility in

Florida faced a good deal of opposi-

tion and staff turnover, leading most
panicipanls to agree that the time re-

quirements for the takeover were ex-

tremely unrealistic.

General public attitudes may also con-

r.rain the development of private

facilities. Fear about the security of

private facilities may join traditional

public reluctance to host a corrections

facility in the community. In this con-

text, private providers face substantial

risk since they have no access to the

oveiTJde powers of government in cop-

ing with problems of community
resistance.

Finally, corrections management may
Lot be uniformly supportive of private

operations that may threaten a loss of

agencx' control. As the NIC survey has

noted, "loss of turf may, in fact, be

more of an inhibitor to expanding the

role of the private sector than the ac-

raal loss of employment for State

vorkers. In shon, contracting ventures

a.-e certain to require carefully plan-

ning precontract and stanup activities,

ir,oroughly calculating and commu-
rJcating the anticipated benefits to

the Slate, and actively lobbying to dif-

fuse these sources of opposiiion.

.administrative issues. Issues of quali-

ty, accountability, and flexibility domi-

nate discussions of the managerial

consequences of privatization.

1. Qualiiy. Because the pri\ate pro-

vider is under competitive pressure to

perform and is free of civil service

restrictions and the cumbersome ad-

r.inistratiNe procedures commonly
aiscciaied with government opera-

".:or-S, many contend that the quality

n'' privately provided services is likely

tj be superior— at least in the short

.'-n. Whether there will be sufficient

.T.arke; pressure to sustain improve-

r.er.'.s over the long term, rer^.ains

tncenajn. Adequate monitoring

systems, frequent onsite inspection

prcframs, and judicious rtbidding and
rcnr.val procedures are the key tools

i-aiiable to ensure continued perform-

ance, and need to be carefully

'-ti.zTiti at the outset.

2. Accountabilily. As respondents to

the NIC survey have suggested, the

difficulties and the importance of the

monitoring function cannot be over-

estimated. The potential loss of control

over agency operations was a major _

resei^ation expressed by respondents— =-

in considering the liabilities of con-

tracting. Addressing the issue of
"who's in charge" requires clearly

defining roles and responsibilities in

the contract document and continuing

efforts to communicate and review

performance expectations. While

quahty control is inherently more dif-

ficult when the government is dealing

with an independent provider and can

exert only indirect control, corrections

departments remain accountable for

contracted services and will be faced

with the need to adapt their super-

visory practices in order to create an
effective public-private alliance.

3. Flexibility. Most observen would
agree that contracting offers public

agencies the ability to respond to im-

mediate needs with greater flexibility

and speed than is typically possible

under government operation. In times

of severe crowding, this capability is

particularly compelling. The possible

cost may, however, be constraints on

the government's ability to change

course over the long terra. Transfer-

ring facility operations from one con-

tractor to another can be a logistically

difficult matter Contracting also

means reducing the public sector's

own facility management capabilities,

making it more difficult to revert to

public management or limiting the

personnel pool a\'ailable to meet

future corrections management needs.

Finally, fewer publicly operated

facilities may mean fewer oppor-

tunities to shift staff or inmates

among facilities for purposes of staff

training or population management.

No one of these issues poses ah insuf-- .

mountable barrier Many, in fact,

become irrelevant if population

pressures ease, for the option to ter-

minate contracted facilities is then

readily available. All, however, need to

be considered in planning the types of

facilities and contract arrangements

best suited to the circumstances in a

gi\en correctional jurisdiction.

Legal issues. Turning to more
technical m.aiters, at least four legal

issues require careful consideration in

the course of planning the de'.elop-

ment of proprieta-T facilities:

1. Authority. The first issue to be
considered is whether States and
counties have speaTic statutory

authority to contract with private

firms. Even where service contracting

is authorized, legislative amendments
may be required to permit contracts

for primary facility operations.

Specific language may also be needed
to open contracting to for-profit

organizations.

2. Liability. While correaional agen-

cies may understandably wish to

delegate both the authority and
responsibility for facility operations,

there is no legal principle to support
the premise thai public agencies and
officials «'iU be able to avoid or

diminish their liability merely because
services have been delegated to a

private vendor. In this context, it

becomes crucial to ensure that con-
tractors observe appropriate staff

selection and training standards.

3. Security. While there appear to be
no legal barriers to the delegation of

security functions, the issue is centra]

to the debate on the appropriate roles

of the State and its private providers.

A variety of questions needs to be ad-

dressed in defining the proper role of

the private sector in co.T^ections man-
agement. Should positions that may
call for the use of restraining or dead-

ly force (e.g., perimeter security) be re-

tained by the State? What role should

the State play in internal disciplinary

proceedings? Once again, if the deci-

sion is to coniraa these functions,

staff training and super\isory re-

quirements must be carefully

specified. In addition to frequent

review and inspection by contracting

agencies, written client complaint pro-'

cedures, client access to mechanisms
for monitoring abuse, and periodic

client surveys have been suggested as

useful lechruques to ensure the ac-

countability of private providers.'

i .1 Michael Kc;:mg. J:,, ft^.".',.- EniJi end Pnwie
.Mtans Accour>:.:biliJ\ Af-.or.f Pr:\jie Pio^ideri of
Public Socio! Scr.icei. Nz:ioncl Ir.siilute for

Dispute Resoluwon. N.V. Ffbrus--. 1984
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4. Corjraci specificity. Perhaps Ihe

TT.oii ,:Tiportant contracting issue is

the development of appropriate stand-

ards of performance to govern the

cpcraiions of private facilities.

Without explicit standards, the goals

of profit maximization may well con-

vict with the State's interest in main-

taining safe, secure, humane facilities.

The standards of the Commission on

Accrediution for Corrections will pro-

vide a useful reference in drafting this

aspect of the solicitation and subse-

cuent contract.

Financial issues. Last, but among the

foremost issues of technical concern,

f.re questions regarding the efficiency',

profitability, and cost visibUity of

private facilities.

1. Efficiency. The relative costs of

public vs. private management are a

highly controversial aspect of the pri-

vatization debate. Advocates suggest

that pmate vendors can operate equiv-

cJent facilities at lower cost due

largely to the staffing efficienc>' that

ir.ay be realized in the absence of civil

service regulation, lower private-sector

pension and benefits costs, and great-

er market incentives to increase pro-

ductivity Critics fear that the costs of

private management will escalate once

vendors become established, and point

also to the costs of monitoring private

providers as a poientiaJh' large hidden

cost of management contracting.

Comparisons are difficult since public

and private institutions may differ and

the true costs of public facilities are

often hard to isolate. The privately

operated juvenile facilities described in

the -Abi report involved costs ranging

from roughly S30 per day at Okeecho-

bee in Florida to SIIO per day at the

Weaversville facility in Pennsylvania.

The INS facilities for illegal aliens

operate on average rates of S23 to S28

per day It is difficult to determine,

however, whether anv of these

fariliiies are less costly than public in-

stitutions, since figures for comparable

pjbiic facilities are not generally

available. Even where adequate data

evist. strict cost comparisons may be

ccnfounded by the fact that the public

c:rre;tions function is frequently

underfunded. In this situation, higher

cc:ts may be a precondition for

crerati:ig private institutions in accord

with minimum professional standards.

Despite the difficulties, rigorous

assessments of the cost issue are clear-

ly needed. In fact, respondents to the

NIC survey emphasized the impor-

tance of conducting a thorough cost-

benefit analysis prior to contracting. _%^

2. Profitability. The question of

whether private providers should prof-

it from providing a public service is

an issue of both conceptual and fi-

nancial concern. Some are offended

by the concept of corrections as a

business enterprise and fear that profit

may be taken at the expense of sound

corrections practice. Others point to

the equivalent financial motivation of

nonprofit organizations, the small and

highly regulated opportunities for ac-

cruing profit, and the management

and fiscal advantages of for-profit

status. In the final analysis, choosing

a private provider is no more or less

than a decision to hire additional staff

and is best made by evaluating the

provider's histoo' of performance,

staff competence, and correctional

philosophy, rather than its organiza-

tional classification.

3. Visibility. One of the advantages

typically ascribed to contracting in

pubMc-sector areas is its ability to

reveal the true costs of the public ser-

vice. Corrections is no exception. The

dollars required to seI^e particular

numbers of clients under specified

conditions will be clearly visible and

more difficult to avoid through crowd-

ing and substandard conditions. While

this may be a feature welcomed by

correctional adrrunistrators, it remains

unclear whether legislators and their

voters will be prepared to accept the

real costs of confinement practices

that meet professional standards.

The next steps

Private-sector panicipation in the

adult corrections field clearly raises

many complex issues of polio and

law not encountered in other fields of

human serv ice. As such, it provides a

particularly critical test of the limits

of privatization—a test that warrants

the most systematic planning, imple-

mentation, and evaluation efforts. The

.Abt report identifies at least five cir-

cumstances under which careful ex-

perimentation with privately m.anaged

facilities may prove fruitful:

1. Rapid mobilization. Given the

widely acknowledged ability of the

private sector to move more rapidly to

bring additional facilities and man-

power on-line, combined with the

uncertainty that surrounds futt;re pop-

ulation trends, contracting ma> be

useful at the State level lo avoid per-

manent facility expansion but still ac-

comodate near-ierm population shifts.

2. Experimentation. An agencv can

test new models of institutional cor-

rections praaice without makir.g a

permanent commitment or laboring

under the constraints to innovation

tvpically present in traditional correc-

tions bureaucracies.

3. Decentralization. Greater geographic

and programmatic diversity may be

possible by calling on local contractors

rather than trying to provide the

same community-oriented services

under the direct control of a cen-

tralized agency.

4. Specialization. The flexibility of

private contractors to satisfy unique

demands suggests that contraaing for

the confinement of offenders with

special needs may offer significant

relief to general-purpose institutions as

well as more oppo.nunities for the

successful treatment of the "special

management" inmate.

5. Regionaiization. Finally, the private

sector is not tj-pically bound by the

jurisdictional politics that might

otherwise impede efforts to develop

shared facilities among States or coun-

ties within a Suie.

As 'this list implies, the major chal-

lenge is not simply to tu.m "business

as usual" over to the private sector,

but 10 develop true private-sector

alternatives to traditional public-sector

corrections practices. .As one former

corrections official has asked, ".Are

they just going to run an outmoded

system more efficiently o: are they go-

ing to bring some real improvements

and new ideas?" If the latter can be

achieved, the emernng interest of the

private sector in corrections manage-

ment can onlv be v.elcorr.ed.
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As Privately Owned Prisons

Increase, So Do Their Critics

By MARTIN
The bleak landscape of correctional

institutions in the United States is in-

creasingly becoming the province of

private companies and a few nonprofit

groups.

About two dozen major correction fa-

;ilities are owned or operated by pri-

vate groups, according to the Amer-
ican Correctional Association, which
predicts that the number will double in

the next 18 months. These are in addi-

tion to several hundred adult halfway
houses and juvenile centers that pri-

vate groups began ojierating in the

1970's.

The trend toward private correction

operations was bom of overcrowded
ind antiquated institutions, as well as
the entrepreneurial spirit. Wliile Texas
and New Mexico have approved legis-

lation to authorize the private opera-

tion of correctional facilities, the con-

cept has generated widespread detiate.

Supporters see a new efficiency.

TOLCHIN
greater vitality, flexibility and a reduc-

tion in costs. "Our t>asic mission is to

provide correctional services to gov-

ernment in an efficient, cost-effective

manner," said Travis Snellings, >ice

president of the Corrections Corpora-

tion of America, based in Nashville.

Sweaters and Insignia

But critics question the concept of

making a profit on incarceration and
ask whether it is compatible with the

administration of justice. They fear an
assault on the prisoners' constitutional

j

right to due process J law, and raise

ouestions of accou:ii.dbil;ty.

Dennis E. Bradby runs the Silverdale

Detention Center, a 325-bed county fa- ,

dlity on the outskirts of Chattanooga,
j

Term. Its residents include state pris-
'

oners serving long terms for felonies, i

including murder; county prisoners 1

serving less than a year for misde- I

Continued on Page B6, Column 1 {
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meauors, and z handful serving
mandatory 48-hour sentences for driv-

ing while intoxicated.

Mr. Bradby works for neither the
State of Tennessee nor Hamilton Coun-
ty. Along with the 46 guards, called

"resident supervisors," he wears
camel-colored sweaters that bear the
insignia of his employer, the Correc-
tions Corporation of America, which,
like the other companies that run
prisons, is privately held.

Decisions That Shape Lives

While he is not a government em-
ployee, Mr. Bradby represents the au-
thority of the state and makes routine

decisions that affect the bves and legal

status of hundreds of prisoners.

One recent day a 20-year-old convict

with a stubbly beard and ragged
T-shirt shuffled across the yaxd at Sil-

Prison«rs

Federal a-TCf state prisrai

popuiations.
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verdale and intercepted Mr. Bradby.
"I want to go to my grandfather's fu-

neral,'" he mumbied, "and I don't need
anyone breathing down my back."

"1 heard about your grandfather,

and I'm truly sorry," Mr. Bradby told

the young man, who was serving a six-

month sentence for burglary. "But the

judge won't give you a ftirlough. I can
send you in handcuffs, and maybe we
can take them off in the funeral parlor.

But we have to have someone sitting

next to you or behind you."

'People Get Very Emotional'

The prisoner declined, unwilling to

face his family under such circum-

stances. "I wanted to accommodate
him," Mr. Bradby said later. "But su-

pervision is very difficult at a funeral.

'

People get very emotional."
Senator Arlen Specter, a Pennsylva-

nia RepubUcan, and Representative
Robert W Kastenmeier, a Wisconsin
Democrat, plaxTtoToISTTearings in the
spring on what Mr. Specter calls "the
major imexamined new social policy of

the 1980's." The Justice Department's
National Institute of Justice has sched-
uled a conference on the issue Feb. 20.

The private takeover of correction
operations is representative of a funda-
mental change in the workings of gov-
emment. This trend, consonant with
President Reagan's philosophy, has
been fueled by soaring costs, taxpayer
revolts and a desire to reduce the size

and scope of government. Consequent-
ly, local officials are increasingly turn-

ing to the private sector to own, lease

and manage hospitals, fire and sanita-

tion departments, schools and other
services and facilities.

Supporters say private businesses
and nonprofit agencies do a better job

because they are insulated from public
pressures and free from political inter-

ference, patronage obligations and the

high salaries and pensions of public

employees. They note that the private
sector often offers a vitality that is

sometimes lacking in civil servants.

Supporters also contend that govern-
ment has lost any claim to quality cor-

rection work.

"The work done in the public sector

in the last 30 years has been a dismal
failure," said Ted Nissen, president of

Behavior Systems Southwest, which
runs both Federal a.ad local facilities.

"We have a national recidivism rate of

50 percent. I offer to forfeit my con-
tracts if the recividisra rate is more
than 40 percent."

But critics contend that correction
officers are an integral part of the

cnminal justice system and perform a
quasi-judicial function. Tney enforce
discipline, judge whether infracticns

have occurred and impose punish-
ments. They also advise parole boards
on whether prisoners should be re-

leased.

"There's something anomalous

about a person sentenced to prison by a-

state or Federal judge being charged!
by a private corporation with an insti-

'.

tutional infraction," said Prof. Lra
Robbins of the American University i

Law School. I

"We're talking about taking away;
people's liberties, and 1 have real ques-;
tions about the propriety of anyone but.-

the state doing that," said Mark A. Cu-':

niff , executive director of the National

'

Association of Criminal Justice Plan-

:

ners, which represents coordinators

'

and plarmers of large urban criminal

'

justice systems.
j

State Monitoring Cited

Supporters of the trend say that the
private sector adheres to government

;

guidelines. "Private management of a
facility is under the control of govern- •

ment, which sets the policy," said T.
;

Don Hutto, executive vice president of
j

the Corrections Corporation of Amer-
ica. "Our facilities are inspected and !

monitored by state authorities." I

But correction officers acknowledge]
ttiat they enjoy considerable discretion
in performing their duties and that gov-
ernment oversight is sometimes
spotty. Only one counry official serves
as "Uaison" at the Chattanooga jail,

and he was absent the day a visitor

made a tour.

Incarceration is a growth industry.
The prison population, consisting of

convicted felons, has doubled, to

439,000, in the last decade, according to

the Justice Department. There are
224.000 more people in jails, convicted
of niisdemeanors or awaiting tnal. Ex-
perts say 60 percent of the nation's cor-

rectional centers are under Federal
court orders to remedy overcrowding
and other inhumane conditions.

The plight of the prisons has led some
civil libertarians to welcome almost
any iimov'ation. But others are fearfJ
of private takeovers.

Ever\-body wants a Band-Aid solu-

tion," said Norman Carlson, director cf

the Federal Bureau of Prisons, three of

whose facilities are ntn by priv-ate cor-

porations. "A number of politiciari;;

may use privatization to avoid facin;
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A guard on duty in a security booth ata 350-bed alien detention

'center m Texas, and, above, inrrrates m. a dormitory there. Only six

Federal officials are assignedto the center, which is owned and
operated by the Corrections Corporation of America.

up to the real proDlems. it's not going
to solve our problems. But we ou^t to

go ahead and look at it." "

Similarly, Judge Abner Mikva of the
United Slates Court of Appeals for the
Distria of Columbia, said: "My initial

reaction is, when you're dealing with
people's problems, you ought to look at

all conceivable ways to solve them. But
the confusion between the objectives of

the private and pubhc sectors worries
me. Are we looking for an institution to

maximize its profits or promote jus-

tice?"

In their short history, privately run
prisons have had their share of prob-
lems, similar to those at pubUc institu.

tions, and critics attribute some of

the.m to an effort to save money.
At one Houston facihty a pri'vate

guard shot and killed an alien trying to

escape and wounded another. A de-

pressed 17-year-old Salvadoran ahen
was removed from another detention
center in Houston last November in a

catatonic trance. Friends said they had
spent sii weeks urging that she receive
psychiatric help.

In a Florida state training school run
by a private, nonprofit foundation, sev-

eral youths were severely mjured in a

riot last July. And a young prisoner
hanged 'nimsell last November at a

Perjisylvania juvenile treatment cen-
ter run by a private corporation.

New Prison Near Pittsburg

For many years private groups have
run small juvenile centers and adult
halfway houses. Now, however, they
are s-jpervising adults and juveniles
w'ho have committed major cnmes.

Two brothers, Charles and Joseph
Fentori, formed a corporation, Buck-
ingham Security Ltd., that is buildmg a

£20 miLhoa, 715-ceU maximum secuiir>'

penitentiajy norih of Pittsburgh. It is

intended to hoi.ise child molesters,
those m proteCJve custody and o'uiers

who need protection from the pnson
population, and it is expected to draw
pr.soners from several states.

X^ij:\'fi F°i'7n 1-iad a career in the
FMeral prison system. He was warden
o' the penitentiary at Lewisburg, Pa.,

and in that capacity was found hy a
Federal jury in 1^ to have been
among a group of prison officials who

.

inflicted cruel and unusual punishment
on two inmates.

The inmates said they were beaten
with ax handles while they were" hand-
cuffed and shackled after arriving by
bus from Atlanta. Tne jury refused to

impose damages on the officials, who
said they had merely protected them,
selves from vicious prisoners who had
tried to escape.
Private groups win government con-

tracts by agreeing to operate correc-
tion facilities for far less money than
the Federal or local eovemments have
been spending. They have greater flex-

ibihty m both operating and building

prisons, which they construct in six

months, as against four or five years
with government contracting.

'Tbej-'re Much More Humane'

Because they are new companies,
they tend to have \itality. And some
say their employees are more humane
than veteran corrections officers. Be-
cause they are innovative, they, also

have been subject to intense scrutiny.

The Rev. Tnomas Sheehy, assigned
by the Roman CathoUc diocese o(

Galveston-Houston to handle Uaison
with an immigration detention center
run by the Corrections Corporation of

Amenca, said, "If I had my choice of

this pri%-ate organization, or it being
run by the Immigration and Naturah-
zation Senvce, I would take_this pri-

vate orgaruzation."
"They're much more humane," he

added. "Tne guards haven't been in the

business that long, so they're not cal-

loused." .^

But cntics fear that, in addition to

the constitutional issues involved^ pri-

vate corporations may develop a
vested mterest in ha\-tr.g the ctorrtc-

tional facihties fiUed and exea pditi-
cal pressure on local govemsients.
They also (ear that emphasis on.pi^f,is

could lead to citting comers on staff,

salaries and training zs well as on re-

habilitation programs. And they say
tJiey have already seen evidence of

divided authority, "m which prisoners

are shunted between a Federal or slate
agency and the private group that oper-
ates a correctional facihty.

-The trend is so new that there is vir-

tually only one Federal court decision

on the issue, Medina v. O'NeiU, banded
down last Ma'y. Tne'case involved 16
stowaways placed by the Itnmigration
and Naturalization Service in a single,

wtndowless 12- by 20-foot cell in Hous-
ton maintained by Danner, a private
security concern The - ce'j was de-
signed to bold no more than six people
overnight.

After two days of detention, the
aliens attempted to escape while the
guard was taking a telphone call. A pri-

vate security guard, imtrained m the
use of firearms, killed one inmate and
wounded another.

Chief Judge John Singleton of the

Federal District Cj>urt in Houston
found that the 1 J>1.S. could not delegate

its responsibility for the ahens. "Be-
cause both immigration and detention

are traditionally the exclusive preroga-
tive of the state, it is evident that the

actions of all the defendants were state

action within the purview of the public

function doctrine," he wrote, re'rnand-

mglhe case for a decision on damages.
Paul N'irtue, deputy counsel of the im-
migration service, said the ageixy had
filed an appeal.

4 Are Killed in Crash

OfAmbulance Plane

MEDFORD, Ore., Feb. 9 (AP) —
Four people. Includuig a patient, were
killed Saturday when an ambulance
airplane lost power in both engines as it

approached an airpcrt and crashed in a
pasture, the authorities said.

There were no s'lrvivors of the crash
about a half mile from Medford-Jack-
son County Airport, said Jeff Maldona-
do, chief s'nerifTs deputy in Jackson
Counrv.
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COMPANIES EASING

Growing Number of Cities and

States Get New Facilities

Under Leaseback Plan

By MARTIN TOLCHIN
SpeoaJ lo The New YorV Times

WASHINGTON, Feb. 16— At a time

when nearly two-thirds of the nation's

prisons are under court order to ease

overcrowding and repair dilapidated

structures, the states and localities are

tumuig increasingly to private compa-

nies for construction help.

Local governments, some in areas

that have rejected bond issues or tax

increases for new prisons, are con-

tracting with private companies that

build the correction facilities and then

lease them back to the government.

To encourage such arrangements.

Senator Alfonse M. D'Amato, Republi-

can of New York, has introduced legis-

lation to substantially increase the tax

benefits available to the companies,

pro\iding them with investment and

rehabiliution tax credits and acceler-

ated deductions.

"This trend is taking place with or

without legislation," Senator D'Amato

said in ar. interview.

Coast-to-Coast Projects

E. F. Hutton has put together a $300

million prison leaseback plan for the

State of California and a $65 million jail

leaseback for the Ciry of Philadelphia,

according to Steven D. Binder, senior

vice president for the brokerage house.

In addition, Shearson Lehman Broth-

ers has brokered a S32 million prison

leaseback for Kentucky, an $18 million

jail for Los Angeles and a $15 million

jail for Portland, Ore., according to

Christopher F. Randolph, a senior Nace

president of the company.
And Hutton and Shearson are work-

ing together on a prison leaseback for

the State of Louisiana. Officials at both

brokerage houses say they are also ne-

gotiating leasebacks with a dozen other

cities or counties

The proposed legislation and the

trend toward leasing prisons will be

discussed next Wednesday and Thurs-

day at a conference sponsored by the

National Institute of Justice.

Congressional Hearings Planned

Mr. D'Amato said he also expected

his proposal to be studied this spring at

hearings planned by subcommittees of

the Senate and House Judiciary Com-

mittees on the pnvate operation and

ownership of corrections facilities.

The legislation, which is co-spon-

sored by Senators J. Bennett Johnston

of Louisiana, a Democrat, and Paula

Hawkins of Florida, a Republican, runs

counter to the Reagan Admlnistra-

uon's tax plan, which generally would

eliminate such tax benefits and prefer-

ential treatment.

Senator D'Amato said leaseback ar-

rangements would reduce constmction
costs by about 25 percent because pri-

vate builders wooid not be subject to

the same procedural and purchasing
constraints, such as competitive bid-

ding, as local governments.
While local governments often take

three or four years to build a new cor-

rection center because of these con-
straints, private groups have built such
facilities v.ithin six months. That is

how long it took the Corrections Corpo-
ration of America to build a detention
center in Houston, 'i'^ed by both the Im-
migration and Naturalization Service
and the Bureau of Prisons.

Voter Approval Not Required

"This is a way to cut the cost to tax-

payers," Senator D'Amato said. "We
don't have to have these archaic
prisons, or replicate prisons that are
100 years old."

Since the locality would merely lease

the property, not build the facility,

voter approval is not needed to finance
a capital improvement.
Mr. D'Amato noted that some critics

have expressed concern that this ar-

rangement circumvents the need for
voter approval.

"It certainly could be used as a vehi-

cle to circumvent the voting for

bonds," he said, "but it's legal, and
that's not its purpose."

Danger in Overcrowding Cited

The Senator added that, although he
' favored private construction and leas-

ing of corrections facilities, he opposed
their operation by the private sector.

"1 am very reluctant to have private
concerns get into the business of prison
operation," he said. "It could be a very
false economy that could come back to

create tremendous problems and end
up costing us more."
The National Institute of Justice said

in a recent study, "Despite the rising

levels of tension and danger for staff

and inmates, overcrowded and dilapi-

dated housing has been iftidely viewed
as justifiable punishment, and bond
issues for prison and jail construction
have been adversely affected."

But Senator D'Arnato asserted that

some cities and counties "just can't af-

ford" to float new bond issues. "Their
credit ratings aren't good," he said.

Prototype Project in Colorado

Hutton said the leaseback plan was
first developed by Mr. Binder, the Hut-

ton executive, for Jefferson County,

Colo., when the county was under Fed-
eral court order to relieve overcrowd-
ing of an antiquated facihty.

Voters in the county had twice re-

jected a proposal to raise the sales tax
to finance a new jail.

Through Mr. Binder's efforts, Im-
perial Leasing, a Los Angeles compa-
ny, pro\'ided $30.2 million to build a jail

for 382 inmates. The jail, now under
construction, is expected to open in

September. The county will lease the

facility until 1992, when it is expected to

have repaid the $30.2 million at 8.75

percent interest. The county will then
own the facility.

"Jails are ex-pensive," Mr. Binder
said, "people don't want a jail in their

neighborhood. They would rather

spend money on schools, parks and
transportation. But they want the

drirainals off the streets."
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A THE NE-yy YORK TIMES,

jails Run by Private Company Forc(
By MARTIN TOLCHIN

The growing trend toward privately
operated jails has led to new questions
about accountability and prisoners'
rights that are being addressed every
day by the Corrections Corporation of

j-America, which operates detention fa-

; tiliiiea ia lexas, Tennessee and North
: Carolina.

The privately held company cares
J for more prisoners than any other non-

f
public concern. Put together in 13S3 by

iitie Massey Birch Investment group of
• .Nashville, which also provided financ-
*jiig for the Hospital Corporation of
'America, CCA. has become a target
i'Jor critics of private prisons and a
•{Dodel for other operators.

? With prisons severely crowded in the
; early 19S0's, several companies moved
I toown or operate correctional facilites.

5 Today about two dozen detention cen-
• ters, including the four run by C.C.A.,

I
are privately operated. That trend will

ibe the subject of a three-day confer-
; ence to begin in Washington tomorrow
under the auspices of the National In-

l
stitute of Justice.

> A dispute at the company's alien de-
;^Jention center in Houston exemplifies
»«'hat critics say is one growing prob-
llem for the privately operated correc-
j*onal facilities: who is accountable for
«lhe welfare of the incarcerated?

Proposal for a library
- The Rev. Roberto Flores of the Hous-
ton Center for Immigrants was con-
cerned that aliens held in the detention,
center grew increasingly depressed as t
they idled away weeks and sometimes
^onths. He suggested providing a li-

-irary, and he said others proposed
counseling and English lessons.
, But whenever they pressed for an of-
ficial response. Father Flores said,

'-'they were shunted between the Correc-
tions Corporation of America, which

^jjwns and runs the 350-bed center, and
Jhe Immigration and Naturalization
Service, which detained the aliens and
.oversees the institution.

T.? Although officials finally set aside a
Jpom as a library, there is no librarian,
•and the few donated books have disap^
peared. None of the other suggestions
•have been put into effect.
,", "Whenever we have a problem,
J.N.S. tells us to go to C.C.A., and
^CA. tells us to go to I.N.S.," Father
Hores said.

^ John S. Robinson, a CCA. employee
who administers the facility, said, "We
fiave certain requirements under the
contract that we have to abide by."
: In ac;dition to its Houston facility,
C^CA. is building a new immigration
service center in Laredo, Tex., and it

;>ins a multipurpose facility in Chatta-
tooga, Ttnn., a juvenile facility in
Memphis and a 30-bed facility for the
Eaderal Bureau of Prisons in Fayette-
ville, N.C
The Houston facility is also used by

the Federal Bureau of Prisons to incar-
cerate aliens convicted of crimes. They
are kept separate from those the immi-
gration service suspects of being in this
country illegally.

.''0

LT- ^

i-^-

''^^^o&CJfi*.

A security guard watching monitors In the control booth at the Houston (i«teJ
Corrections CorporaUon of Amsrica. The SSt^-bed fEciUtj' was bdit'inl

Critics consider corrections facilities
an integral part of the criminal justice
system and question whether profits
should be made from incarceration. In
addition to raising questions of ac-
countability, they fear an assault on
prisoners' constitutional rights.

In a brochure, CCA. touts the bene-
fits in efficiency to be reaped by gov-
ernments that do business with the
company. "Other benefits include re^
duced pressure from the courts for re-
form and upgrading," it adds.

Model of Cleanliness

Is CCA. suggesting that it can help
governments circumvent court-or-
dered improvements in correctional fa-
cilities? "Most courts ask for a demcn-
stration of good faith that a state or
county will correct the problems," said
Thomas Beasley, the company's presi-
dent. That demonstration of faith oc-
curs, he said, when a govemmcit sigr.s
a contract with his company.
The company's Houston facility,

which'Opened in April, is a one-story
model of spaciousness and cleanliness.
Men live in 50-bed dormitories. Tne
company buUt the center in sb; months
at a cost of $4 million. Immigration of-
ficials say the Federal Government
would have needed up to five years to
build a similar center because' of com-
petitive bidding and other regulations.
"Our facilities don't begin to ap-

proach this one," said Paul O'Brien,
district director of the immigration
service.

Travis Snellings, vice president for
[

marketing of CCA., said the quality of [

the facilities helped reduce personnel I

costs. "Miserable working conditions, '

low pay and low self-esteem produce
worker absenteeism," he said. "We
don't have nearly the turnover, absen-
teeism or overtime that plagues the
public sector."

The Federal Government spends
,

$26.45 a day for each resident at its own I
immigration detention centers. CCA. ft
charges the Government S23.84.

! j
Corrections officers hired by the

'

company start at $14,500 a year, as
against $15,000 for those at the immi-
gration service. Fringe benefits for the
private officers are far more meager,
as is their training.

Immigration officers spend six
weeks at the Federal Law Enforce-
ment Training Center at Glynco, Ga.,
for a total of 240 hours.
By compirison, CCA. says it gives

its corrtr.icns officers 40 hours of
training, half of it in on-the-job set-
tings, before they begin work, and an
additional 120 hours the first year. At
the Houston facility, however, only 40
percent of the staff has had the addi-
tional 120 hours' training in the 10
months since it opened.

'I'm the Supreme Court'

Mr. P.obmson's job includes oversee-
ing disciplinary cases that arise from
fighting or other infractions at the
Houston facility. The cases are heard
by company employees. Penalties

«;fc-£as^^:^2;J^J^|g|;yB,«;-^^iys^;^gai^^,aEaf^^
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I It to Face Question of Accountability

i 'i'^'r-'-'fiZ -' '.':
;.; ;-? ' '.

'
. :\-^-

t-«----^=ii._;-,

§7 ,' -i*'';J- ' 'j^ifev^'-C-'St-.a

>5^j^^'^/-^ijSi,^

Tie y-trr Yon Tj

cszlsz crsTfed and operated by the

aorJis £t a cost of $4 Tnilllon.

r^j^^e trcn: rt^^ction to a dcrmitcrrj''

to 72 bcF.irs in isolation. "I re^^e?? every
dis-rp'::i;2ry Ecticm," Mr. PvObinsoa

saj-i "I'r: the Supreine Ca-js"-
"

Tx c^se of a depressfed 17-year-old

srcziiii wiio was sect to Mr. Rooin5<ra's

'zjdlirT is relatfcd bv Father Flores, the

Rer.-. 730— as Sbee!3>', assigDsi by tie

Kc-~.?^ Cati>obc Diocese o{ Gajveston-
Ecor-o:; to haniJe Uaison with the led-

rrjgratiori detention center, and Si?ter
]

Carla ^'£ria Crat:r«re, diocesan dirtc-

1

tor of Hisparac rr.n'S tries.

The alien, a native of El Sal%-ador,
was apprebenced in July ard placed in
a county facility, in Sepie— ber sbe was
tiransferred to' the C.C.A. faciLry,
where sbe vrortted in the intchen and
earned the custosary £3 a day. Her
tnends, disturbed by her depression
sought vairJy to alert the company to

the problem, but not luitil Tnaiitsgiv-
ing, vrben she was catatonic, was sbe
seen by a psychiatrist and taken to 3en
Taub Hospital in Eoustcn. Ultiniately

,

Father Sheeny took ber to ?ve>-ncsa,
Mesco, to be with family mem'bers.
"They certainly did not act on it right

aw-ay," Father Sheeny said. "If tney
had a psychotherap.st, I'm sure they
wcMld have picked it up sooner."

Budget Problerms Cited

. The facility' has no room for a psy-
chotherapist in its budget, however, ac-

cording to toth company and immigra-
tion ofticiaJs. Lmmigraticn ofScials
said that tn rederal facilities, inmates
with obvious emotionaJ probiez:is were
rDutinely seen by psychiatrists of the
United States F^ibbc'EeaJtb Semce.
Tae company also rims a medi tun -se-

curity adult facility in Cnattanooga.
Dalton Robens, the Eamtilton Co'-rty
Executive, cited cost ar>d efficiency as

the main reasor^ for turning to private
operation. "Tneir research st>owed
that the>- co-jJd run it a Unle cheaper,"
Mr. Roberts said. "Also, it was talhng
a toU on my entire administrative staff,

and on me. Since they've run it, I

haven't spent one-tenth the time cm it."

CCA. charges £21 an irmiate a day,
SI a day less than it cost the counrj'.

Tne company toot over the Si^bed fa-

cility in Octot-er and offered to hire all

the county employees who had worked
there. Most joined the companv.
For some time, many small jirveniie

facilities nave been run try private
companies. C.C.A. runs Tail Trees, a

facility in Memphis for 3 :.-o-_tns.

Shelby CoLinry pa\-s I23.2o a day for
each yoLth, less than half ti:e cost at
the state training scbco'i.

The youths anend the p^.ilic schK;is.
But about a dozen inmates spent one re-
cent morning in the day room, silently

'

watching television. Tim Magtugin,
administrator of the faoirty, said that
counselors did not arrive tmti] after
school, and youths Vrbo did not anend
school were iefi to fend for themselves.
"We have a small staff," Mir. IrCagui.

gan said. "We don't have any fat."
Tall Trees has a f5\-e-steo program

that rewards the youths for Jiesping ap-
pointments, perfnrming cbOTES End
wortmg with peers and staff.

A. more ambitic^as juvenile treatmem
center, the Weaversvilie Imensve -
Treatment Unit, otriside AlJentown,
Pa., was estabhshed by u)e RCA Cor-
poration in 1976.

'"W'e deal with the seriaus chronic of-
fender," said Henry J. C-ursiy, the
project manager. "It's a dangerous
business. The worst possible sciarios
do occur."
Each of the 22 inmates, 14 to IS veajs

old, has either committed - a violent
felony, such as armed robbery, rape or
arson, or a string of lesser crimes, such
as burglaries or assaults. 7ic>ct S per-
c^t have drug-related problems.

the building resembles a coDege
dormitory. Toe residents have keys to
their own carpeted rooms.

"Physically, this is better fr-j^ most
of their homes," ?rfr. Gursirr said. "But
what isn't cushy is that we see their
every move. Emotionally, it's very
tense."

Newer priv'ate operators, such as the
Corrections Corporation cf America,
are optimistic as they begin to biUd
their track records. In the nine yeans
the WeaversvUle facihty has bei op-
erating, Mr. Gursiry says, 5 >-ot±bs

went on to college and 10 went into the
militarv.
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COUNCIL OF PRISON LOCALS
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

(AFL - CIO)

26 Henry Street
New Britain, CT 06051

(203) 223-7981

March 14, 1985

Congressman Robert Kastenmeier
Chairman, Judiciary Committee
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties

and Administration of Justice
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Congressman Kastenmeier:

I would like to advise you of an issue affecting uniform
employees of the Bureau of Prisons (BoP). The uniform allowance
is inadequate and needs to be raised to $400.00 initial issue
and $175.00 yearly maintenance.

I understand that there is precedence in HR 5618 as passed by
the 98th Congress. Since the 1960's, the uniform allowance has
remained at the same level, $125.00 per year. The Bureau of
Prisons currently has a uniform requirement. If this uniform is
purchased from the approved source, it would cost a new employee
$660.00, not including coats (winter, rain, etc.).

Therefore, the probationary employee must pay $537.00 just to
get a job. The employee already receiving a uniform allowance
cannot even maintain the uniform on $125.00. Most employees do
not have a full uniform. They do not purchase blazers, nickel
grays, or adequate number of shirts/blouses, and slacks. This
results in their having to do laundry several times a week, work
on posts feeling either too warm or too cold, etc.

Also, the BoP has uniform appearance as an element on the
performance evaluation. For an employee to receive an "exceeds"
on their evaluation, the standards states:

No instance during the rating period when emloyee
was counseled for violation of uniform regulation,
plus employee's overall uniform is meticulous in
appearance.
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With the current uniform allowance, this is impossible without
going into ones own pocket.

I would hope that you would sponsor a bill to increase the
uniform allowance of employees of the BoP to provide adequate
funds to purchase a complete uniform when hired and to have an
adequate amount for maintenance.

If you need any further information, please feel free to contact
me.

Sincerely

,

Cliff Steenhoff
Northeast Regional Vice President
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Cost of uniform (from approved sources, where they exist and from

Sears); number of items based on previous BOP issuing levels:

Number
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PRISON EMPLOYMENT
SECURITY ACT OP 1984

HON. SAM B. HALL. JR.

OP TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPEESENTATIVES

Thursday, October 4, 1984

• Mr. SAM B. HALL, JR. Mr. Speak-
er, I am introducing today a bill to re-

quire a General Accounting Office

[GAO] study on the prevailing rate

positions within the Bureau of Prisons

and to place a temporary moratorium
on the downgrading of these positions

within the Bureau pending the find-

ings of the GAO audit. This would not
limit the Bureau's authority to reas-

sign or discipline personnel to ade-

quately meet personnel requirements
within the Federal Prison System.
Recently, the House of Representa-

tives amended the fiscal year 1985 con-

tinuing resolution to Include crime
control language which, among other
things, strengthened the sentencing
for certain classes of criminals. Too
often we forget that these actions

have ramifications not only for the
criminals and the society we seek to

protect, but also for the correctional

system.
Earlier this year in hearings before

the Appropriations and Judiciary

Committees, serious problems within

the Federal Prison System were
brought to the attention of the House.
One particular problem highlighted In

the hearings was the downgrading of

74 percent of the wage board (blue

collar) supervisory positions in the
Bureau of Prisons. This affects over

1,100 Federal workers who directs in-

mates in prison industries and mainte-

nance services.

The problem first appeared in 1982,

when the Bureau of Prisons downgrad-
ed the WS standard of these Federal

positions by tying that standard di-

rectly to the job skill rating of the

Irunate population—that is, superviso-

ry positions wee reduced In grade If

and when the job skill level of the

Inmate populations, resulting from the

influx of unskilled inmates, was re-

duced. Although the Office of Person-

nel Managemetn [OPM] originally op-

posed this action it is now allowing the
Bureau to assign simulated levels

below journeyman when Imnates are

relatively new.
This downgrading action has been

disastrous for Bureau of Prisons em-
ployees in these supervisory positions.

Too, lowered morale of employees, in-

creased turnover of positions, and re-

cruitment probleras have adversely af-

fected security in the prisons.

Although there Is very little time re-

maining In this session, I will reintro-

duce this biU in the 99th Congress as a
matter of personal priority. This meas-

ure will send a clear message to the

Office of Personnel Management and
the Department of Justice that Con-
gress is concerned about the treatment
of corrections personnel and the safe

and efficient functioning of Federal
Prisons and Federal Prison Indus-
tries.*
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84% Repeat Offender Rate Examined
By LESLIE MATTLAND WERNER

Special to Tbe New Yoilt Times

WASHINGTON, March 3 — Almost
84 percent of arriving inmates at state

prisons around the country in 1979 were
repeat offenders, according to a study
conducted by the Bureau of Justice
Statistics and made public today.
The study reported that 61 percent

had been imprisoned previously, and
that 42 percent were on probation or pa-
role for an earlier conviction at the
time they entered prison. About 28 per-
cent of those who entered prison would
still have been jailed for an earlier of-

fense had they served the maximum
term to which were sentenced.
The study involved interviews with a

sample of inmates nationwide.
Another report on crime, released to-

day by the Eisenhower Foundation,
says that violence by young repeat of-

fenders has become more frequent and
more serious. It describes street crime
as "a form of slow rioting" requiring
social action in terms of economic
development, youth employment and
community programs.

Deterrence 'Did Not Work'

The authors of this report, "Amer-
ican Violence and Public Policy,"
maintain that "deterrence during the
1970's through more efficient police,

courts and prisons did not work, in part
because these agencies can merely
react to crime, not prevent it."

The study by the Bureau of Justice
Statistics of the Justice Department
takes a different point of view, placing
the emphasis on law enforcement.
Assistant Attorney General Stephen S.

Trott, who hea<^ the department's
Criminal Division, said the findings in-

dicated how much crime could be re-

duced "if criminals actually served the
increased sentences which could be im-
posed under present law."

"It is particularly disturbing," he
said, "to see that atxHit one-fourth of all

the crimes committed by the prisoners
studied were committed while they
would have been in prison if they had
served the maximum sentence."
Steven R. Schlesinger, director of the

bureau, said the study raised "serious
questions" about probation and parole
decisions. But he said it was impossible
to determine from the study how much
crime might be avoided through sen-
tencing policies.

He Rejects That Concluston

Law^nce A. Greenfeld, the statisti-

cian who wrote the report, rejected the
idea that the figures indicated parole
had been a failure. The study, he said
at a briefing Friday, focused cmly on
those who returned to prison. "Hall did
not return to prison," he said.

Parole for Federal crimes is sched-
uled to be abolished under the Compre-
hensive Crime Control Act of 1984.

Under the act, a system of fixed, or de-
terminate, sentences for Federal of-

fenses will be established in late 1986,
eliminating parole for new offoiders.
The study of state inmates showed

that most repeat offenses occurred
shortly after release from prison.
About 60 percent of those who will re-

turn to prison in 20 years, it found, do so

,

in the first three years.

Age was a significant factcn- in the
rate of return to prison, according to

the study, with the youngest released
prisoners the most likely to commit
new crimes. Almost 22 percent of those
18 to 24 years of age return to prison
within a year of release. But that flgiu^
drops to 12 percent for the 25-to-34-

year-old gnxip ; to 7 percent for those 35
to 44; and to 2 percent for those older
than 45.

Half of the youngest grtHip were re-

turned to prison within seven years, but
only 12 percent of those in the oldest
category, the study found.
The study also fouixl that repeat of-

fenders were much more likely than

first-time offenders to have a family
member who was imprisoned.
The general rate of imprisonment

has b^n increasing throughout the
country, the study said. In 1978, for ex-
ample, there were 7.2 court coimnit-
ments to prison for every 10,000 adults.
But that figure climbed to 10.1 in 1983.

"The increased reliance on imprison-
ment is not simply a reflection of hard-
ening public attitudes," it said. "It is

also based upon the growing body of
knowledge about criminal careers ai>d
the likelihood that many offenders will
continue to commit crimes after they
are released from prison."

Rate Is Third Highest

This increased rate is a subject also
addressed in the Eisenhower Founda-
tion study, which was financed by the
Ford Foundation and published by
Yale University Press. Among indus-
trial countries, only South Africa and
the Soviet Union have higher rates of
imprisonment than the United States,
the book says.

The study, by 12 authorities, is a 15-

year updating of a 1989 report to the
White House by the National Commis-
sion on the Causes euid Prevention of
Violence, known as the Eisenhower
Commission. It was created by Presi-
dent Johnson after the assassinations
of Martin Luther King Jr. and Robert
F. Kennedy. The Eisenhower Founda-
tion is the re-creation in the private
sector of the commission.
Lynn A. Curtis, president of the foun-

dation, said, "The police are limited in
what th<"' can do to prevent crime."

-uier city groups can organize their
neighborhoods against crime because
residents have a stake in their own
turf," Dr. Cvirtis .-.^id. '"uch crime
prevention mu<^ ' - ji^ " not as an end,
but as a me' ws to secire the n^ghbor-
hood for ecoixnnic development, ml-
mrity "yusiness, housing rehabilitation

and minority youth employment. This
addresses the cause of crime."

^l
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On behalf of all the non-management personnel in the Bureau

of Prisons (BOP), I would like to thank the Committee for the

opportunity to submit this statement on the President's budget

proposal for FY 1986.

Last year, AFGE came to Congress to tell our elected

representatives that the Federal Prison System was in crisis.

We told Congress of the five correctional officers who had been

killed in a thirteen month period. We gave our views of a

system which is breaking under the strains of increased societal

demands, inadequate resources, and an insensitive management.

Since that time we have seen some positive actions.

Congress saw fit to provide funding for an additional 200

correctional officers. BOP management has been (with some

exceptions) more cooperative in working on our common problems.

No one has been killed in the last year. That is the good

news.

The bad news is that the most pressing problems still

remain and in fact are getting worse. We are attaching a list

(Table 1) of federal prisons and the overcrowding (as a percent

of the designed capacity). As this list shows, we are literally

stacking prisoners in the hallways. As a correction officer, I

am telling you that this overcrowding is a ticking time bomb

which no one seems willing to look at.
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The Bureau is expanding housing units at ten institutions

and expanding capacity at four institutions, but if past

practice is any indication this expansion will not even

accommodate the increased inmate population much less reduce the

current overload.

If the country is to continue its trend of increasing

emphasis on punishment (and incarceration) for criminal

activity, there must be a parallel commitment of resources to

the prison system.

Sta ffing

While the prison inmate population has been exploding (42%

increase since 1981), the staffing (including administrative

personnel) in the federal prison system has been virtually

stagnant [9,376 in 1979 as to 9,869 in 1985. Source: Appendix

to the FY 1980 and FY 1986 Budget]

We are attaching a list of the federal prisons which

breaks down the ratio of inmates to correctional staff (Table II)

What is dramatic in this analysis is not only the variation

between prisons (which is partly a function of the type of

prisoner and the design of the prison), but the overall average

of 9.34 prisoners to each correctional officer, supervisors

included. According to statistics gathered by the American

Federation of State, County, and Municipal Workers, the national

average in state prisons is 5.8 prisoners for every correctional

officer, supervisors excluded.

This is just another indicator of the serious understaf f ing

in the Federal Prison System.
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Total Number Ratio
Security unt of Correct- Correctional

Institution
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Turnover

The understaf f ing is aggravated by the high turnover in

Prison Bureau staffing. The Bureau of Prisons reports that as

of February, there was a 33% turnover among first year personnel.

The new correctional officers are leaving so fast that the

Bureau's training facilities can not adequately keep up with the

demands for new personnel. Even after the first year, turnover

is 13% for the remaining staff. Some institutions (for example,

in Ottisville and Miami) report turnover rates approaching 50%,

and the average tenure of the workers in these institutions is

between two and three years. Many institutions are reporting

vacancies in the range of 15 to 25%. The most overcrowded

institution, UPS Atlanta, reports 102 vacancies or about 25%.

Forced overtime seems to be the rule at these institutions.

Atlanta is currently working 12 hour shifts, while at Miami when

a group of employees raised their concerns on the amount of

forced overtime, they were told to resign, if they did not want

to work.

Although we do not have complete numbers on hiring and

training costs, we have difficulty understanding how such

turnover rates could be considered cost effective. Of course,

the ultimate cost comes when some inexperienced correctional

officer is faced with a life-threatening situation and panics

instead of carefully reacting.
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Pay

The starting salary for frontline staff in the BOP is $7.69

per hour, or $16,040 annually. The maximum salary is $25,662.

We are attaching the starting and maximum salaries for

correctional staff in all 50 states (Table III). Sixteen states

have higher starting salaries and ten have higher maximum

salaries. In general, the state correctional officers have more

rapid salary advancement because of a fewer number of steps and

grades.

If the President's proposed 5% pay cut is approved, we would

be behind at least twenty-two states in starting salary and

seventeen in maximum salary.

This level of pay is simply too low to retain correctional

officers working in the present conditions. As soon as they find

jobs (often in state facilities) that pay anywhere near their

current salary, they leave.

Temporaries

Since 0PM Director Don Devine instructed the agencies to

utilize an increasing proportion of temporaries in their

workforce, we have seen increased use of temporaries in the BOP.

Career employees are becoming increasingly distressed at this

development.

There appears to be little or no screening of the

temporaries. One assistant warden described the hiring criteria

for temporaries as "having 3.5 years of experience with

inmates... or children or selling shoes!"
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Temporaries have been hired and placed on a post within an

institution without even a tour of the institution much less a

thorough familiarization of the institution or full training at

Gy Ico.

Downgrading

In early 1984 the BOP arbitrarily and capricously

downgraded WS employees an average of two or three grades. Some

of these employees supervise inmates in the prison industries and

the remainder supervise inmates in maintenance and food services.

Prior to the downgrading, these employees' grades were based

in a reconstructed grade for the inmate workers. Although the

inmate workers are not usually journeyman level, the products

that are produced must be journeyman level quality. These

inmates not only accomplish the routine maintenance of the

institution, but have also constructed million dollar buildings

and rehab projects. In the factories, they produce items such as

furniture, clothing and helmets, most of which is used by the

armed forces, also electronic parts for jet aircrafts, submarines

and missiles. These items must be of a journeyman level. The

factories have strict quality control procedures.

These employees not only have the same problems as other

supervisors, but they must also find inmates willing to work,

train the inmates, prepare payroll, maintain tool control and

accomplish tasks timely while maintaining the security of the

institution.
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The BOP also chooses to ignore facts that would cause their

grades to be returned to the original basis. The actual number

of inmates supervised has been arbitrarily decreased, to support

the downgrading. Many employees are maintaining copies of the

sign in sheet for the "tailgate safety session". These are

safety talks the employees are required to give the inmates

weekly. Inmates are required to sign that they have received the

safety talk. The sheet reflects the actual number of inmates

supervised that week. On an average, we expected that the

employees are supervising twice the number of inmates the BOP is

crediting them with.

The second is that when an employee is out on leave, he can

not leave the supervision of his detail to someone else on the

detail, as they are all inmates. Rather, another WS employee

must supervise both his regular detail and that of the employee

on leave. This is routine and predictable, and hence under

current rules should be considered to increase their grade. It

has not.

0PM is behind in appeal processing on the downgrading and

the employees save pay will expire next January (86). It has

come to our attention that the BOP "took" the downgrading to

force 0PM to develop one "yardstick" to classify the WS

employees. The Atlanta and Philadelphia 0PM regional offices

were the proponents of the downgrading.
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Since then we have learned that at least two of the 0PM

offices feel that the V/S employees should receive a higher number

of grades for correctional duties than the current one grade.

They have not awarded the additional grades because all of the

0PM regions have to agree on the "yardstick".

Congressman Ford has called for a G.A.O. audit on the

matter, but the GAO has not even started because GAO feels it

must wait for 0PM to finish its appeals prior to conducting the

investigation. In January the employees will lose their save pay

provisions.

Congressman Sara Hall, prior to his departure from the House,

introduced H.R. 443 to maintain these employees' grades pending

review

.

Contracting Out

It is our understanding that the Bureau has in the past and

is currently considering contracting-out secure prison

institutions. We believe that going ahead on such a plan would

be a disaster. We are attaching two studies [Attachments I and

II] on the contracting-out of prisons, which highlight the

multitude of problems— legal, ethical, practical, and financial--

that contracting-out creates.

Death Penalty

There are currently several bills that would impose a

sentence of death for murder committed in a federal penal

institution

.
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Between 1900 and 1972 eight (8) correctional workers were

murdered in the line of duty. Since the death penality was

declared unconstitutional in 1972, nine (9) correctional workers

have been murdered.

There are a number of inmate gangs that the BOP routinely

monitors. These gangs are all disruptive and have an initiation

requirement of murder. The last three murders of staff were from

these gangs. All of these inmates thumbed their noses at the

Justice system during the trial and sentenceing. A death

penality would help eliminate these gang murders.

Summary

The implications of these series of problems are grievous

for the public, the inmates and the correctional officer. When

overcrowding, lack of personnel, poorly trained or inexperienced

personnel, and low morale combine to render correctional officers

unable to protect themselves, they cannot be expected to

adequately protect either the inmates or the surrounding

communities.

The conditions within the prison are exacting a devasting

toll on my fellow officers. 1 see increasing evidence of heart

disease, circulatory and digestive problems, substance abuse,

family problems, and personality disorders.

We recognize that the current budget situation places

constraints upon the Congress, but we feel that two actions,

neither requiring major expenditures, by this Committee would

provide tangible evidence that Congress knows we exist and is

concerned about our situation.
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Cost of uniform (from approved sources, where they exist and from

Sears); number of items based on previous BOP issuing levels:

Number
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The first is an adjustment of our uniform allowance (see

Table IV).

Since the 1960's the uniform alllowance has remained at the

same level, $125 per year. The Bureau of Prisons currently has a

uniform requirement. If this uniform is purchased from the

approved source, it would cost a new employee $660, not including

coats (winter, rain, etc,).

Therefore, the probationary employee must pay $537 just to

get a job. The employee already receiving a uniform allowance

can not even maintain the uniform on $125. Most employees do not

have a full uniform. They do not purchase blazers, nickel grays

or adequate number of shirts/blouses and slacks.

This results in their having to do laundry several times a

week, work on posts feeling either too warm or too cold, etc.

Also, the BOP has uniform appearance as an element on the

performance evaluation. For an employee to receive an "exceeds"

on their performance evaluation the standard states, "No

instance during the rating period when employee was counseled for

violation of uniform regulation, plus employee's overall uniform

is meticulous in appearance." With the current uniform

allowance, this is impossible without going into one's own pocket.

We note that the VA has established a precedent for increasing

the uniform allowance by providing a $400 initial allowance and a

yearly allowance of $175 [Attachment III).

Given the problems we have testified to this may sound like

a trivial request, but working in our environment it is often the

little things which can stir the greatest resentment and anger.
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I can testify that the paltry uniform allowance coupled with

stringent uniform requirements ranks very high in our member's

legitimate grievances.

Second, the Committee should request that the Appropriation

Committee include in its appropriation language an FTE floor of

10,548; 10,548 is the FTE estimate of the Administration.

Establishing this floor would merely ensure that positions would

actually be filled. Last year when Congress approved additional

positions for the BOP most institutions never saw any change in

staffing because so many positions were left unfilled.

In addition, we recommend that:

Recommendat ions

:

(1) We request that the Committee recommend funding for an
independent study of stress among correctional officers. We
are attaching the summary of a study conducted by AFSCME for
state correctional personnel [Attachment IV]. If the Bureau
has a factual basis for analyzing the problem, we think it

will allow them to structure training, counseling, and
innovative work arrangements to begin to deal with the
problem. To ensure the success of the study, the Bureau
should be instructed to work with us on the design and
implementation of the study.
The study should determine the mangitude of stress-related
disorders, attempt to determine causal factors and make
recommendation for an appropriate stress management
program.

(2) We also request that the Committee consider tieing the
personnel ceiling to the inmate popultion to provide for
adequate staffing as overcrowding increases.

(3) There should be an increase in funding for the numnber of

prison institutions to move the prison population toward
designed capacity.
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(4) The Bureau of Prisons should be required to stay the
downgrading of the WS Supervisors until a thorough review of
this action is completed.

(5) The Committee should request that 0PM seek to find an
appropriate solution to the low pay and resulting turnover
of correctional personnel.

(6) We hope that the members of this Committee support
legislation which allows for the death penalty when an
inmate murders a correctional officer.

(7) The Committee should conduct oversight hearings on
contracting-out of prisions. The BOP should be instructed
not to contract out secure institution(s) until Congress
holds oversight hearings.
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The National Association of Criminal Justice Planners

Privatization of Corrections

by Mark A. Cunniff

The eatry of private, for profit, contractors into the arena of secure

correctional facilities shakes a basic premise about the adoinlstration of

justice in the United States; i.e. that only government should operate a Jail

or a prison. Whether the current rattling of private sector involvement in

operating secure correctional facilities translates Into a viable presence

only time will tall. My experience In'crlmiaal Justice and my reading of

American society Indicate to me that the private sector will achieve only a

minor, If any, role In the delivery of secure detention services. A number of

factors, however, do give me cause to pay heed to this development:

•' The crisis in corrections

• The involvement of the federal government

• The marketing skills and capitalization of some of the private

contraccors

The present nvnber of prison and jail beds available to srrate and local

government is insufllcient to meet the current and near future demands being

placed on them. An atmosphere of crisis must develop before government is

willing to entertain radical departures from business as usual. The results

obtained from mizlng crisis with radical changes in practice has been uneven.

The major ccnblderatlon before us now in corrections is that the ingradlents

are present; I.e. the crisis of prison and jail crowding aloug with the

radical departdre of using private contractors to deliver secure detention

services. There is the possibility for the mix to occur and to change the

correctional landscape.

The federal government is already feeling the r.aea to xlx these

ingredients. Ci-owdnd Jails have resulted in a severe cutback in the number of

s
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beds available from state and local governments to meet federal needs. The

federal government, remember, Is used to contracting for a share of Its

dacencion facility needs. Dntil recently the federal government contracted

solely with state and local governments to meet these needs. Changing times,

however, have precipitated new and different responses; I.e. contracting with

private firms for the delivery of secure detention facilities. The federal

government in the form of the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) and

Che Bureau of Prisons has been the principal purchaser of private secure

correctional services in the United States to date.

With the recent revision of the Federal sentencing code from an

indeterminate sentencing scheme to a determinate sentencing scheme, there is

likely to be a surge in federal demand for facilities that handle short term

incarcerations. This can exacerbate an already bad situation into a crisis of

major proportions. Such a development could be ominous in establishing a

solid role for private corrections because the scope of secure correctional

services required by the federal government could prove to be a boom for a

fledgling industry, not only financially but also in credibility.

Given a base from which they can market their services, the private sector

can develop into a formidable presence, especially given the size of the

corporation backing the pioneering efforts. Hospital Corporation of America,

RCA, and Control Data are multimlllion dollar a year companies that are

actively pursuing ventures in the delivery of secure correctional services.

These companies can muster the necessary capitalization to get into private

corrections in a b.g way if the situation presents itself. One must also

admire their marketing skills, especially in their going after specialized

populations; i.e. illegal Immigrants, women, and Ju-zeniles.

Now I don't wish to sound alarmist or to convey t'-iat private corrections

will soon arrive on the scene In a big way. These factors — the Jail and
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prlBOQ crowding crisis, involvement of the federal govemment and Che backers

of these initial efforts in private corrections — nake private corrections a

possibility. However, as a planner in criminal justice, I know that accoo-

pllahlng even minor changes in criminal justice is a difficult proposition.

To achieve a major change such as the privatization of correctional services

vlch any kind of breadth and scope would be a monumental feat. The resistance

that this change will encounter will be great and I would now like to explore

vlch you the nature of that resistance.

Lac us begin by first making clear what secure correctional facilities

represent. Incarceration is the most intrusive act government can take

against an individual. In a democracy such as ours, it deprives the

Individual of his/her most cherished possession — his/her freedom. When

incarcerated, the individual is no longer free to make even the most basic of

decisions; i.e. when to eat, sleep, wash, etc. Those decisions are made for

the individual by ;he people running the secure detention facility. The

inmate is under the total control of the correctional institution and that

control Is achieved through force. For even though force may be rarely

invoked to maintain control in tha institution. Its presence is always felt.

We are dealing in the secure correctional Institution with a service that is

very different from any other service performed by the government.

Incarceration is something we do to a person, it is not something we do for a

person. Incarceration is a function that we allow only government to perform

and our laws spell out very clearly under what circimistances this sanction nay

be invoiced.

One must wondsr, therefore, about the kind of statement a government is

making about itself vhen, after Invoking its mechanisms of social control, it

turns the convicted offender over to a profit jiaking firm to administer its

punishment. Coe.i a govemnent that does not trust itself to administer one of
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its most basic functions deserve its citizens' trust and support?

There is also the matter of the values that a government professes to

hold. Does a government really want to undertake a public policy that makes

Che administering of punishment a money making proposition? Does the

government want to emphasize such a mercenary value as profit in its response

to a social problem as opposed to values as fairness, equity and personal

accountability? Is our society simply a market place where monetary

considerations drive its decisions or are there other values that are more

deserving of our attention?

These questions raise the issue of propriety; i.e. the appropriateness of

the response to the circumstance being addressed. Propriety is a legitimate

concern to be raised in an examination of the role of the private sector in

corrections and I believe it is the very first one that should be discussed.

Correctional responses to criminal offenders do reflect on society's

values. Because our society Is complex, there are many different values

competing with one another in an endeavor such as corrections. Efficiency and

effectiveness, despite what the private contractor aay assert, is a value

present in corrections and in crimlnj-l justice. However, it is only one

value. It is a value that competes with other values and usually it is a

value that is secondary to other considerations.

There are minimal standards chat have to be met when the government

Incarcerates an individual so as to maintain a measure of human dignity. The

day of the dungeons have passed. There is also competition among the

different goals of corrections as to the most appropriate interventionist

strategy for dealing with the convicted offender. Is corrections to punish,

deter, incapacitate, reform, or train the convicted offerJer? Consensus is

difficult to reach on this question nationally, locally, and even

institutionally.
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The motivation behind the detaces and discussions on Che purposes of

corrections flows from a desire to advance the general welfare of the ,oclecv.

Coats are a coacam in aaking decisions on these natters. Costs, however, are

not the primary consideration. Only government would entertain operating a

correctional program, such as resitution, where the resources necessary to

operate the program would exceed the amount of money the offender is likely to

generate because the goal is not financial return but rather such concepts of

personal accountability. This way of thinking would have a. hard time being

accept3d by the private sector.

The major danger of bringing the private sector in secure correctional

facilities is that it runs the risk of bringing cost considerations into the

forefront of the decisionmaking process to the detriment of the other values

held by the society. The private sector is more concerned with doing well

(making a profit) rather than doing good (advancing the general welfare^. The

private sector brings with It a new entity into the decision nakicg process —
its board of directors. The only concern of a private board ^f directors

relates to whether or not the company Is making a profit. The advancement of

social welfare is a secondary or tertiary concern and that tur^s the purpose

of corrections upside down.

An assumption that the private contractor makes in approaching corrections

Is that there is conaeeeus on what corrections ought to be doing and that the

service can be defined as any other marketable commodity. The private

contractor also believes that with the service being defined, the contractor

will be pretty much left to his/her own devices In providing that prodi^ct.

These assumptions stem from an operational definition that does not hold in

criminal justice; I.e. that there is only one decisionmaker. There is not one

decisionmaker in criminal Justice/corrections. Rather there are many. Power

resides in many different quarters, e.g. the legislature and c.ie County
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Coomlssloner or the Governor. Our governmental structure is not a model for

efficiency. Indeed it «b3 intentionally designed so as to separate povers and

thus it is designed to be inefficient. When the private contractor states

that s/he can go out to plan, build, and operate a facility more quickly than

government, that contractor is assuming that govemnent is willing to give to

him/her powers that it is not presently willing to give to its own agencies.

If government Is not willing to give a Sheriff or a Commissioner of

Corrections the authority to do whatever they deem necessary to meet the

problems they encounter in doing their job, I seriously doubt that government

would provide such powers to a private contractor. The powers that be in

government demand to be consulted and to have their consent given to whatever

responses correctional officials propose to deal with their workload.

In closing I want to make the observation that private contractors raise

legitimate issues and concerns about corrections. Among the issues they

raise are:

• Management in corrections could be improved

• Incarceration costs are high

• Correctional capacities are strained

The legitimacy of the issues, however, tends to confuse the concern about the

appropriateness of private contractors in delivering secure detention

services. The private contractors try to weave the legitimacy of the concerns

being raised into a fabric th^t provides legitimacy to their approach.

Private contractors also view their answers to the legitimate questions that

they raise as the only correct response. X believe the real issue here is

getting government to address the problems in a way that reflects the full

range of society's values and not just on the basis of efficiency.
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SOME THOUGHTS ON" PRIS0^7S FOR PFOFIT

J. Michael Keating, Jr.

Prison industry had its origin in the raid-Sixteenth

Century when the manufacture of a variety of products, including,

believe it or not, tennis balls, was introduced in the first

Enalish "house of correction" at Bridewell. In 1787, Benjamin

P.ush, that extraordinary Founding Father who was part physician,

part philosopher and part statesT-.an, advocated such novel notions

as individualized sentencing and the classification of prisoners.

At just about the sane tire, John Howard, the Enalish proto-

type of modern prison reformers, resigned in disgust as Super-

visor of Buildinos because he was unable to cajole or compel

local communities to provide sites for construction of the new

"penitentiary houses" authorized by Parliament. In the 184Cs,

Alexander Maconcchie anticipated B.F. Skinner by a century,

introducina a fully developed behavioral modification regimen,

replete with positive reinforcement, for prisoners on "orfoik

Island in Australia. What all of these exam.ples illustrate

is that very little is aenuinely new under the correctional sun.

Thus, when Corrections Corporation of America, a profit-

m.aking, privately owned corporate entity, proclaims a radically

new approach to corrections founded on the ability of privace

enterprise to build and operate secure adult correctional facil-

ities more effectively and cheaply than government, wa ought to

greet the announcement with some pause. Mever mind massive

public disillusionment with the existing correctional system or

47-286 0-85
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the Peaaan Administration's enraptured surrender to private

enterprise in all of its forms, which together ensure virtually

universal acclaim for the concept of privately run prisons. The

question is: Is the privatization of corrections either a new

idea or a good one?

I would arcue that, at least for the present, privati-

zation is a bad idea for three reasons. First, the record of

historical and contemporary corrections suggests that the suc-

cesful operation of a secure adult correctional facility re-

quires skills, abil ties and resources we are only beginning

to understand and a-'^-amulate . A jai* or a prison is not a fast

food franchise, and the application of modern business methods

and technoloqy offers no better promise of creating humane and

effective prisons than any of the other nostrums pushed by

earlier aenerations of prison reformers. Moreover, the mixture

of private enterprise and corrections in the past has produced

little discernible progress and monumental abuse.

Secondly, careful examination of cost-effectiveness

claims for privatization, which are overwhelmingly the principal

justification touted by its advocates, shows them to be, at best,

suspect, and, in any event, the rigid application of cost-effec-

tiveness measures in corrections has resulted historically in

disaster and tragedy.

Finally, the private operation of jails and prisons

raises serious legal, ethical and policy issues, and it is clear

that a areat deal of thcuqhful study and analysis is needed
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befoffi local jurisdictions embrace privatization as a .tieans of

escape from their pressing, clamorous correctional problems.

It is important to be clear what we are talking about

here. We are not addressing the now widely current practice

of contracting for specific services in corrections, such as

medical care or food ser'/ices, nor are we considering the oper-

ation of ccr-munity-based group homes or treatment-oriented facil-

ities for ycuch. Neither are we discussing the narrowly finan-

cial and architectural services of those entrepeneurs who stress

their abili-ry to design, finance and construct quickly correc-

tional far:lities in utter disregard of local, grassroots finan-

cial opposition. What we are talking about here is the private

operation, whether by profit-making or non-profit entities, of

maximmn, rodium and minimum security jails and prisons for

large nurr.bers of adult, primarily male inmates. Such operations

entail necessarily the handing over to private individuals of

responsibility for the detention of offenders accused or con-

victed of serious crimes by the state.

The eminent sociologists Gresham Sykes ', in the 1950s,

and Brvinc Goffnan ', in the 1960s, alerted us first to the

uniquely challenging aspects of "total institutions" like pri-

sons whose "captive" populations are coercively isolated from the

general community. No one who reads their work can ever again

entertain the notion that, total institutions differ little from

other institutions in our society.

More recently, the widely reported and much criticized
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experiment of Stanford social psycholoqist Philip Zimbardo, in

which he simulated a prison environment peopled with role play-

ing prisoners and guards, confirmed emphatically that the rela-

tionship between the keepers and the kept in a secure facility

is frequently corrosive and cruel. " That finding accords

well with the now classic and vitriolic letters emanating from

Jack Henry Abbott's sojourn in the belly of the beast. ^'

If you reject these descriptions as, perhaps, lurid and

prefer a more conservative critique, then read the descriptions

of life and conditions in prisons in Arkansas, Colorado or

?hode Island provided in the judicial opinions in, respectively.

Holt V. Sarver ' , Ramos v. Lamm ' and Palmigiano v. Garrahv '

;

or the dry but poignant prose of the McKay Commission's report
g

on Attica '
; or James Jacobs description of life at Statevillle

Q
in the aftermath of reform.

Everywhere the message is the same: Prisons are unique

and menacing institutions. And worst of all, we do not know the

reasons why this is so. We cannot say with any m^easure of accu-

racy why offenders commit crime; we know virtually nothing about

why some recidivate, while others find redemption. And our

ignorance about what happens when these perplexing individuals

cohere in the artificial social environment of the prison is

simply st'aggerina. But do not take the word of academicians

about the uniqueness of the prison world. Talk to the people

who really know, the correctional officers who, year after year,

submit themselves to the uncertainty, the fear, the distrust.
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the danqer of prison work; who know that the moment they begin

to perceive their working environment as routine, normal or

mundane, they are most exposed to danger.

All of this goes far to explain why jails and prisons in

42 jurisdictions in 26 states have been condemned by state and

federal courts for inflicting cruel and unusual punishment in

contravention of the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution.

Cited deficiencies range from medical care in a single facility

to total conditions throughout a state-wide system. These

findings occur, moreover, in the wake of two decades of an unpre-

cedented explosion in the expenditure of public funds on correc-

tional institutions and programs. The same period has also

seen the widespread introduction of an enormous variety of

technical administrative innovations, including management by

objectives, program budgeting, management information systems,

zero-base budgeting, etc., all promoted as sure-fire methods

for improving the management of corrections. Yet, one is hard-

pressed to find any state-wide system, or even a single insti-

tution, to point to as a model for the well-run prison or jail.

"Successful" institutions depend invariably on charismatic

leaders whose inspiration has proven in every case to be non-

transferable and ephemeral. The fact is we do not know how to

create and maintain efficient, fair and humane correctional in-

stitutions .

The past involvement of private enterprise in corrections

holds out little hope that privatization now can offer much
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to change this depressing situation. For much of the Nineteenth

Century while correctional facilities, especially in England,

were nominally in the hands of government, they were actually

under the control of keepers or petty tradesmen* who were in

effect private contractors rather than salaried employees.

Although they were required to submit accounts to supervising

courts, only mass escapes or gross corruption threatened their

tenure. Having once obtained their appointments or "contracts"

through judicial patronage, these early correctional entrepeneurs

were able to settle down to a lifetime of profitable extortion.

Everything in the facility was for sale; even release required

the payment of a fee to your friendly keeper.

The abuses of the greedy and arasping keepers fueled

a revulsion against this primitive privatization, and the public

soon demanded that the state assume directly and solely the

business of running prisons and jails.

In the United States in the aftermath of the Civil War,

a more pernicious system evolved, particularly in the South, where

prison labor came to be looked upon as a substitute for the now

abolished slavery. Private contractors assumed total respon-

sibility for prisoners and, in most cases, reimbursed the state

a fixed amount per head. Instead of being a burden on the state

treasury, prisoners were thereby transformed into a source of

revenue. Whatever the intentions of the original proponents of

contracting, abuses in the system were soon apparent everywhere.

In 1885 thirteen states turned their inmates over to private
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agricultural contractors; by 1923 no state allowed this practice.

Past or present, private or public, the establishment

of a fair and efficient system of corrections has proven elusive.

But here comes Corrections Corporation of America claim-

ing it can run prisons both more economically and humanely.

Should we credit such claims? Yes and no. It is conceded

that modest savings may be realized through the private provision

of some services, such as medical care and food services; theo-

retically, if a private corporation were to grow large enough to

operate many facilities, there might be additional economies

of scale. But the real question is whether the private sector

can run the security aspects of a prison more efficiently and

cheaply.

Once the cost of building an institution is paid, the

business of corrections becomes a highly labor-intensive pur-

suit. The vast bulk of the $5,000 to $30,000 it requires annually t

incarcerate a single prisoner in various locales across the

United States goes 'towards the extraordinary personnel demands

of maintaining 24-hour supervision, seven days a week. Different

correctional -systems over the past decade have tapped every

available source of correctional expertise, as well as the

management skills ofprescigious accounting firms and consulting

sources like the VJharton School of Business to streamline manning

rosters, limit posts and contain overtime, all for naught. The

fundamental business of corrections is supervision, and tech-

nical gadgetry and computerized scheduling have done little tc
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lower the cost of that supervision. Many of the recent archi-

tectural innovations in prison design, with their emphasis on

modular structures and insular control booths, have increased,

rather that reduced, the need for personnel and, in addition,

have made the task of oversight so sterile and lonely, the turn-

over rate among correctional officers seems to be on the rise

rather than waning.

All of this means that the only way left to reduce cor-

rectional operating costs measureably is to be less selective

in hiring, to reduce the salaries and benefits of line correc-

tional staff and to cut back on the training provided both

initially to staff and during their tenure on the job. And

this, despite all the disclaimers, is the heart and soul of

private enterprise's prescription for the betterment of correc-

tions. All one has to do is listen to the complaints of

veteran public correctional administrators, those same indivi-

duals who now run these private correctional entities, and note

the repetitious lament about how restrictive collective bar-

gaining agreements and civil service regulations keep getting

in the way of genuine efficiency. For these managers, it is

seniority and sick leave; in-service training and low staff-

to-prisoner ratios; minimum staffing levels and overtime that

make corrections inefficient. For them, the reduction or

elimination of these barriers to progress is the key to effective

cost containment. It is one of those delicious ironies of

human nature that while these newly privatized moguls are
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zeroing in on the reduction of pay and benefits accorded cor-

rectional line staff, their own salaries and perquisites in the

brave new world of private corrections tend to exceed sub-

stantially their former public earnings.

The danger of this approach to efficiency, which focuses

narrowly on personnel costs, is obvious. Texas was long con-

sidered one of the most cost-effective correctional systems in

the country, with per capita annual expenditures on prisoners

12
that were the envy of the profession. Then came Puiz v. Estelle ,

a 1980 court case in which conditions of confineri.nt in Texas

were found to be degrading, brutalizing and unconstitutional.

Efficiency in Texas was achieved at the price of surrendering the

system to inmate control and reducing paid staff to the bone.

Preoccupation with cost-effectiveness, it turns out, can lead

in corrections to brutality and inhumanity.

So, too, the historical practice of leasing prisoners

out to private contractors was enormously cost-efficient. States

•using the system actually reaped profits, and termination of the

practice meant not only increased public costs but the loss of

substantial revenue. The system was not abandoned because it

was inefficient, but because it was inhumane. As one warden

observed in 1853, "After long experience I am thoroughly con-

vinced that no sort of supervision can be inaugurated that will

absolutely prevent abuses under the contract system."

And that, for privatization, is the dilemma of corrections.

Efficiency is desirable; the public certainly is entitled to
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genuine efforts to contain the costs of incarceration. But

given the nature of corrections, which involves the continuing

deprivation of the basic liberty of a difficult and truculent

population, efficiency must yield to the requirements imposed

by law and morality on the keepers to treat the kept with

decency and humanity.

Finally, there is a potpourri of legal, ethical and

policy issues that must be sorted out and responded to before

privatization may be permitted to proceed. Time allows only

a brief catalogue of such issues and scr-3 of the questions they

generate, but each deserves extensive research and analysis:

1. Corrections is an essential aspect of the police

powers of a state, county or municipality. As such, it is an

inherently governmental, rather than proprietary, function of the

state. No governmental entity can ever fully delegate its cor-

rectional responsibilities since it is prohibited from alienating

entirely the exercise of its police powers. Thus, the contractual

relationship between, say, a city and the private operator of its

jail is unlike that between two private parties, because the

city always retains the inherent power to adjust the terms of

the contract to meet new circumstances. The word, then, to

private correctional entrepeneurs is caveat emptor .

2. Not surprisingly, private entities interested in

building, as well as operating, jails or prisons need long-term

contracts. One of the dangers of this need is the ability of

successor elected officials to abrogate contracts undertaken^by
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their predecessors. This means that private contractors must

woo and win succeeding generations of officials, with all of

the potential for corruption, graft and favoritism such a need

inevitably involves.

3. Private jail and prison operators would appear to

be subject to all of the statutes fashioned to render state

agencies liabls for their misconduct, such as Section 1983 of the

Civil Rights Act, but ineligible for the benefits derived from

those statutes and common law doctrines that preclude or limit

the liability of public bodies, such as state tort liability

statutes and the doctrine of sovereign immunity. That being the

case, indemnification of private corporations and their employees

may turn out to be incredibly expensive,

4. While managers are quick to bemoan the costs of

public employir.ent unionization, they rarely consider the benefits

of the arrangement. What, for exeunple, will be the status of

employees of private operators of correctional institutions?

They must suraly be private, not public, employees. That, after

all, is one of the basic points of the privatization movement.

But that means they cannot be prevented legally from organizing

and bargaining with management. Equally certainly, as private

employees they may not be prevented from conducting strikes and

other work stoppages. Will the state then be called on to run

these private institutions during such stoppages? At whose

expense? Are we really ready to dismantle tne structure of pub-

lic employment relations in corrections constructed so laboriously
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over the past three decades?

5. Then there is the question of what happens when one

of these private correctional corporations goes broke, or even

more complex, begins to go broke. Does the contracting state

agency ease some of its contractual standards and requirements

in the face of the private provider's fiscal difficulties? May

the contracting governmental entity limit the contractor's admin-

istrative costs, i.e., step in to reduce the perks and salaries

of management, to stem financial losses? Who picks up the bills

in the event of a bankruptcy? And what happens to the city or

county relying solely on a private provider of correctional ser-

vices that gees broke?

6. The complexities involved in the development of a

tight and thorough contract for regulating the relationship

between a privately run correctional facility and a governmental

entity are simply staggering. A contract for the operation of

a large jail or maximum security prison can be no less inclusive

than, for example, applicable American Correctional Association

standards, only the contract must contain a multitude of addi-

tional provisions to cover the myriad contingencies that inevi-

tably need to be addressed in such a document. Given the limited

legal resources available to most local and state governments,

the incidence of inadequate and faulty contracts leaving govern-

mental bodies in the contractual lurch is likely to be high.

7. Which leads naturally to the issue of contract T.on-

itoring. Under the Ruiz decision in Texas, a special master v/ith

a staff of attorneys and investigators and an annual budget in
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excess of half a million dollars is required to monitor compliance

with a judicial decree seeking merely to eradicate cruel and un-

usual punishment. Little or no thought has gone into the far

more difficult task of monitoring the entire operation of a pri-

vate prison. Methods adequate for imposing quality control on

food suppliers will not suffice to monitor the operations of

a privately run prison. The cost of doing so, moreover, is

never included by advocates for privatization in their calcu-

lations of the cost of private services.

8. The monitoring difficulty marks the transition from

purely legal to broader ethical and policy issues. The shocking

disclosures of the sexual abuse of children in private day care

centers and the history of patient abuse in nursing homes under-

line the difficulty of holding private providers accountable for

their actions. Given the coercive nature of prisons and their

relative inaccessibility to the general public, do we know enough

about the mechanics of accountability to entrust to private in-

dividuals responsibility for running our prisons? Have we made

any real efforts to develop better methods and procedures for

ensuring accountability?

9. With the waning of the rehabilitative ideal in our

approaches to sentencing and corrections, the main burden of

the correctional system has. been Increasingly to incapacitate and

punish offenders. The myth, nurtured over the years, that our

institutions are designed to rehabilitate offenders has yielded,

for the most part, to reality, and our penal institutions today

are committed -o imposing "just deserts" on culpable offenders
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no longer viewed as deviant victims of an uncaring society.

The punishment, the pain inflicted on prisoners is real. As

Michel Foucault, the French social philosopher, observed in

his seminal analysis of modern correctional theory, imprisonment

strikes at the most cherished notion in our philosophical and

political heritage, the concept of individual liberty and freedom.

Are we as a society, as a polity, prepared to turn over to the

private sector the uniquely governmental function of imposing

punishment on our fellow citizens? Are we really so deeply

in the thrall of private enterprise that we are prepared to par-

cel out opportunities to some of our citizens to reap a profit

from the punishment of others?

I think not. I hope not.

Providence, Rhode Island
February 19, 1985
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VETERANS' HEALTH CARE AND FACHJTIES BIPROVEMENT
ACT OF 1984

fLR. 5618

TITLE: To amend title 38, United States Code, to revise and improve Veterans' Administra-

tion health programs, and for other purposes.

Mr. Montgomery (for himself, Mr. Hammeeschmidt, Mr. Edgar, Mr. Wylie, Mr. Edwards
of California, Mr. Sam B. Hall, Jr., Mr. Hilus, Mr. Applegate, Mr. Solomon, Mr.
Leath of Texas, Mr. McEwen, Mr. Shelby, Mr. Smith of New Jersey, Mr. Mica, Mr.
Denny Smith, Mr. Daschle, Mr. Gramm, Mr. Dowdy of Mississippi, Mr. Sundqlhst,
Mr. Evans of Illinois, Mr. Bilirakk, Ms. Kaptur, Mrs. Johnson, Mr. Harrison, Mr.
Mollohan, Mr. Penny, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Rowland, Mr. Slattery, Mr. Bryant, Mr.
Florid, Mr. Corsada, Mr. Hefner, Mr. Boneb of Tennessee, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Bonior
of Michigan, and Mr. Simon) introduced the following bill on May 8, 1984; which was
referred to the Committee on Veterans' Affairs.

SUMMARY: (1) Authorizes the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs to provide comprehen-
sive treatment services, including hospital care, medical services, outpatient services,

counseling to family members and other persons in primary social relationships with a

veteran, rehabilitative services, vocational counseling, home health services, to veterans

suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder attributable to service in the Armed Serv-

ices. Such services may be provided only tlirough treatment units, so-called "combat
units", established for the treatment of post-traumatic stress disorder in VA medical

facilities. The Administrator may not furnish such services after September 30, 1988.

(2) Requires the Administrator to identify the resources allocated to such treatment

units in material submitted with the President's budget for each fiscal year during which
the units are in operation.

(3) Requires the Administrator to compile and publish information that would be

of use to health care professionals involved in the treatment of post-traumatic stress

disorder.

(4) Expands the authority of the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs to adjust the

salaries of certain personnel, in order to recruit and retain their services, to include VA
police officers.

(5) Permits the Administrator to reimburse police officers for uniform expenses

in an amount not to exceed $173 in any calendar year, or in an amount up to $400 on a
one-time only basis.

(6) Directs that the Administrator shall appoint a chief inspector to supervise

Veterans' Administration police officers and select a uniform for VA police officers.
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(7) Requires the Administrator to submit a report to the Committees on Veterans'

Affairs of the House and Senate on the implementation of regulations to recruit and

retain qualified police officers 90 days after date of enactment.

(8) Clarifies the due date of the Comptroller General's opinion as to whether or

not the Office of Management and Budget has provided the Veterans' Administration

with the funded personnel ceiling by allowing the Comptroller General 15 days to review

the Office of Management and Budget certification. The Office of Management and Budget

certification is due on the 10th day of the fiscal year.

(9) Requires an annual, rather than every 3 years, report from the Administrator

of Veterans' Affairs on the adequacy of per diem rates payable to States providing

domiciliary, nursing home, and hospital care to veterans.

(10) Extends for one fiscal year, or until September 30, 1985, the Administrator's

authority to waive restrictions placed on the provision of hospital care and medical

services to eligible veterans who are residents of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and

the Virgin Islands. The loss of this authority would place an undue hardship on the VA
to provide medical services in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands by limiting the service

to the annually determined incidence of such care in the 48 contiguous States. The VA
Medical Center in Puerto Rico cannot meet the demand for care in the area.

(11) Extends the Geriatric Research, Education and Clinical Centers (GRECCS)
program through fiscal year 1985 and subsequent fiscal years.

(12) Authorizes the use of grants to States for acquiring existing facilities to be

used to provide domiciliary, nursing home, or hospital care to eligible veterans.

Effective date: October 1, 1984.

COST; Thm CongrMBionil Budget Oflic* •stimstM th« «>«t of H.R. 5618 to b« «2.5 million in outlay* for fiieal yoar 1985; J25.i

mttllon in outlay* for flacal yaar 1986. and }23 million in outlay* for fiscal yaar 1987.

LZSISUTIVI HISTOKY: CONGDESSIOffAL RECORD. Vol. 130 (1984).

May 10; Raportad by Committao on Vatarans' Affair* by unanimous voica vota.

May 15: Houaa Raport 98-779.

May 21: f^aaad Houaa by voica vota undar auspansion of ttia rvlas.

May II. UM.

0.& aaiuaaia i mania omci *— lawn-l»»
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PRISONERS OF LIFE

A Study commissioned by the American Federation of State, County and

Municipal Employees
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PRISONERS OF LIFE

By

Frances E. Cheek, Ph.D. and Marie Di Stefano Miller, M.A.
Project Director Project Associate

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES

Stress and danger in our nation's correctional facilties are

becoming matters of nationwide concern, and several factors suggest

that conditions may get worse in the immediate future. Inflation

and budget cutting inevitably lead to cutbacks in programs for in-

mates, and the increase in free time fuels boredom, frustration and

tension. Meanwhile, community attitudes have become more and more

negative towards crime and those in custody, and as correctional

facilities move towards more coercive control, tensions inside the

walls increase. All of this is aggravated by gross and increasing

overcrowding of jails and prisons stemming from apparently increased

crime rates and the ineffectiveness of our criminal justice system,

plus the incarceration of the mentally ill, who are often undiag-

nosed and untreated.

The consequences must be measured by more than the rising num-

ber of hostile incidents or of violent eruptions that destroy both

lives and property. For the inmates, stress leads to injuries , lawsuits

*Dr. Cheek is a research scientist for the New Jersey Department
of Corrections, and Director of Stress Management and Self -Control
Training Programs.

*Mrs. Miller, an associate of Dr. Cheek's for the past five years,
holds a position in the Division of Policy and Planning in the
state of New Jersey.
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SYNOPSIS

Previous studies by the present authors, primarily of New Jersey correction officers, have sug-

gested that correction officers are subject to severe occupational stress reactions. These are evidenced

in high rates of physical illnesses; burnout (as measured by a special scale); self-perceptions of co-

worker problems in the areas of physical health, family and neighbor relations, finances, alcohol and

drug abuse.

Examination of perceived sources of stress has also suggested that administrative problems are

most critical. In particular, the lack of clear guidelines for job performance, lack of administrative

support, and lack of autonomy has been cited most frequently.

This study has attempted to broaden the data base for these observations by replication of

earlier studies of New Jersey correction officers with their counterparts from Pennsylvania, Illinois,

and Washington.

Questionnaires returned by 818 correction officers in these three states appear to confirm the

previous findings. Indeed, the average burn-out score for the national sample was much higher than

the average for the previous study in New Jersey. Also, the percentage of officers who reported ex-

periencing individual illnesses was notably higher in the national sample than in the New Jersey

sample. Pennsylvania came out unequivocally as the state with the highest average bum-out rate and

illness scores.

On several other stress measures, the national sample was higher than New Jersey, and Pennsyl-

vania scores were the highest of the three states studied. For example, self-perceptions of levels of

tension were higher for the national sample as were officer ratings of the effect of stress on physical

health, emotional health, family relations and job performance. Again, Pennsylvania's scores were the

highest on all these self-perceptions.

National sample figures tend to be somewhat higher than the New Jersey figures for perceptions

of problems of fellow officers with alcohol, marriage, children, health, finance, drugs, and neighbors.

For perceived suicides and heart attacks in fellow workers, the national sample figures again tend to be

higher than the New Jersey sample; and of the three states, Pennsylvania was highest on most items.

For the sample as a whole, financial problems were most Ukely to be perceived in fellow officers.

In the earlier New Jersey study and in the national sample, administrative sources of stress were

seen as most important. Respondents in the national sample also placed emphasis on overcrowding,

problems with inmates, rights, and lack of legislative undentanding and support.

In addition, a major source of stress was inadequate pay. This supports the perception of many

correction officers that they are undercompensated for the danger posed by their jobs each day. Cor-

rection officers view their jobs as no less essential to public safety than police officers who generally

are much better paid.

For the sample, as a whole, the major complaint was that the rules were not enforced uniformly.

Poor communication of rules and changing rules were also high on the list of complaints. Asked about

their personal needs on the job such as role clarity and supervisor support, the officers responded that

the greatest need was support from supervisors. This echoes the finding that one of the major sources

of stress was lack of administrative support.
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It would be anticipated that absenteeism would be related to burn-out. However, except for

Pennsylvania, the findings supported this hypothesis only in relation to sick leave. Looking more

closely at Pennsylvania (and remembering that it had the highest burn-out rate) sick leave, dis-

ability, time off without pay and days suspended, all were correlated with bum-out.

Not surprisingly, respondents with the highest reported bum-out had the lowest job satis-

faction level. As to other job factors, lack of administrative support showed the strongest rela-

tionship with bum-out, then lack of rule clarity. The fact that these correlations with adminis-

trative concems were markedly higher in Pennsylvania suggest that correctional administrative

practices in that state might profit from review.

Again, it would be anticipated that self-perceptions of tension and the negative consequences

of stress would correlate highly with bum-out. The study confirmed this. For the sample as a

whole, self-perceptions of tension, perceived negative effects on job performance, family health,

emotional health, and physical health all showed high correlations with bum-out.

With regard to correlations of perceived sources of stress with bum-out, for each state and

for the sample as a whole, "can't see positive results" was most highly correlated. Next came the

stigma of being a correction officer, lack of administrative support, low staff morale, and lack of

recognition as a professional. These suggest self-image problems for the correction officer.

For perceived consequences of stress, the study showed mental illness, poor job perform-

ance, and alcoholism most highly correlated with bum-out.
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NAME OF BOP INSTITUTION
AMOUNT ALLOCATED

FY 1985

NORTHEA ST REGION

Petersburg

$4,200

NAME OF LEGAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
STAFF CONTACT, PHONE NUMBER

Post Conviction Assistance Program
Marsha 1

1

-Wythe School of Law
College of William and Mary
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185

Betty G. Brooks
Administrative Director
(304) 253-4290

Al derson

$8,000

Alderson Legal Assistance Program
School of Law
Washington and Lee University
Lexington, Virginia 24450

Wi 1 ford J . Ri tz

Di rector
(703) 463-9111 Ext . 347 or 217

Danbury

$6 ,000

Jerome N. Frank Legal
Services Organization

Yale Law School
New Haven, Connecticut 06520

John L. Pottenger, Jr.
Professor (Adjunct) of Law
(203) 436-2210

NORTH CEN TRAL REGIOFJ

Milan

$9 ,000

Nick I a n n i

Attorney at Law
4031 Shanna Drive
Brighton, Michigan
(313) 227-5307 Hm.
(313) 229-7674 Of.

Terre Haute

$7 ,000

Indiana University School of Law
Inmate Legal Assistance Clinic
Law Builaing
Room 302
Bloomington, Indiana 47405

Betsy Greene
Supervising Attorney
(812) 335-4800
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Oxford

$30,000

University of Wisconsin
Department of Law
905 University Avenue
Suite 309
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

David E. Schultz
Associate Professor and Chairman
(608) 262-3833

Sandstone

$7 ,000

Legal Assistance to Minnesota
Prisoners (LAMP)

Law School
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

J ames R. Peterson
Di rector
(612) 373-5044

Leavenworth

$6 ,000

The Kansas Defenders Project
The University of Kansas School of Law
Green Hal 1

Lawrence, Kansas 66045

David J . Gottl i eb
Di rector
(913) 864-5571

SOUTH CENTRAL REGIONAL

El Reno

$5 ,200

The University of Oklahoma
El Reno Legal Services Project
Law Center
300 Timberdel 1

Norman, Oklahoma 73019

Theodore P. Roberts
D i rector
(405) 325-3702

SOUTHEAST REGION

Lexington

$15 ,000

University of Kentucky
Col 1 ege of Law
201 Short Street
Suite 310
Lexington, Kentucky 40507

George E . Hen ry , II

Professor of Law
(606) 253-1328
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WESTERN REGION

Termi na 1 Island

$7 ,000

The Law Center
Unive.rsity of Southern California
University Park
Los Angeles, California 90080-0071

Dennis E. Curtis
Professor of Law

(213) 743-2403
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U.S. Department of Justice

Imniigration and Naturalization Service

Office of Congressional and Public Affairs

425 Eye Sireei N W.

Washington, D C 20536

CO 703-C
CO 732-C

Ms. Sharon House
CRS - Education and Public
Welfare Division

I h\ "^7
Library of Congress P^^^t-*^
Washington, D.C. 20540

Dear Ms. House:

The following information is provided in response to Mr. Gude's request of
May 21, 1984. Not all of the requested information is readily available, but
we have attempted to answer each question as completely as possible,

1. Where are the INS detention facilities located and how many people are
being held in each facility? Please include a breakdown by nationality from
1980 to the present. What is the capacity of each detention facility?
Please indicate, facility by facility, how many people are in exclusion
proceedings and how many are in deportation proceedings and include a breakdown
by nationality.

The following chart indicates the name, location, rated capacity and May 31,
1984 population of each of the six INS Service Processing Centers.

Population 5-31-84
Service Processing Center Location Capacity Mexican OTM*
Varick St. New York, NY 250 2 ^- 191
Krcme North Miami, FL 451 - 501
Port Isabel Los Fresnos, TX 477 96 475 "i.-

El Paso El Paso, TX 342 182 152 ' - -

El Centro El Centro, CA 344 85 281 .'.

Florence Florence, AZ 160 12 76 v"^'

* Other Than Mexican

INS did not begin trapping detention statistics by nationality until May
1982. Following is a chart indicating by nationality those aliens admitted
to Service Processing Centers and staging areas.

Afghanistan
Belize
Colonbia
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador 2,449 8,353 3,093

FY 1982
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Ghana
Greece
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Hong Kong
India
Iran
Iraq
Janaica
Mexico
Nicaragua
Nigeria
Pakistan
Peru
Taiwan
Others

Total

24
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Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Hong Kong
India
Iran
Iraq
Jamaica
Mex ico
Nicaragua
Nigeria
Pakistan
Peru
Taiwan
Others

Total

642
57

267
20

80

144
19

125
31,610

131

189

84

65
43

2,273
39,833

2,588
332
949

35

276

380

31

286
62,045

396
573
161
163

98

4,838
84,990

839
105
291

23
96

125

6

80

18,536
323
225

43

97

42

1,579

26,696

3. What are the rules for access by legal counsel to those who may not have
legal representatives? Are the rules for access by legal counsel to non-INS
detention facilities the same as the rules in INS facilities? Please
indicate what private agencies and/or church groups are involved in providing
legal counsel in each of the INS and non-INS detention facilities.

I have attached for your information the latest policy manorandum on
Attorney/Representative Access to Detained Aliens dated January 17, 1984.

State, local and other Federal non-Service facilities may have additional

rules for access with which legal counsel would need to ccsnply to gain

admittance to their facilities.

I have also attached the current roster of recognized organizations and

accredited representatives pursuant to the provisions of 8 C.F.R. 292.2.

4. How many minors are being held in both the INS and non-INS facilities?

What are the procedures and regulation for detention and bonding of minors?

Do procedures for detention and bonding differ from facility to facility? If

yes, please indicate the differences between facilities. What happens to

minors who are detained and do not have parents in the U.S.? Are minors

deported?

On June 6, 1984 there were approximately 95 juveniles detained in Service and

non-Service detention facilities. I have attached for your information

operational policy and regulations which specifically address juveniles. All

operational policy and regulations are Servicewide, although court litigation

in some jurisdictions may place additional requirements on the Service.

I hope tHat this information will be helpful to you. Please do not hesitate

to contact me-d^ you have any further questions.

Sincetmy,.

Greg
Director, Congressional

and Public Affairs

Attachments
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Prisons
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Part 1 I/Monday, February 25, 1985

Cos Angeles Slimes
Publishm

HARRISON GRAY OTIS, IH8JI9I7

HARRV CHANDLER, 1917-1944

NORMAN CHANDLER. I944-I9U)

OTIS CHANDLER, l96ai9H0

OTIS CHANDLER
Eilitor-in-Chief, Timn Mirmr t9tX}-

TOM JOHNSON, i'ublnlu-r tinJ ChicJ Euruiiie OlJuvr

DONALD F. WRIGHT, I'midi-ni anJ thief Op,raimi; UfficiT

WILLIAM F. TtlOMAS, EJiiur unj Eu-curnr k'wr I'ri-siJeni

VANCE U STICK ELL. Eju-cuinr Vur l-n-siJeni. Markclmc

JAMES I). BOSNS'EI.L, Vkr'I'nsiJvni, I mploycr and I'uhlic Rvlaiium,

WILLIAM A. NIFiJE, Vur PrenJeni and Crnerat CouhmI

JAMF5 B. SHAFFER, Viiv I'nuiltiii. fimjiicr anj I'lunnin/t

LARRY STRLTTTON, I'/a- fmiJvni. Opiraimns

GEORGE J. COIIIAR, Mamigmj; rjnor

ANTHONY DAY, tJir-jr of ihe IJniinul I'agn

JEAN SHARI.E^ TAYLOR. A'.siHiaie IJiio,

Insensitivity on Refugees
Some of the problems created by the Reagan

Administration's insensitive handling of refugees

who have fled to this country from El Salvador

were graphically illustrated last week when
members of Congress visited the long-term deten-

tion facility operated by the U.S. Immigration

Service in El Centro. They found 492 men crowded
into a facility with an official capacity of 344. The
delegation talked to detainees who had been held

as long as five months in Spartan facilities

designed to hold suspected illegal immigrants for

no more than a week.

The men held at the El Centro facility are

suspected illegal immigrants who have requested

formal deportation hearings rather than accepting

voluntary repaLnatjon to their homeland, as most

illegal aliens caught by the immigration service

routinely do. The Salvadorans claim that the civil

war in their country makes it dangeroiis for them
to go home, and that ihey should be allowed to stay

in the United States as refugees. The process of

petitioning for Jisylum can take months, however,
and in the meantime they are held in detention.

The harsh conditions at El Centro give additional

credibility to proposals to release the Salvadorans.

The Justice Department is authorized by adminis-

trative decision to grant them special legal status

known as extended voluntary departure. Under

U.S. immigration regulations, that status can bo

conferred on any immigrant who admits that he is

in the United States illegally and agrees to leave

the country at an unspecified future date. That

person then is allowed to remain in the United

States until political or social turmoil in his home-
land has subsided. In recent years this status has

been given to illegal immigrants from Ethiopia.

Nicaragua and Poland. The Reagan Administration

says that it has refused to give -"Extended

-

voluntary-departure status to Salvadorans be-

cause they are here as economic rather than

political refugees. But a more likely reason is

thai the White House and the Slate Department do

not want to embarrass the Salvadoran govern-

ment, which is receiving massive amounts of U.S.

aid to defeat a rebellion that has so far cost 50.000

lives.

Because the Adminislralion has refused to act.

Congress has begun to move on the issue. Last

month Sen. Dennis DeConcim (D-Ariz.) and Rep.

Joe Moakley (D-Mass.) introduced a bill that

would simply halt the deportation of Salvadoran

illegals for up to two years. Thai may be the only

appropriate action if the Justice Department

stubbornly refuses flexibility.
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Conditions Assaited

Saivadoran Men
Languish in INS
Center in Desert

This is our best operation. We
follow the same standards (as those)

maintained by the American

Correctional Assn. We are proud

ofour operation here.'

—HvokJ Exan,
ReqKjoai INS commissf -'

By LAURJE DECKLUxND. Tvws ixaii Wnf*^

The comlitions at El Centro are

abhorrent. Salvadorans . . . are

housed like criminals without

the basic tools they need to even

help out on their own legal cases.'

—Cynthia Ar>d«rson,
HepiesenTairve o( ihe fr^Lrct>- based Soothefn

Caii'cxnia Interiailh Tasktorce on Genual America

EL CENTRO— When ihe dusty square m ib«

desert called the U S. Immigratjon and Natu-
ralization ServK< EH Centro Service and

Processing Center was bmli 12 years ago. il was
designed to hold Mescan illegal abens for a week or

two while their deportation was arranged

But today, many of the eyes that peer out from
behiJKlthe 12-foot-high fences lopped viih barbed
wire belong lo Central Americans who have left

their countries amid avil war. Unlike thor MexKan
counterparts who can simply give up. accept
deportation, and try to recross the border again ibe
next day, these men have neither the money nor
the will to go home.

Hence, they wait here, sometimes for months or
atwut a year, for their immigraUon status to be
resolved- Without oond money. Often without

{ visitors. Uvually with only the funtcft hope thai

one of the over-burdened immigrauon law>-ers

who help them viriually for free wiU secure

political asylum for them,

"I've been here for five months!" cned one lean

Saivadoran from behind the fence when a rare

group of visitors toured the camp last week. "Can

you help me?"
The group was a small fact-finding mission of

Los Angeles-area congressmen and a doten immi-

grants' advocates who included church-based

tclivisls and immigraiwn attorneys They were

rcularly interested in the Salvadorans who are

by far the largest single group in cuslxjdy-

The delegaUon included Rep. Howard I* Berman

(D-PinoTiJtU Oly). Rep Eaieban Tcrrei. (D-La

Puente) and Rep. Matthew G. Martinet. (D-Uon-

terev Park) Rep Al McCandless (R- Palm Desert

'

pined the lour at the inviuiion of the US
Immigrauon and Naturalization Service

Their tour through ihe center for alien ner'

seized to spotlight the controversies and dilerr^ma^

associated *^lh housing the influx of Saivadoran

illegal aliens into California

Lawyers and other advocates for the illegals

have long complained about camp conditions

'The condiUons at El Centro are abhorrent."

charged Cynthia Anderson, a representative of the

church-based Southern California Interfaith Task
Force on Central America, in an mterview Salva-

dorans are treated as refugees in other countries,

and here they are housed like cnnunals without the

basic tools they need to even help out on their own
legal cases."

ne«jcM« AUENS. Page 6
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ALIENS: Salvadorans Languish in INS Center
Conllnued from P»ge 1

Bui ihe immigraiion service says
FA Ccniro is [he best of its seven
dctcniion facililies. and points to

numerous improvements at the
camp in recent years.

"This IS our best operation,"
Harold Ezell. regional INS com-
missioner, told the tour group. "We
follow the same standards (as
those) maintained by the American
Correctional Assn. We are proud of

our operation here
"

Pledging to press for specific

improvements in the detention
center, the three Democratic con-
gressmen who loured the center
also urged support for a new bill

ihai would grant all Salvadorans
now in ihe United Sutes tempo-
rary legal status uniil war danger
in El Salvador subsides.

"I've never seen overcrowding
like this." Berman said. 'But the
real problem is that there's a brutal
civil war there (in El Salvador)
and there are thousands of people
in thi.s facility arW thousands of

others in ihe United Sutes who are
scared ic return The United Slates

has a duty to respond to ihai
fear and granl ihem (temporary
refuge)

'Noi a Country Club'

"Th-.f IS not a hotel." McCandics.-
cuu-ncred "This is not a country
club I ihink Ihe INS officials are
doing an excellent job of carrying
out U.S. immigration law here and
we should congratulate ihem,

"

Since violence spread through

Central America in the late 1970s

and early 1980s, the population of

the El Centro camp has doubled
and redoubled In 1981. according

to INS figures. 3.900 men came
through the camp. In 1984. the

number rose to 9.800 { Female
aliens are held in separate, uncen-

tralized facilities.)

The camp now operates a fleet of

21 diesel buses that rumble in

nightly from as far away as Yaki-
ma, Wash., and Boise. Ida., disgorg-
ing loads of immigrant men who
ma> stay perhaps a year.

On any given day, the camp may
well be operating al what INS calls

"emergency capacity," In congres-
sional testimony last year. INS
officials said the capacity of the
camp w.is 'iAA Lnst Wednesday,
I here were 492 in the fariliiv

The detainees are housed in what
the INS describes as "campus-
style" dormitories. HO to a room, in
quadruple rows of bunk beds. A
television set equipped with Span-
ish-language channels is at one
end,

The detainees are allowed visits
only from blood relatives, and only
on weekends But because the
camp is so far from most cities—
and because many of their relatives
are themselves illegal ahens-few
of the men receive visitors

INS officials said in interviews

they believe that the facilities are

adequate, if not idenl given limited

budgets.

"We are not administering cruel

and unusual punishment here."

said Clifton J Rogers, assistant

regional INS commissioner for de-

tention and deportation

"We have organized recreation.

We have a canteen outside and a

shaded area for people to play their

checkers and their board games
We now have a full-time recrea-

'

tion director We just got a 16-uni(.

weight- lifting machine. We show
the latest movies every other
weekend

"

In fact, dramatic improvements
have been made in the camp -iver

the past few years

Difficult to Use

But light INS budgets and light-

er regimentation ai the camp have
made ii difficult for the aliens to

take advantage of some of thein

For example.
• Newspapers are now distribut-

ed in the yard during the day But.

apart from the Bible, reading mate
rial IS rarely allowed in the dormi-

tories for fear that it will be used to

clog the plumbing. Also, attorneys

say. immigration literature is fre-

quently confiscated, Paper and
pencils are available only al night.

• New telephones have been

added To guard against fraud,

aliens can receive no incoming calls

and cannot call— even collect— to

their homelands Moreover, the

phones are in such noisy areas that

detainees complain that they can-

not hear when they are speaking.

• Locking boxes were purchased

a year ago so that aliens can keep

small, personal belongings without

fear of them being stolen. But the

boxes remain in storage because,

officials Sdv ihcy have no money to

hircanvonc lo m.siall them

Medical Staff of 3

• A medical staff of three is on

duly But there are no routine

checkups upon admission and the

aliens complain that they some-

times find themselves sharing

quarters with those suffering from

venereal disease and tuberculosis

• The barracks are air condi

lioned. but aliens are kept outside

from 6 a.m. to 6 p m.

"Having air conditioning in the

barracks at night is fine, but what

good does it do to have air-condi-

tibned barracks al night when it's

120 degrees when you're out m the

sun at noon''" asked Graciela Zava-

la, directing aUorney for the Impe-

rial Valley Immigration Project.

which represents numerous clients

in the camp.

Camp director Douglas Hunter
said that for security reasons he

cannot permit the aliens to remain

inside in overcrowded barracks

dunr.g the day, and dof-s not have

sufficient liuuiit

promise'! .ui -t '

lion louin I'M .i.i

Hunter poyr.u

medical ^i.fff -^

'

beer, nvr-a-i--

health 'lott'i! '

tour said he kiii"

active lubcrculo.'^..- i
' i i

Because no e.\ain,n.(', :

-

ducted upon fiiuajic- ,i

camp, he added. iie Wiv.--' uvv
aliens to report ihcirown i;j --

Gilbert Carrasc'.^lircciif

ney of the Cciiur fur Imn .

Rights, also charged ::i<

lion service ^^.llh failmi; ; .- -:i

to standard.^ .';oi fo; >ui h -'.

Lions by the America:. L'ov.' :;-...

Assn.

Among the correclior.a. ^:.i::c:

ards violated by ihc cami.j.C.;' : isci

asserted, are insufficicni .-<|).ii. < per

detainee (only ^6 square feet of

dormitory space per person com-

pared lo the standard TjO square

feel), and one toilei pei l;i men
(half the standard)

Carrasco is among several attor-

neys suing Ihe INS to obUin licurr

legal representation and access lo a

law library for the aliens, similar to

the libraries availabir in 1." S p- •

ons
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Funds* BbiIc Isbu«

We have no desire lo uiihhold
maienal from ihcsc people said
William Odencraiuz.O regional
INb counsel, in an interview 'But
one of ihe basic issues, franklv. it
that of funds We've had an expan-
sion of budget, bul not lo ihc r\[cnl
we'dlikeio(have)
The three Democratic conf^iebs-

men promised to press for M^^'Cific
immediate improvements m ihc
camp But the long-term answer,
they said in an impromptu press
conference, is lo legalize the status
of the more than 500,000 Sal\ ador-
ans now believed to be living: in the
United Slates

Extended voluntary departure is

an immigration .^atus given to
refugees to thr Tnitcd Stales flee-
ing political violcnrr m their
homelands, h all(;w.«; :h-' rrfucees

.,1 uni..:!i III iric Uniicd s- iu--^ f-.r..

.-^Iicnfic period of lime u:;:ii cmidi-

!-::•.> at home make it safe fur ihrin

:ci return.

A nill thai woulcf have i;r.inu(i

>\:r]\ nauis 10 Salvadoraiiv '.'.:'n

-IV.; in Congress last year u^\-

:.k\a:i\c ciuanfiled in a iargi i h.. :;-

wv Mnmier;i',ion reform

ilv-.'..,'\c:. .. new bill wa> i

"

;:iKC"'. Jiin 30 by Rep. Joe Mu-.k,.-.

. f--y,...-s ' and Sen. Dennis D. r-:,-

Thc bill also has raised fears that,

i' passed. It might proni|)i ;in

. \udus of Salvadoran.'; u. the L'ni;

f(! States To blunt such cruir-.si::

the new bill would grant sucli

refugee status only to Lho.se Salva-
doran^ already m the country .i- c.f

Ihe date il becomes law The iiiM -

';iipp:jUrrs believe il has ;< )"'"f:

r..-u( .• jf passing the House ihi,-

.< .11 1 Jul II fare.s an uphill batili ::

;iii- I^publican-conlrollcdScii.iu
lli.i'.'s just what we need," --;iud

l.\S Commissioner Ezcll. -^h.^lmL'

hi.- head as he lisicncd id :'.•-

' J. nocratic congressmen call f"i

. Mf!ided voluntary departure si..

;;. •'(ir Sal\adorans, "E\ery S'.'-^

.

m;, coming across the t. : i.

.vuuid try to pretend he a b«i..i-

iloran It would he a nightmare
'

Tf'Uiy. I.N'S agents .say. thrpmi-
loir. I? the reverse. Siih.itinra;-.-

lOM'.i'ig across the border memonr.c
Ihr- Mexican national an'.hem and
Icari; Mcxitan slang ir. irv u:

C'-n*.:'ifr .iri'iiigratioii agents n^-l '

'- • '.h-— !..!-i-:toKlS.i!v;iJ^-

>.tri;:' ill-.

.
.

::.,: ;ii the I'nitcii StiiU-.'; ; ;-"

..: .Il which li;.l'' * ' c->
. ,.,.; huM .. hearing Ui t . .•<i< :

^'.-•n'img the period of refu.L-

administration Opposes

';'!>i- measure is opposed h\- •.•;

IN .igiin Administration, which h,..-

( :...-^sifieU most of ihe Salvadoran

i(l;o:i.< as economic rcfuticcs scck-

n: iipiior tiviiip Londuiosvv in ihe

1, ;ii!od StaU:^. not flccmg violence

[.v>-- !hiiil T't of polilic.i: asyluni

.ipp! 1 .nt.s from El Salv;i.i,ir have

brc-. ij-rantcd such s^at^^ \-vcr the

pasi 'a'w vcais
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'NEW KRONE A SIGN OF GROWTH IN ALIEN DETENTION

MIAMI HERALD

Tuesday, March 12, 1985

By LIZ BALMASEDA
HeraZd Stail WriW

Allen detention, once^a lempo-
rfiry stopgap, has come far from
' the days In 1980 when thousands
of boat people languished under
yellow-slriped circus tents near
the Everglades.

Today, after $3.5 million worth
of remodeling, the Krome Avenue
detention center is virtually
self-sufficient, equipped with a
roomy new dining hall, a clinic

and a kitchen, which, in the
opinion of Miami immigration
chief Perry Rivkind. is "as nice as
the Hilton's."

Today, the government has built

centers elsewhere in the country,
where aliens who cannot be
accommodated at Krome can be
sent in an emergency. In January,
when the West Dade center was
overcrowded, a group of aliens
was put aboard a flight to Hous-
ton, where they were placed in a
year-old processing and detention
center.

A $17 million facility In Oak-
-dale. La., is scheduled for comple-
tion in the fall. Controversial for
its remote location about 150 miles
northwest of New Orleans, the
center will be run by the U.S.
Bureau of Prisons. It will house
1.000 aliens — up to 6.000 in an
emergency
The sprawling network of facili-

ties, either owned by or operated
under contract to the Immigration
and Naturalization Service, is evi-

dence that alien detention, as a
fixture of U.S. immigration policy,

is here la stay.

INS runs seven detention cen-
ters across the country. Govern-
ment contract facilities, like the

350-person Houston center, are
built and run by private compa-
nies. A new facility was opened in

New York after the government
moved out of the Brooklyn Navy
Yard. Others will be built in

Laredo, Texas, and San Diego.

"We're trying to balance our
own (aciliUes. and what we've
done is add some new ones and
remodel others," said U.S. Immi-
gration Commissioner Alan Nel-

son. "We are doing a great deal

more of cotttracting and that's

been working quite well.'*

About 40 percent of detainees
will be handled by the contract
facilities. Nelson said.

"I don't think you can or should
draw any conclusions that there is
a wave or any unusual situation

"

he said. "Frankly, it's just trying
to keep up with the shortages
weve had In the past Our
problems are no different from
county jails or sute prison facili.

J'"- ^V^ *'^'"8 to catch up with
tne needs out there."
But those who criticize deUln-

ing undocumented aliens say INS
is setting in concrete :he wrong
response to the migration problem
Locking up aliens, they say is a
poor deterrent. ^' ^

"Detention was intended to send
a strongsignaJ to persons arriving

in the United States seeking relief
from economic and pohtical hard-
ships. But it's not working at all If
anything, the numbers of aliens
continue (o increase." said Wade

i

Henderson, legislative counsel for
he Amencan Civil Liberties Union

in Washington. DC.
The ACLU U part of a national

forum on Cuban and Haitiafl
refugee rights that was founded
after the Mariel ulks betweeh the

..,„^** *^"^^" governments.
We re particuUrly troubled by

the facility in Oakdale. Louisiana
It is such a remote .place to ship
undocumented aliens. It borders
on cruel and inhumane treatment,"
said Henderson.

Haitian rights advocates in Mi-
ami's Little Haiti fear the govern-
ment will use the Louisiana center

,

to warehouse political asylum I

cases, the longterm detainees who 1

await the lengthy judicial process
"That's going to be the govern-

ment's dumping ground for Hai- '

tians — out there, in the boon- |

docks. That's the idea, to get them
away from their community, from
their lawyers, from their support
groups." said Father Tom Wenski.
director of the Haitian Catholic
Center.

Year-long project

The government began building
a new Krone more than a year
ago, working with the dilapidated
missile base as its framework,
casting in cement what was once

an island ol_ tents. Basketball
courts were rqsurfaced and a new
library was built, along with a
30-bed medical facility and a new
kitchen.

The idea was to make "place
self-sufficient." said Franklin
Graves. Krome's former director
who quit in January to set up a
private consulting firm. INS is still

conducting a nationwide search
for someone to fill his $42.000-a-
year job. During his 2% years as
director. Graves, a behavioral sci-
ence expert and a former Secret
Service agent who guarded former
President Richard Nixon, experi-
mented with deliberate coloring
and design to give Krome a homey
feel and "give the people here a
sense of pride"
As it stands, the new and

improved Krome Avenue center is

often overcrowded, packed be-
yond its capacity of 560. The
renovations may have made the
onetime Nike missile base self-suf-
ficient, but they created no addi-
tional space for detainees.

In the last two months, the INS
sent 54 aliens to centers in El Paso

and Houston because Krome had
no room.

National problem

The space problem is a national

one. the result of an alien load that
,

immigration officials had no way
j

to predict. Rivkind said. <

"It wasn't a govejnment error I

or anything. We never anticipated

this. You can only plan for so
much," he said. "You can't predict
that three boatloads of Haitians
are arriving tomorrow. You're
talking about something that is not
scientific."

Said Verne Jervis, INS spokes-
man in Washington; "I don't think
the Idea was ever to expand
Krome, but to improve it. Deten-
tion space Is a problem all over thiB

country, not Just at Krome. Thati
why we're building additional

detention facilities around the i

country."
There's more pressure now on

Krome, Rivkind said, because INS
has stopped granting most aliens

parole, and more aliens are asking

for political asylum.
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(cont 'd)

Parole, he said, hasn't worked.
Since August. INS paroled 200
Haitians from Krome on bonds of

1500. So far. of the 45 Haitians

sent court appearance dates. 39
have disappeared.
"They were released on bond in

the first place because there was
overcrowding at Krome," Rivkind
said. "We figure 80 percent of the

Haitiajis paroled abscond. They
consider paying the $500 bond the

cost of doing business."

"That's nonsense. They are not

lost. They don't run away." said

Gerry Wynne, who directs refugee
services for the U.S. Catholic

Conference, the agency through
which most of the Haitians at

Krome are paroled.

Resettlement

Since August, the USCC reset-

tled 189 Krome Haitians. 78

outside Florida, he said. "And we
know where they are." Wynne
said.

Asylum requests also lead to

overcrowding. Rivkind said. Until

recently, few Haitians asked for

asylum. "A lot of them didn't

know what the word asylum

meant. And now they know it —
in English. 'Asylum.' " he said.

"Many aliens that arrived here a

year or two years ago would agree

to voluntarily return to their

country. Today, the vast majority

want asylum. Now they know
asylum keeps you here," Rivkind

said. "They can come from Canada
or from England — and they do —
and request asylum. That entitles

them to be put through the court

process, which can take two
years."

Lait December, 20 aliens or
were sent to a center in El Paso In
January, when Krome's popula-
tion peaked at 588, 34 Haitians
Who arrived aboard two boats
were sent to Houston. Ust week
the population had dropped to 558'
"We've had some Haitians be-

fore, but never this many They're
basically here until they have to go
before a judge," said John S
Hobinson, administrator of the
Houston Processing Center, oper-
ated by a private company under
INS contract. The firm. Correc-
tions Corp. of America, operates
six facilities in the country.
"I have always referred to
Krome as a voluntary detention
facility," Rivkind said. "They all
go back to their countries when
they want."

47-286 0-85
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Gunther Wagner, above,

shows pride in a new
water" treatment plant at

Krome detention center.

Donald Young, left,

works on landscaping for

a new detention center

building. The rehabilita-

I ion of the center began a

year ago.

Staff Photos
by Tim Chapman

47-23S
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€ongrc£i5 of tfjc ^uiteb ^tatc^

^oiific of 3Represtntatil)cs

JJlatsljinQlon, D.€. 20515

February 25, 1985

Harold W. Ezell
Regional INS Cominissioner
Terminal Island
San Pedro, California 90731

Dea r Mr . Ezell

:

First of all, many thanks to you, Mr. Rogers, Mr. Turnage
and Mr. Hunter for your time and effort in conducting us on the
tour of the El Centro Service Processing Center. It was a very
instructive day.

We would like to follow up on some of the topics we discussed.
In particular, we would appreciate any further information you can
provide on some of the plans you have for upgrading the facility.
We also want to get your advice on how we can be most helpful to
you in carrying out your mission.

1. We understand that you have received the go-ahead to enclose
the open-walled structure in the yard, install air conditioning and
include in that building the following: laundry facilities available
to the detainees, a law library with immigration law reference
material in English and Spanish, and a crafts or recreation room.
We would greatly appreciate it if you would contact Mr. Herman's
office in Washington on the day the contract is finally let out, and
inform us of the projected completion date for the construction.
We would also appreciate any information you could give us about
Mr. Hunter's plans for scheduling the detainees' access to the
new facility. What times during the day do you anticipate opening
the laundry, library and crafts area to detainees? How many detainees
will be able to use the facilities at any one time? Do ycuu anticipate
that the facilities will be adequate to provide every detainee
with access every day, or every few days?

2. We also understand that you intend to construct an air-conditi.r

waiting area for lawyers and other visitors. Could you please give us

some information about the schedule for completing that project, as
well as the project for building an enclosed waiting area with toilet
facilities for detainees awaiting court hearings?

3. We are still somewhat confused about the camp's policy on
visitation with detainees. Regarding their legal counsel, we understan'
the Orantes preliminary injunction mandates access as a matter of
course' from 9:00 a.m. to 9:3U p.m., and we understand that Mr. Hunter
generally grants access when requests are made to him. But we
continue to hear complaints that access is regularly scheduled for
only two hours in the morning and two hours in the afternoon. We also
hear that some camp supervisors refuse access when Mr. Hunter is not
at the camp. Would .you bn able to provide us with the official
writti^n policy on visitation rights for family and for non-family
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friends of detainees.

4. Regarding security for detainees' legal documents and
personal valuables: Mr. Hunter seems to have devised a very
good means of solving the problem with the footlockers he lias

in storage, but hasn't been able to get the maintenance personnel
he needs to implement the plan by installing the lockers.
Could you please let us know what the schedule is for getting
the additional personnel? Is there anything we could do to
expedite that -- any phone calls we could make for you or specific
appropriations legislation we could write? We want to be as helpful
as we can. Also, on a related topic we did not have time to raise
during our visit, we understand that there is no standard procedure
for Jet.'iinees to deliver legal documents to the rmmiaratioii rourt.
Wij were' wondering whether it would be possible to install a locked
box in the yard for detainees to leave documents that need to

be delivered to the Court?

5. We are interested in getting further guidance on INS
Standards for Detention and the American Correctional Association's
standards. Toward that end, we are very interested in having a

penal expert -- one person, not another delegation -- tour the
camp and report to us. His name is Steve Berlin. We will have
him contact Mr. Hunter directly to make arrangements for a visit
to the camp. We hope you will extend to him the same courtesy
you so kindly showed to our group.

6. The situation with regard to medical facilites concerns,
us. Would you please sonj. us a copy of the proposal you made for
a 17-person medical staff, amended as you see fit to meet the
changing circumstances of the camp? Please also give us any guidance
you think is appropriate on how we can best help get such a medical
staff in the camp -- phone calls we could make, specific appropriation
we could get passed. >

7. Since Mr. Hunter believes that it is impossible to allow
detainees access to the barracks during the day, we think it is

important to provide additional toilets and sinks in the yard.
Do you have a proposal for installing additional facilities, or
specific objections to developing such a proposal?

8. We have asked Thomas Riehle on Congressman Berman's staff
to collect some information about the ombudsman program for Service
Processing Centers generally and specifically abou the Office of
Professional Responsibility. You, Mr. Hunter and Mr. Rogers have
shown him great cooperation and patience so far; we hope you will
continue to cooperate with him on this.

9. Finally, would you bu kind enough to provide us with a

copy of the written information you give incoming detainees regarding
rules of the camp and regarding their rights under immigration law?
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Wo were impressed with Mr. Hunter and happy for the opportunity
to meet him. He seems to be genuinely interested in balancing the
needs and rights of detainees with the fiscal restraints he is
operating under. Again, we want to be as helpful as possible in
loosening some of those fiscal restraints. And we wanted to thank
you again for all your assistance as we carry out our responsibility
for the oversight of federal programs.

If there is ever any matter you feel we should know about
or any help we can provide you in Washington, please do not
hesitate to contact any of us.

To save you nei.rdless duplication, you can answer this letter
through Congressman Herman's VJashington office. He will see that
any material you send will be distributed to all three of us.

Sincerely

,

^4-ATTHEW G. MARTINEZ ESTEBAN EDWARD TORRES HOWARD L. BEPJ^.AN

Member of Congress Member of Congress Member of Conaress

HLB: tr

cc : Cliff Rogers
James Turnage
Douglas B. Hunter
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U.S. Department of Justice

Immigration and Naturalization Service

Office of Ihe Commtuionci 425 Eye Street S W.

Washington. D C 20536

CO 703.1557
flB ? 198S

Honorable Barney Frank
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Frank:

This is in response to your letter of December 19, 1984 which requested
information on current INS policy regarding the detention of those aliens
seeking political asylim. Following are responses to your specific questions
for which tJie information is available.

1. What was the total number of people released in FY 1978-84, by year?
What number of these were released on their own recognizance? What
number did not show up for a scheduled appearance or thereafter present
thanselves to iimigration authorities? If possible, could you break this
information down by nationality and/or district office?
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3. What was the average stay in detention for asylum applicants for FY

1984?

Separate statistics are not maintained for asylum applicants. Detention
statistics are maintained by two broad categories: "Aliens Under
Proceedings" and "Custodial Required Departures." In FY 1984, the average

stay for aliens under proceedings (which would include asylum applicants) was

about 13 days.

4. What was the total operating cost for Service detention facilities in

FY 1978-84, and for non-Service facilities during the same period?

Operating Costs Operating Costs for

for INS Facilities* Non-Service Facilities

FY 1978 $ 5,428,160 $ 3,364,595

FY 1979 6,162,939 3,809,559

FY 1980 6,553,116 4,039,878

FY 1981 10,790,958 4,935,819

FY 1982 14,987,685 6,079,149

FY 1983 18,034,157 8,723,229

FY 1984 19,785,422 12,525,835

Includes staff costs.

5. How many aliens at present have been in detention for 30 days, 60 days, 3

months, 6 months, 9 months, one year, a year and a half, or more. If

possible could you break this information down, by facility, nationality,

and minor or non-minors?

Please refer to the enclosed charts on aliens in detention longer than 30

days (Enclosure A) . Statistics are readily available only for those aliens

in Service Processing Centers (SPC) . Generally, minors are not placed in INS

facilities, as Port Isabel is the only SPC equipped to handle family units.

6. Please provide a list of all non-Service facilities used in th* past year

and their locations.

Please refer to the enclosed list of non-Service detention used by INS in FY

1984 (Enclosure B) .

If I may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

Alan C. Nelson
Commissioner

Enclosures
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ENCLOSURE B

NON-SERVICE DETENTION UTILIZED BY INS

n 1984

ALABAMA

Hous ton Co

.

Li ncol n Co.

Madison Co.

Mobile City

Mobi Ic Juv

.

Hontogine ry

Talladeyd Co.

ALASKA
Anchorage - Annex

Cook Inlet

McLaughl i n

3rd Avenue

Ba rrow
Juneau
Ketchikan
Kod i ak

MI!OM

tfOC CMTT
I£MVI:MI. S»S. SOUlhrfSI

ItWVIJik 5T5. S0UI«5I

lOrSCH ««i;»«

cim JF riti

cin V n»ii
CUT OF iiusta

CKMisf ca*'» JiMiaf

CXHI2 COUiI' J«ii. ._
C)COii« :Du«n,i*t«iff

MUSU^ CUT i«ll.

C.T.Iii'M FOSHi lO<

iim CMtT
MAHM cDMrri

W<I»i.£S.»K.«

natLii CQwii"

hCuSf Of WW*.
i<ij::a>» cxnt
Mictrt couiiT

M)ic;>>< couai) fiaiii

MClCOPt CIT ruOElll 'UCSM

uiROpaiiM cw«c.ct«it«

(ttWrtLlIM C3»£C.CU'EI

Mvuo ciMin boirf

riw ca*ri

ARKANSAS

Arkonsr. s Co.

Benton Co.

Bentonvillo City
t

Blythvi lie City

B r i nk 1 ey City

Clark Co.

C 1 ebu r nc Co

.

C 1 eve 1 and Co .

.

C r i t tendon Co

.

Colombia Co.

Conway

DcSha Co.

£1 Dorado City

i^r. y e 1 1 e V i 11 c City

r-ordycc City

rrank 1 i n Co

.

6a r 1 and Co

.

{Greene Co.

fJcnipstead Co.

/rot Spr i ngs C i ty

f^ot Spr i nys Co .

/^ox i e City

Independence Co.

^ackson Co.

Jefferson Co.

Johnson Co.

Lawrence Co.

Lincoln Co.

Al^dison Co.

Malvern City

McGehcca

Miller

Montgomery Co.
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ARKANSA'j UtlfOdalt (C.r-i)

Mor r i 1 t on

Nevada Co.

No. Lt 1 . Rock City

Ouach i t a Co

.

Pike

Pine Bluff City

Polk Co.

Pope Co.

Prcscott City

GL . Frances

Scott Co.

Scbos t i an Co

.

Sebastian Co. Juv.

Seviei Co.

Silo am Springs

Union Co

.

Vv a r r c n

Wash i ng ton Co

.

Wh i te

Yell Co.

((HI ciuti jiMiac

Lfa couirr Jl^(llL(

IIM CMH w«iff

an ctxaii iHfin

LASU camM iiiurf X7I.

i.«. couiii ncuiim x/i.

l.l.COWIT Mil

M«ii ca»n
_ __

niut :uMii

KUtVOLlIM cuunc. cuiu

vim cot^ir

»»ttt zduMti ;u-uac

__
imwiK comrTjiivtisiK JUV.

• ivfjsiDf ccmTi.iieio

ilvUSIK COUitr.litlO

tiKtrsiH ctx«n,«ivasiii

AIVUSIK CDuilr.tlvUSiJC

llvtKISt Cuali'.llvwsiX

iivtisiK cxtrr.nttDsiM
tivfisiM couiif.rrrvf

IIVOUH C<uti,li.rn€

»ivtKi« coainr.iLfnc

•UK IK, LBS t«ait
mit ic.SM HUB

COLORADO
Adams
Al amosa

Al bany
Arapahoe
Archul ec t a

Arvada
Aurora

c«.ira«jiii

N.«<M COUIIT

c«si «t CM HI sua

Cin OF kEtMi
cirr OF QMXAii

cm OF OMlMi

Cin OF OMLiat

MtuM CX«ir J41L

couin ff f«£s«

comn aF i«rt(ii«i stoifr

COtJiII V SI.IMI CNILI CMK

CCUilt OF VIIIIM

CMScui cut, ci.

I.J.FII«X.£' l«.

FUSM CDUin &UirF

mno-H CiLwtT

inrtiin cojiTT mMtioi
lira csuiiT

Baca
Boul der

Broom field
Brush

Center
Cha f f ee

Cheyenne
Commerce City

Conejos
Cost ilia

Delta
Denver
Denver Juvenile Hall
Denver

Behavioral Systems

Southwest

(Jl
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Hartford. CT~
Eagle Niancic, CT
El Paso

Eng 1 ewood
Estes Park
Fort Morgan FLORIDA

Fremont Alactua Dept. Corr
Car field

Glendale Baker Co. Jai]

Grand Col ] i er Co.
Greenwood
Gunn i son

Huerfano De Soto Co

Col umbi a Co.

De Soto Co.

Efcambia Co.

Flagler Co.

Gadsden Co.

D

G lades

Groveland PD

Je f f erson
La Plata

Lake Flagler Co
Lakewood
Lar imer

Las Animas Glades
Lincoln
Li t

t

leton
Logan Hamilton Co.
^""g"'^"' Hardee Co.
Love 1 and

Mesa Hendry Co.

^°^i^^ Hernando Co.
MonteVista
Montezuma Highlands Co.
Mont rose ,, • i i w u ^Hill sborough Co

.

Morgan
Otero Hillsborough Juv.

Ind i an R i ve r
Prowe rs

Pueblo
Rio Blanco Lake Co.

Leon Co,Rio Grand
Routt

Saguache Madison Co,

Monroe Co.Sumin it

Vail
Weld Nassau Co.

Westminster Okeechobee Co.
Wheat ridge
Yuma Orange Co.

Or 1 ando Juv

.

Palm Beach Co.

Palm Beach Juv,

Polk Co.

O)
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FLORI DA . '
•

Putnam

Sa ] vd t i on A rmy

Sants Rosa Co.

Semi nole Co.

St. Johns Co.

St . Luc ie Co.

Suwannee Co.

Taylor

Un ion Co.

GEORGIA

Cho t ham Co

.

Crisp Co

.

Dool ey

Doug las Co

.

Floyd Co.

Fu 1 ton Co

.

G V. i n n e 1

1

Lowndes Co.

Muscogee Co,

OM CM. CMftCTIOM. dilU

IDAHO
Adfl

Bannock
Bi ngham
Blackfoot
Blaine
Bonners Ferry

Bonnev i 1 1

e

Buhl

Ca r i bou
Cassia
Clear water
Elmore
Frankl i n

Fremont
Gem

Good i ng

Jefferson
Jerome
Lat ah

L i ncol n

Mad 1 son

N am p a

Owyhee
Pa yet t

e

Power
Shoshone
Twi n Fall s

Wash i ngt on

ILLINOIS
Areola
Bloomingt on

Cambridge
Carl invi 1 le

Chicago
Chicago

Northwest Security

CI int on

Eureka
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ILLINOIS ( X--W/i_ (r.,, -

.

Fa i rv ifw He ight s

Hill sboro

Jacksonv i 1 1

e

Mc . Vernon
Pont i ac

Pr i ncet on

Roc k Is 1 and

Sa 1 em

Spr i ng f i e 1

d

Sang anion

Tusco 1 a

Veni ce City
Wa t er 1 oo

Wa t seka

Lyon
Marshal 1

Hills
Monona
Page
Polk

Pot t awa 1 1 am ie

Sac

Scot t

Shenandoah
St or y

Wape 1 lo

Webst er

Woodbury

INDIANA
Evansv i 1 le

H ammond
Indianapolis
Kokomo
Floyd Co.
South Bend

Terre Haute
Va

1

parai so

IOWA
Ada i r

At lant ic

Black Hawk
Boone

Cass

Clarke
Dallas
Har r i son

Howard
Johnson
Linn

»r.AJ!SAS
Mma
At ch i son

M wood

Booking Fee

Col by

Council Grove

Dodge City

El Dorado
Elkhart
Emporia

Garden City

Good 1 and

Great Bend

Greensburg

Hays
Herington
Hugol on

Kansas City

Booking Fee

Lak in

Leavenworth

Leot i

Liberal
Marion
McPherson
Meade
Medicine Lodge

Oakley

t^J
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1 A

Olathe
Osborne
Ph 1 1 1 i psburg
Prat t

Russe 1

1

Sa 1 i na

Scott City
Subl et t

e

Topeka
Youth Cent er

Ul ysses
Wakeeney
Wichita

KENTUCKY
Boone
Kent on

Met Corfoc

LOUISIANA (C^y^ 1

Opelousas City

Orleans Parish

S t . James

St. John the Bapt.

S t . Martin

Sh r e vepor t

Sulphur City

Union Parish

Vi 1 le Platte City
W. Baton Rouge
W. Carrol Parish

Winn

Winnf ield City

Vouth Study Ctr

LOUISIANA

Alexandria City

Ascension Parish

Caddo

Calcasieu Prsh.Juv.

Car encro

Denham Spgs.

E. Baton Rouge

Gonzalez

Jenning City

Lafayette Parish

Monroe Co.

OPCCC

New Iberia

Calais, ht
Farmington , >€!

Houlton, ME
Portland, NE
Sk£X^egan, hE

/V?fl£VLff/Oj)

Bel Air, MD
Jesstp. MD

Greenfield, Mf^

La«nrence, I^

Lo)
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HI CHI CAN
Adr i an

Ann Arbor
Bay Ci ty

Cass County
Coldwa t er

Dearborn
Detroit Youth Home
Grand Rapids
Hart
Hoi land

I on I a

Ka 1 ama zoo

Le 1 and

Man i s t ee

Ma rquet t e

Mason
Muskegon
Paw Paw
Pont i ac

Children Village
Port Huron

Ch i

1

dren Cent er

Juven i 1 e Cent er

Sag i naw
St . Joseph
Saul t St e . Marie
Sout hga t

e

St ant on

Traverse City
Wh i te Cloud

MINNESOTA
Dul uth

Grand Marais

International Falls

Moorhead
Roseau

St . Paul

MISCISF^I PPI

Col 1 i ns Co.

Dc Sota Co.

Franklin Co.

lancock Co.

^ar r i son Co.

Harrison Fcnmily Ct,

Hinds Co

.

Jackson City

Lamar Co.

Laude rda 1 e Co.

Lowndes Co.

Mad i son Co

.

Rankin Co

.

Scott Co.

Simpson Co.

Stone Co.

Washington Co

.

MISSOURI
Be 1 ton

Bent on-Scot t

Berke ley City

Clayt on-St . Lou is

Col umbi a

Farm ingt on-

St . Francoi s

Freder i ckt own-Mad is on

Jackson Juvenile

Jackson
Kansas City

Salvation Army

Lex ingt on

North Kansas City

Oregon
Platte City

Poplar Bluff-Butler
Rolla-Phel ps

C^J
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MOtv'TANA

Bf averht-ad

Big Horn
'^'"*^

fno couin

Broadwater iwMili coul?

Cascade i.J.mn«i

Flathead «'« l« tws fain oc^t.

Cal latin
Cran i t

e

Hill
Kal ispel 1 f/fiJ hf\nO:.- , i
Lake
Lewis & Clark
Meagher Eppinp, N.H.
Missoula W. Stewartstown, N.H.
Phi 1 1 ips

Powel I

Rooseve 1

t

Silver Bow Nf'/J J'-f^^r '

Toole —
l^'hi t e*"! sh

Yellowslone Bridge Con . N.J

.

Free^" ;.-!. ; J ,

Hackensack, N.J.

NEBRASKA Salem. N.J.

Adams
Buffalo

Cass
Clay NEW MEXICO
^^^°'^ "•

Artesia

Dawson Belen
^°^Slas Bernalillo Co.
Fi 1 Imore
Frontier Bernalillo Juv.
Gothenburg Catron Co.
Hal 1

Hamilton Chaves Co.
^^'^^ Clevis
Kimbal I

Colfax Co.

Lancaster Currv

Dona Ana
Lincoln Eddy Co.

Morrill Gallup City

Grant Co.
Sarpy
Scottsbluff Guadalupe Co.
Seward
Thurst on
York
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Oi
I r

Eucone
Juven i I

e

Herm i s t on

Hill sboro

Hood River

K 1 ama t h Fa 1 I s

La Grande
Mad r as

Mc Mi nnv i 1 1 e

Med ford

Med ford City
Juveni 1 e

Oregon Ci t y

Pend 1 ec on

Port 1 and
Juveni le

Roseburg
St . Helens
Sa lem

Juven i 1

e

Wasc o

Vale

Perdirz'l-^/Mlfk

Indiana, PA
Lewisburg, PA
VJashington. PA
West Chester. PA

Ctiote lSi-ft^:b

Cranston, R. I.
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Creek Co.

Idabe] Ci

Jccksofi Co.

Miami City

Mushogec C

Okla. City

OREGON
Al bany

As tor i a

Bend

Coqui 1 le

Dal las

Add i r Co

.

Broken Bow
Euconp

B r y.ifi Co . i ,•' Juvenile

Chfrokec Co. Hermiston

^, . Hill sboro
CI 1 ntori City ur^^A d' Hood Ki ver

Craig Co. '^l amath Fa 1 1 s

La Grande
Madras

Idabel City ^'^ Minnville
Med ford

Med ford City
Lc Flore Co. Juvenile

^ . , ,
Oregon Ci ty

^^^^^'^11 f^"- Pendleton

McCurtain Co. Portland
Juven i le

Roseburg
Mushogec City St. Helens

/%7J/^VL/,^^^/A

Sa 1 em

Juven i I

e

Ottawa Co. Wasco

Pittsburgh
^^^^

Rogers Co.

Tulsa Co.

Tulsa Juv

Wagoner Co.

w^eh i n^t-^r. ^ Indiana. PAwasnington Co. , i_ -,,
Lewisburg. PA

Wood Co. VJashington, PA
West Chester, PA

/I

Cranston, R. I.
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'J0U1H CAkOLlNA

Cho r 1 L'Ston Co.

Florence Co.

Ornngeburg

R ich ] <ind

SOUTH DAKOTA
Dead wood
Rapid City

TENNESSEE

Franklin Co.

Ham i 1 ton Co .

McNary Co.

Metro Jail

Roane Co.

TEXAS

Abi lene C i ty

Alternative House

Ama rillo City

Andrews Co.

Argus Secur i ty

Atascosa Co.

Bandera Co.

Bastrop Co.

Beaumont

Bclton Co.

Bexar Co.

Bexar Co. Juv.

Big Spr i ngs

Blanco Co.

TEXAS

Bowie Co.

B rewste r Co

.

B rook s

Brown Co.

B rowns V i 1 1 e

Ca me r on Co

.

Cass Co.

Christ is AnswerELP

Clarksvi n e

Coma ] Co

.

Comanche Co.

Corrections Corp.

Crockett Co.

Cul ber son Co

.

Da Iha r t City

Dal 1 as Co.

De Soto City

Dimmit Co.

Elgin City

El Paso Co.

Euless C i ty

Execu t i ve Inn

Frio Co.

Gillespie Co.

Gonza 1 es

Guadalupe Co.

Hale

Bar 1 i ngen

Harris Co.

Harr is Co. Juv.

Hays Co.

Hida Igo

(ll)
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TEXAS ^^ •

Hidalgo Juv.

Hood Co.

Humble C i ty

Jim Hogg

Jim Wei 1

s

Karnes Co.

Kerr Co.

Kindle Co.

K i nney Co.

Kleberg Co.

Lafrontera

Laredo Service Ctr

LaSalle Co.

Lee Co.

Live Oak

Lubbock C i ty

Marshall City

Mason Co.

Maverick Co.

Medina Co.

McAllen

McCullock Co.

McLennan Co.

McLennan Juv.

Nixon Co.

Nuecues Co.

Odessa C i ty

Pecos Co.

Perez MS.

Polk Co.

Potter Co.

Potter Juv.

TEXAS '
'

,.

Pres i do Co.

Red River

Reeves Co.

Salvation A rmy

San Ange lo City

Schleicher Co.

Starr

Sutton Co.

Tarrant Co.

Reeves Sheriff

Taylor

Temple City

Texa rkana City

Tyler Co.

Uvalde Co.

Valverde Co.

Val ve rde Welfare

Victory Outreach

Walker Co.

Ward Co.

Webb Co.

Webb Juv.

Webb Det.

Wharton Co.

Wichita Falls

Williamson Co.

Wilson Co.

Zapata Co.

Zavala Co.
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UTAH

Fi 1 Imore

Kanab
Logan
Mant i

Vi/?6/Ajm

WASH INCTON

Beaver Anacortes

Br ighan 1 1 r y
^

Cast 1 eda 1 e

Cedar City

Duchesne
r Buckleyrami net on '

^ Chehalis

Bent on

Juv en I 1

e

Ch e 1 an

Col V i 1 1

e

Book i np

Frank 1 i n

^ . Coupev i 1 1

e

Moab ^

^..^11^ EphrataMont rvT e 1 1 o

Neph i

Ogden
Panguitch Kelso

Pr i ce

Provo Kittitas

Provo Juveni le Montesano

Randolph Neah Bay

Richfield Oak Harbor

Richfield Juvenile Okanogan
Juven i 1

e

Omak
Roy Juveni le

Sa 1 1 Lake Ci t y

Salt Lake City Juv Orov i 1 le

St. George Othello

Tooele P°'''^ Angeles

Vernal Puyallup

Wendover Renton
R 1 chl and

Ri t zv i 1 le

Seat t le

V Eg-MO'JT" Shelton
Spoka ne

Juven i le
NevTport, VT Sunnyside
Rutland, VT Toppemsh
So. Burlington, VT Vancouver
St. Jobnsbury ,

VT juvenile

Wa 11 a Wa 1 1 a

Wapat o

Alexandria, VA Wenatchee

Fairfax. VA
Manassas, VA Juvenile

Petersburg, VA
Portsnouth, VA

Richnncnd , VA
Virginia, Beach, VA

Woodstock, VA

Yak ima
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